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Executive Summary  

Background 

Comparative surveys are surveys that study more than one population with the purpose of 

comparing various characteristics of the populations. The purpose of these types of surveys is to 

facilitate research of social phenomena across populations, and, frequently, over time. 

Researchers often refer to comparative surveys that take place in multinational, multiregional, 

and multicultural contexts as “3MC” surveys (Mneimneh et al., forthcoming).1 To achieve 

comparability, these surveys need to be carefully designed according to state-of-the-art principles 

and standards. 

There are many 3MC surveys conducted within official statistics, and the academic and private 

sectors. They have become increasingly important to global and regional decision-making as 

well as theory-building. At the same time these surveys display considerable variation regarding 

methodological and administrative resources available, organizational infrastructure, awareness 

of error sources and error structures, level of standardized implementation across populations, as 

well as user involvement. These circumstances make 3MC surveys vulnerable from a quality 

perspective. Quality problems present in single-population surveys are therefore magnified in 

3MC surveys. In addition, there are quality problems specific to 3MC surveys such as translation 

processes. 

The wealth of output from such surveys is usually not accompanied by a corresponding interest 

in informing researchers, decision-makers, and other users about quality shortcomings. This can 

lead to understated margins of error and estimates that therefore appear more precise than they 

actually are. There are also cases where researchers are informed about quality shortcomings but 

opt to ignore those in their research reports. There are of course many possible explanations for 

this state of affairs. One is that 3MC surveys are very expensive and the formidable planning and 

implementation leaves relatively little room for a comprehensive treatment of quality issues. 

Another explanation is that the survey-taking cultures among survey professionals vary 

considerably across nations as manifested by varying degrees of methodological capacity, risk 

assessment, and willingness to adhere to specifications that are not normally applied. 

The literature on data quality in 3MC surveys is scarce compared to the substantive literature. 

There are exceptions, though, including the Cross-Cultural Survey Guidelines developed by the 

University of Michigan and members of the International Workshop on Comparative Survey 

Design and Implementation (CSDI). AAPOR has created a cross-cultural and multilingual 

research affinity group and some 3MC surveys have advanced continuing data quality research 

programs. Members of the CSDI Workshop have produced three monographs that treat advances 

in the field of 3MC surveys. There are also scattered book chapters and journal articles that 

discuss 3MC and quality. 

 
1 The focus of this report is comparative surveys of individuals in households, which is in line with the missions of 

American Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR) and the World Association for Public Opinion 

Research (WAPOR). We do not discuss other comparative surveys such as establishment surveys, and agricultural 

surveys. 
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The task force has drawn upon this literature and the considerable and varied experience of its 

members. Many insights into challenges to, and possible solutions for strengthening the quality 

of 3MC data come from cross-national survey methodology. We note, however, that many 

societies have cultural and linguistic minorities, with considerable diversity among these groups 

(Harkness et al., 2014). Therefore, the 3MC issues discussed in the report are also highly 

relevant to single country multicultural and multiregional survey research, where comparability 

is also important. 

With this context in mind, the main purposes of this task force are to identify the most pressing 

challenges concerning data quality, promote best practices, recommend priorities for future 

study, and foster dialogue and collaboration on 3MC methodology. The intended audience for 

this report includes those involved in all aspects of 3MC surveys including data producers, data 

archivists, data users, funders and other stakeholders, and those who wish to know more about 

this discipline. The full Task Force charge can be found in Appendix 1. 

Task Force Charge 

 

The Task Force was charged with addressing three main areas: 

 

• What’s so special about 3MC surveys? 

 

In Section 2 of the report, we trace the history (2.1), provide examples (2.2) and outline the 

challenges of 3MC surveys (2.3). 

 

• The notion of quality in a 3MC setting. 

 

The overall goal of achieving quality in a 3MC survey is to minimize error components at the 

population level as well as across populations. The many challenges associated with achieving 

this goal across the key stages of the survey life cycle are discussed Section 3.  Here the report 

outlines the issues unique to addressing quality in 3MC surveys including such conceptual issues 

as differences in commonly-used definitions associated with the term comparability and the 

extent to which it can be achieved. Challenges arise due to the complex nature of decisions 

across heterogeneous populations at every stage of the survey life cycle and additional 

operational steps specific to 3MC surveys, e.g., translation, adaptation and harmonization. 

Achieving the appropriate balance between standardization across culture, regions, and nations 

and an appropriate level of localization in the midst of countless ways that survey context can 

vary must also be addressed at every decision point.  

• Basic Design and Implementation Recommendations 

Section 4 of the report follows the survey lifecycle: 4.1 Organizational Structure; 4.2 Sampling; 

4.3 Questionnaire Design; 4.4 Translation and Adaptation; 4.5 Questionnaire Pretesting; 4.6 

Field Implementation; and 4.7 Documentation. Each of these subsections provides an 

introduction, key operational and design challenges, current best practices, recent innovations, 

and suggested future directions. We summarize these recommendations below. These are then 
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followed by recommendations for future research, again, following the survey lifecycle.  Finally, 

we end the report by making the case for a new academic discipline. 

 

Implementation Recommendations 

 

The following are recommendations for each of the stages of the 3MC survey lifecycle. We 

recognize that some of these are aspirational in nature and may not be feasible in every 3MC 

survey or in specific study sites within a survey project. Nevertheless, these represent current 

best practices in order to facilitate quality assessment as well as identifying areas for continuous 

process improvement. We also recognize that many of these best practices are geared toward 

cross-national surveys, but many can be applied to within-country cross-cultural surveys as well.  

 

Study Design and Organizational Structure  

 

1. The designated central governing body or sponsor of a 3MC survey should have the 

capacity to design, implement, train (or coordinate training), monitor and address any 

challenges to survey quality, as well as have in-depth knowledge of each targeted study 

population or work with local partners who have such in-depth knowledge.  

 

2. The design and protocols of 3MC surveys should be informed by a combination of TSE, 

fitness for intended use, and survey quality monitoring to manage the complex and 

difficult tasks of designing and conducting 3MC surveys.  

 

3. Specifications with accompanying rationale, should be developed by a designated central 

governing body for every stage of the survey lifecycle, including a process to review 

and/or approve quality assurance methods, quality control (preferably in real-time), an 

element of continuous quality improvement, and a quality management system that keeps 

track of these components.  

 

4. Implementation of mixed-mode designs, novel or reinvented forms of sampling (i.e., 

nonprobability sampling), and/or inclusion of other forms of auxiliary data (e.g., social 

media data and government records) should be introduced in such a way as to compare 

the new method(s) with existing method(s) to investigate differences in quality which 

would ultimately impact comparability.  

 

5. Organizations conducting 3MC surveys should ensure all local ethics reviews have been 

completed, approved and are up-to-date. 

 

Sampling 

 

1. Comparable target and survey populations should be defined and documented for each 

participating 3MC population (often country). 

 

2. Sampling frames in each participating country should be identified and evaluated with 

consideration given to the quality of available frames.  
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3. In the absence of an existing sampling frame meeting accuracy criteria, a sampling frame 

best covering the target population, given budget constraints, should be developed. 

 

4. If the sampling frame is at the level of a household, then a procedure to randomly select 

respondents from the household should be determined. 

 

5. The sample size necessary to meet the desired level of precision should be determined for 

each participating country. 

 

Questionnaire design, translation and adaptation, and pretesting 

 

1. Research question(s) or objective(s) should be clearly defined. Survey questions should 

be drafted after clearly defining concepts of interest to be measured.  

 

2. Subject-area experts, area/cultural specialists, linguistic experts, platform/translation tools 

technologists, and survey research experts should be a part of the questionnaire 

development team or process. 

 

3. Some form of translatability assessment, advance translation or a combination thereof 

should be carried out to make the source questionnaire as easy as possible to translate 

into other languages and to implement in other cultures.  

 

4. The source questionnaire should be annotated with relevant information for the 

translation task, e.g., with the intended meaning of key terms and other information 

deemed crucial for measurement. 

 

5. An analysis plan should be produced relating each survey question to one or more of the 

research questions.  

 

6. A team translation approach, for instance a TRAPD implementation, should be followed 

to translate the source questionnaire into target languages. Documentation of particular 

and/or difficult decisions should be an integral part of the process. 

 

7. An appropriate set of pretesting and/or post-hoc evaluation methods should be used to 

assess the quality of questions. 

 

8. A documentation scheme should be developed for questionnaire design decisions and 

changes to the source questionnaire across time for repeat surveys. 

 

9. A documentation scheme should be developed for changes to trend translations (due to 

errors) across time for repeat surveys. 

 

10. In face-to-face surveys, show cards should be produced for survey items as needed, for 

use by interviewers in all participating countries following a standard protocol. 
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Fieldwork (Implementation, monitoring, contact procedures, nonresponse, and paradata) 

 

1. A standard instrument should be developed centrally and then thoroughly evaluated 

before implementation in all participating countries.  

 

2. A checklist of minimum interviewer candidate requirements should be established, and a 

comprehensive, standardized interviewer training should be developed and implemented. 

 

3. Interviewer remuneration should be based on hourly pay rates in each participating 

country.  

 

4. The need and use of incentives for participation should be determined and documented in 

each participating country as a case-level variable. 

 

5. A standard pilot protocol should be developed and implemented in each participating 

country. 

 

6. Both computer-generated and interviewer-generated paradata that are critical to collect 

for quality assessment should be identified, and clear analysis procedures should be 

developed. 

 

7. A data-driven assessment protocol, based on near real-time quality indicators in the data, 

for the selection and verification of cases should be established and include thorough 

documentation for both selection rationale and verification outcome.  

 

Documentation, weighting, and data usage 

 

1. Organizations conducting 3MC surveys should document each stage of the survey 

lifecycle as it unfolds as well as all input and output harmonization processes resulting in 

a methodological profile for release alongside the public-use data files (see 

documentation standards outlined in Appendix 6).  

 

2. The following survey weights should be constructed as relevant for specific project 

purposes and fully documented: Design or base weights to correct for different 

probabilities of selection; weights to adjust for undercoverage, nonresponse, and to make 

weighted sample estimates conform to external values, and; supranational or population 

size weights to adjust for different national population sizes. A guide should be provided 

to assist end users with the correct use of survey weights. 

 

3. Producers of 3MC survey data should facilitate data use trainings which include 

instruction not only on the data structure itself but on the use of documentation materials 

as well as available paradata.
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Priority areas for future research 

 

The comparability of data collected in 3MC surveys is essential for: 1) advancing social science 

research and training; 2) isolating the role of contextual factors in explaining complex human 

behaviors and attitude formation; 3) establishing “ranking” of the participating sites (e.g., 

countries) so that local needs are identified, and local interventions are implemented; and 4) 

setting strategic resource allocation and policy-making. However, there is a critical need for 

advancement of knowledge and generation of new scientific theories to address the challenges in 

obtaining comparability as identified by the practitioners and institutions coordinating major 

3MC surveys. To that end, we have outlined a research agenda, with priority areas categorized 

by areas within the survey lifecycle. 

 

Theory 

• Develop a shared language and set of vocabulary for conceptualizing issues of 

comparability / equivalence / invariance. 

• Develop a generalizable model or framework for how cultural variations in cognition, 

social norms, and language may interact with external variables such as characteristics of 

the interviewer, the interview setting, the sponsoring and implementing organizations, 

and the language of the interview among others, to affect survey response and error 

generating processes.  

• Develop theory / guidance on how to design and mount experiments in 3MC surveys. 

 

Study design 

• Develop educational materials for sponsors of 3MC survey research about the 

considerable resources needed for all major design and implementation steps in every 

country. 

• Rigorously test and evaluate cost reduction strategies involving mixed-modes, new 

technology, multiple data sources (including Big Data), combining probability and 

nonprobability sampling, and making processes leaner while preserving quality. 

 

Sampling 

• The central governing bodies, sponsors or other stakeholders of 3MC surveys working in 

the same region should seek opportunities to collaborate on initiatives to identify, access, 

and assess registers and other databases as potentially viable sampling frames. 

• Empirically examine the performance of existing sampling frames compared to recent 

innovations for sampling frame development (e.g., True Random Route (TRR) and Street 

Section Sampling (SSS)). 

 

Questionnaire development, translation and adaptation,  

• Establish and improve existing central resources and databases with tested questions and 

information on what has been found to work and not work in comparative questionnaire 

design (e.g., problematic terms, linguistic structures, indicators, lessons learned from 

major studies) so that lessons can be shared and learned. 
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• Develop translation quality criteria and methods for assessment, particularly of a 

quantitative nature. 

• Investigate the relative effectiveness of both qualitative and quantitative question 

evaluation methods and combinations thereof. 

 

Fieldwork implementation and monitoring 

• Develop new methods to educate and train interviewers in order to incentivize adherence 

to study protocol. 

• Investigate the most effective approaches to detect both unintentional and intentional 

deviations from fieldwork protocol from all levels of the survey organization.  

• Investigate interviewer and context effects across study countries (social desirability bias, 

the impact of the perceived social/power distance between the interviewer and 

respondent, and so on), including measurement metrics, differential impact on data 

quality, and appropriate analytical methods.  

• Identify and/or develop a low-cost mobile data collection software with an integrated 

sample management system and ability to capture complex paradata while ensuring data 

security. 

 

Survey quality  

• Develop a practical approach for continuous survey quality improvement for 3MC 

surveys (e.g., Adaptation of the System for Managing the Quality of Official Statistics 

(ASPIRE) (Biemer et al. 2014)). 

 

 

Interdisciplinary recommendations 

 

Efforts to foster interdisciplinary research and collaboration, including training courses are 

needed. Coordination across projects and organizations in the development of new tools and 

approaches could greatly accelerate theoretical and methodological developments in 3MC 

surveys, leading to better quality data and increased efficiencies. This requires dedicated 

funding. The SERISS initiative in Europe provides an example of how such funding has 

accelerated and advanced the science and practice of 3MC survey research.  

Breaking down disciplinary barriers also calls for cooperation at both individual and 

organizational levels. Organizations like AAPOR, WAPOR, and ESRA, and initiatives such as 

CSDI and the methodology-oriented research committees of the American and International 

Sociological Associations, the American and International Political Science Associations, and 

other stakeholders should form a committee or committees to: 

(i) develop strategies to compile and disseminate information about existing resources 

and best practices in 3MC survey research. 

(ii) advance the tools, resources and research in priority areas for future research. 

(iii) develop an interdisciplinary training curriculum that would prepare a new 

generation of specialists in 3MC survey research 
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3MC survey research should be established as a discipline of its own. This last recommendation 

demands special justification, since it is critical for the advancement of the science of 3MC 

research. Given that 3MC surveys are currently conducted by organizations with varying 

research traditions and experiences regarding survey quality in general, and 3MC survey quality 

in particular, this report might have a limited effect in some disciplines that are not familiar with 

AAPOR/WAPOR activities. Frankly, the field of 3MC research is very large with limited 

collaboration across different research traditions. For example, while theoretical advances in 

comparative research are made in specific disciplines, including cultural psychology, cultural 

sociology, linguistics, organizational science, survey methodology, and psychometrics, both the 

integration and cross-fertilization of these advances with the aim of improving survey data 

comparability have been limited. While 3MC surveys share the common goal of producing 

comparable data across many cultures and countries, the lack of communication and 

coordination among 3MC survey networks as well as between these networks and researchers 

has hindered opportunities for advancement in improvements to data quality.  

Much remains to be done to engage 3MC survey networks, increase connections with researchers 

conducting cross-cultural research in other fields, particularly in new disciplinary fields such as 

computational linguistics. A funded effort to increase communication and foster interdisciplinary 

research and collaboration is urgently needed to advance the science and practice of 3MC survey 

research. 

Further, in order to develop the field, we need to make 3MC research a discipline of its own. So, 

what does such a development entail? According to Groves (2018), a number of criteria must be 

fulfilled before a field can declare itself a discipline. The following list is one possible set of such 

criteria. 

a. an academic curriculum should be developed; 

b. a professional organization should be created; 

c. a scientific journal or a named set of publication outlets should be available to the 

discipline; 

d. the discipline should have a common set of shared values and research principles; and 

e. there should be deep ongoing work in knowledge domains. 

We cannot yet claim that all these criteria have been fulfilled. There are a few informal interest 

groups with CSDI at the forefront, research papers are presented at many conferences, and 

research papers are published in journals that normally cover topics from official statistics to 

ethnology. Deep ongoing work is indeed being done, but there are problems with outreach across 

this large field and the diffusion of innovations across disciplines and countries is uneven at best. 

According to Groves (2019), all fields need people, people that can be replaced over time. For a 

field to become a discipline it has to be large enough to attract a critical number of students, 

faculty, and practitioners. The 3MC literature is comprised of a number of monographs and 

resources that already now serve as teaching material. What is lacking is a systematic training 

program, including textbooks for undergraduate and graduate levels. Today scattered single 

courses are taught in universities, but to move to a product that provides an academic 

certification, an integration of courses is needed. Also, there is a need for jobs within the 
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discipline area and here, there appears to be no shortage of opportunities. However, there must 

be a structured process for training new generations for the field to develop further. 

Members of the 3MC field should formalize existing informal groups, form a professional group, 

and develop this discipline focusing on the criteria above. A group of members selected from this 

Task Force are in the initiation stages of this process.   
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1. Introduction  

This report discusses best practices for realizing and improving quality in comparative survey 

research, i.e., projects for which instruments and other aspects of the study and their 

implementation are “deliberately designed for comparative research” between two or more 

populations cross-nationally, cross-regionally or cross-culturally (Harkness et al., 2010a, p. 3). 

The purpose of these types of surveys is to facilitate research of social phenomena across 

populations, and, frequently, over time. Increasingly, researchers are referring to surveys in 

multinational, multiregional, and multicultural contexts as “3MC” surveys (Mneimneh et al., 

forthcoming).2 

To facilitate comparative analyses, the data must be valid and reliable for the given cultural or 

national context, as well as comparable across these contexts (Przeworksi & Teune, 1966). This 

is a formidable challenge. As Harkness et al. (2010a) discuss, comparability should drive design 

as well as the assessment of data quality in 3MC research. Harkness (2008) argues that, indeed, 

the pursuit of data quality is simultaneously the pursuit of comparability. In their introduction to 

the recent text Advances in Comparative Survey Methods, Johnson et al. (2019a) state that “3MC 

methods emphasize the importance and address the comparability of survey data across nations, 

regions, and cultures” (p. 3).  

However, the concept of comparability is highly complex. Academic disciplines employ 

different definitions and a range of terms for similar but not necessarily identical concepts. The 

extent to which comparability can truly be achieved and how to assess the extent to which it is 

achieved are subjects of debate. This is discussed further in Section 2.3. 

The number and variety of 3MC surveys conducted within the realm of official statistics, 

academia, and the private sector have grown substantially in recent decades, and with it, their 

relevance for scientific knowledge production. As Johnson et al. (2019a) note, the potential 

impact of 3MC survey data on decision-making and knowledge is perhaps more significant than 

ever. 

Many factors have contributed to the rise of 3MC surveys. They include, among others: (i) an 

increased interest in understanding the consequences of within-country cultural and ethnic 

heterogeneity (e.g., the impact of race and ethnicity, and their intersection with gender and 

social class, on education, labor market outcomes, or political participation outcomes, to name 

just a few), and between-country differences and similarities in causes and consequences, of, 

for example, economic and political inequalities, health and well-being, migration, and 

consumer behaviors; (ii) growing emphasis on empirically informed public debate and 

scholarship, particularly in transitional countries and countries facing rapid political and 

economic change (Smith, 2010); and, closely, related (iii) to social change itself, with 

democratization and the relaxing of government restrictions contributing to the spread of 

comparative survey research in many parts of the world. For example, the AmericasBarometer 

 
2 The focus of this report is comparative surveys of individuals in households, which is in line with the missions of 

the American Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR) and the World Association for Public Opinion 

Research (WAPOR). We do not discuss other comparative surveys such as establishment surveys, and agricultural 

surveys. 
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(Vanderbilt University) has expanded to 34 countries in the Americas, more than any other 

comparative project in that region. Pew Research Center’s Global Attitudes Survey, founded in 

2002, typically includes between 20 and 40 countries a year. In recent years, the European 

Social Survey (ESS) and the Survey of Health, Aging and Retirement in Europe (SHARE) have 

added countries in Europe but also beyond. For example, the ESS has been collaborating with 

the South African Social Attitudes Survey regarding methodology and test fielding of some 

ESS modules. Also, the Living in Australia panel fielded the ESS core questionnaire in 2019.  

However, the growth in 3MC research does not come without challenges. Compared to most 

single-population surveys, 3MC surveys are much more complicated (see Section 2.3) and the 

problems associated with their planning and implementation are so demanding that they 

frequently overshadow quality management and quality assessment activities.  This is 

especially the case when an increasingly larger number of countries with different research 

experiences and unequal research infrastructures join 3MC survey projects. Broadening 

geographic coverage and ensuring data quality, particularly in light of financial constraints, can 

constitute competing pressures (Jowell 1998; Pennell et al., 2017). On one hand, researchers 

strive for data whose scope is as broad as possible, i.e., greater country coverage. On the other 

hand, methodological problems, and thus the need for quality control, grow as a function of the 

number of participating countries – an implication of Sir Roger Jowell’s rule to confine cross-

national research to the smallest number of countries compatible with a study’s intellectual 

needs (Jowell as referenced in Lyberg, Japec, & Tongur, 2019, p. 1067).  

Further, comparative surveys are often rooted in different disciplines with different research 

traditions, including sociology, psychometrics, marketing, and statistics. While this has resulted 

in rich disciplinary knowledge, interdisciplinary sharing of accumulated methodological 

expertise and agreement on common standards on 3MC data quality remain weak. 

With this context in mind, the main purposes of this task force, which assembles people from 

different organizations involved in 3MC survey research, is to identify the most pressing 

challenges concerning data quality, promote best practices, recommend priorities for future 

study, and foster dialogue and collaboration on 3MC methodology. The intended audience for 

this report includes those involved in all aspects of 3MC surveys including data producers, data 

archivists, data users, funders and other stakeholders, and those who wish to know more about 

this discipline. 

The task force has drawn upon relevant literature spanning a variety of disciplines and types of 

survey research. Many insights into challenges to, and possible solutions for strengthening the 

quality of 3MC data come from cross-national survey methodology. Despite this, we note that 

many societies have cultural and linguistic minorities, with considerable diversity among these 

groups and their relative sizes throughout the world (Harkness et al., 2014). Therefore, the 3MC 

issues discussed in this report are also highly relevant to single-country multicultural and 

multiregional survey research, where comparability is imperative. 
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The development of 3MC survey methodology is reflected in an increasing number of 

publications, including two monographs released in 2010 (Harkness et al., 2010b) and in 2019 

(Johnson et al., 2019b). 3MC survey related articles have been featured in major journals, 

including Public Opinion Quarterly, the Journal of Official Statistics, the Journal of Cross-

cultural Psychology, and Quality Assurance in Education (special issues on the Programme for 

the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) regarding interview and 

translation issues). Recent edited volumes and monographs have also included chapters related to 

3MC surveys including the International Handbook of Survey Methodology (de Leeuw, Hox, & 

Dillman, 2008), Hard-to-Survey Populations (Tourangeau et al., 2014), Total Survey Error in 

Practice (Biemer et al., 2017), and the Sage Handbook of Survey Methodology (Wolf et al., 

2016a). The Sage Research Methods Foundations (Atkinson et al., forthcoming) features an 

entry on 3MC surveys as well. 

At the same time, the development of 3MC survey methodology has included professional 

conferences, such as annual meetings of the International Workshop on Comparative Survey 

Design and Implementation (CSDI) since 2002, and the International Conference on Survey 

Methods in Multicultural, Multinational, and Multiregional Contexts.3  In 2016, a cross-cultural 

and multilingual affinity group was added at AAPOR and in 2017, a 3MC session track was 

formally added at the AAPOR annual meeting in recognition of the growth and interest in this 

area. Academic resources include graduate courses,4 online short courses (Center for Capacity 

Building in Survey Methods and Statistics, 2018), and online resources such as the Cross-

cultural Survey Guidelines (Survey Research Center, 2016).  

In the next section we cover additional background on 3MC research, including a brief history, 

examples of current 3MC surveys and how they vary, and the fundamental challenges of 3MC 

surveys. In doing so, we focus on cross-national survey projects. While cross-national surveys 

constitute one part of the 3MC survey family, their defining feature – to study at least two 

populations in a given year or over time – is at the core of 3MC research. Most of the challenges 

international survey projects raise, including with respect to data quality, apply directly to all 

other 3MC surveys. Section 3 discusses quality in 3MC surveys, existing frameworks, and recent 

internal and external efforts to assess 3MC survey quality. Section 4 outlines the most pressing 

design and operational challenges, current best practices, recent innovations, and future 

directions related to major stages or aspects of 3MC surveys including organizational structure, 

sample design, questionnaire design, translation and adaptation, questionnaire pretesting, field 

implementation and monitoring, and documentation. This is followed in Section 5 by a 

presentation of prevailing issues and the changing survey landscape. Finally, our top-level 

recommendations are discussed in Section 6. 

 
3 See http://csdiworkshop.org/ 
4
 For example, courses have been offered at the University of Illinois at Chicago, the GESIS Summer School in 

Survey Methodology, and the University of Michigan’s Summer Institute in Survey Research Techniques. The 

Graduate School for Social Research at the Polish Academy of Sciences offers a course on Comparative Survey 

Methods.  

http://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/
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2. Background 

Section 2 provides a history of 3MC surveys (2.1), examples of 3MC surveys and how they vary 

in design, funding, execution and oversight (2.2) and the challenges of 3MC surveys (2.3) 

including differences across disciplines, etic versus emic, complexities inherent in a 3MC 

survey, standardization versus localization across the survey lifecyle as well as introduces a TSE 

framework in a 3MC context.  

  

2.1. History of 3MC surveys 

Smith (2010) identifies three distinct periods in the development of comparative survey research. 

The earliest cross-national surveys were motivated by the context of World War II (see also 

Mohler & Johnson (2010)). For example, the earliest known attempt to conduct survey research 

beyond one cultural context were the Strategic Bombing Surveys carried out by the United States 

government during and immediately after WWII to understand the psychological effects of allied 

bombing on the morale of civilians in Japan and Germany. According to Smith, comparative 

surveys during this first period were largely ad hoc, one-time, topic-specific cross-national 

studies. Deliberately designed cross-national surveys were a rarity (Rokkan, 1969). However, 

some early examples of cross-national comparative research include the How Nations See Each 

Other Study conducted in nine countries in 1948-49 by Buchanan and Cantril (1953). In addition, 

a landmark study published during this period was Verba and Almond’s The Civic Culture: 

Political Attitudes and Democracy in Five Nations (1963). While initially seen as reflecting the 

state-of-the-art in cross-national research, subsequent criticism and thinking, most notably from 

Almond and Verba themselves, on the challenge of achieving equivalence or comparability and 

the possibility of measurement artifacts, helped researchers to recognize the methodological 

challenges of comparative survey research and set the stage for future developments in cross-

national research (Mohler & Johnson, 2010).  

The second phase in the development of comparative survey research saw the rise of sustained 

and collaborative programs of comparative survey research (Smith, 2010). It was during this 

period in the early 1970s that multinational survey projects began to emerge. For example, the 

Eurobarometer, an ongoing attitudes and value orientation survey series, began in 1973, with 

surveys conducted by the European Commission in 1970 and 1971. The European and the World 

Values Surveys (EVS and WVS) began in 1981 and the International Social Survey Program 

(ISSP) in 1985. 

Starting in 2002, the third developmental period identified by Smith (2010) was marked by the 

establishment of the ESS and SHARE, which unlike their predecessors at the time, feature 

centralized funding for the design, direction, and methodological monitoring of its national 

surveys. During this period, other comparative surveys began to see central coordination, such as 

the AmericasBarometer, which began in 2004, and the Arab Barometer, which was initiated in 

2005.  

The idea of having a central coordinating team or governing body has evolved over the past 

couple of decades. Previously, it was often thought that countries participating in cross-national 

studies were able to follow instructions or specifications without much guidance, explanation, or 
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follow-up. The 1994 International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) was one of the first cases that 

demonstrated that this approach had been overly optimistic (Kalton, Lyberg, & Rempp, 1998). 

France, which ended up last in the IALS country ranking table, protested against the lack of 

quality control and eventually withdrew from the study. France’s concerns were backed by a 

review team (Kalton et al., 1998) and the European Commission decided to develop a 

standardized procedure for the conduct of future IALS (Carey, 2000; Lyberg et al., 2018). Other 

cross-national surveys including the ESS, the World Mental Health Survey, SHARE, and PIAAC 

have all developed strong central teams and have made progress in the provision of highly 

detailed specifications and accompanying follow-up procedures (see Pennell et al. (2017) for 

discussion and examples). Site visits and other meetings aimed at providing clarifications of 

survey materials and training in survey methods for those responsible for local data collection are 

also common in these surveys.  

The evolution of 3MC survey programs has been accompanied by a parallel development of a 

3MC-specific survey methodology. For example, Mohler and Johnson (2010, p. 21) identify five 

methodological landmarks in 3MC research:  

1. The use of indicators as the basis for comparison; 

2. The recognition of context as a relevant determinant for comparison; 

3. The application of translation theory and theories of meaning to the 

adaptation/translation of survey instruments; 

4. The acknowledgement of probability multipopulation sampling as the statistical 

prerequisite for comparison; and 

5. Advances in statistical methods allowing for complex modeling such as multilevel 

analysis or identification of measurement invariance. 

Although considerable progress has been made in the development of a 3MC methods discipline, 

as we outline below, much work remains to be done.  

2.2 3MC surveys in practice 

Today, 3MC surveys display considerable variation along several dimensions. Examples of 

major 3MC social, health, and assessment surveys are shown in Table 1. 

Important ways in which 3MC surveys vary include their sizes, the sources and flow of funds, 

which often influence the organizational structure and the extent to which aspects of the survey 

design are specified. As mentioned, 3MC surveys also represent a broad range of subject areas 

that are frequently associated with different fields and research traditions, as well as varying 

levels of awareness of error sources and structures. These aspects are briefly discussed below. 

Whether a 3MC survey is regional or global is a key determinant of size in terms of the number 

of participating countries. Participating countries in regional surveys typically number in the 20s 

to 30s. Examples include the ESS, in which 30 countries participated in Round 9 in 2018, and 

SHARE, which covered 28 countries in Wave 7 in 2017. Round 4 (2014-2016) of the Asian 

Barometer Survey network included research teams from 14 East Asian countries and five South 

Asian countries. The AmericasBarometer expanded to cover 29 countries in the Americas in the 
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2016/2017 Round, and now covers 34 countries total in its database. Surveys conducted in the 

European Union (by the National Statistical Institutes) include all EU countries, European Free 

Trade Association (EFTA) countries and at times, EU candidate countries. 

Obviously, the ‘global’ surveys generally cover considerably more countries. The WVS is 

carried out in up to 75 countries, the Gallup World Poll has been conducted in more than 160 

countries, and, as noted above, Pew Research Center’s Global Attitudes Survey typically 

includes between 20 and 40 countries a year. Surveys carried out by the Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) have mostly focused on their member 

countries, which were historically industrialized countries but have expanded in recent years to 

also include some countries with emerging economies. Twenty-eight countries participated in the 

first round of PIAAC at some point between 2008-2013, and 72 countries in PISA in 2015. 

Table 1. Examples of Current 3MC Surveys 

Social Surveys  
Global Comparative National Elections Project, Comparative Study of Electoral Systems 

(CSES), Gallup World Poll, Gallup International Voice of the People, 

Generations and Gender Survey (GGS), Global Corruption Barometer, Global 

Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM), International Social Survey Programme 

(ISSP), Luxembourg Income Study*, Luxembourg Wealth Study*, Pew Global 

Attitudes Survey, World Bank Living Standards Measurement Survey (LSMS), 

World Values Survey (WVS) 

  

  

  
  
  

 
Regional AfroBarometer, AmericasBarometer, ArabBarometer, Asian Barometer, Caucasus 

Barometer, Central Asian Barometer, East Asian Social Survey (EASS), 

EuroBarometer, European Crime and Safety Survey, European Election Studies 

(EES), European Quality of Life Survey (EQLS), European Social Survey (ESS), 

European Values Survey (EVS), European Working Conditions Survey (EWC), 

Eurosystem Household Finance and Consumption Network*, EU-Labour Force 

Survey (EU-LS)*, EU-Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC)*, 

Harmonised European Time Use Surveys (HETUS)*, LatinoBarometer, South 

Asian Barometer, Transatlantic Trend Survey 

  

  

  

  

  
Health Surveys 
 

Global Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS), Family and Fertility Survey, Global 

Adult Health Survey, USAID Act to End Neglected Tropical Diseases, World 

Health Surveys, World Mental Health Survey  

 

 
 

 

Regional European Health Interview Survey, Survey of Health, Aging, and Retirement in 

Europe (SHARE) 

Educational Surveys 

 

Global Programme for International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC), 

Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), Progress in 

International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS), Trends in International 

Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) 

 Regional Adult Education Survey 

 *Indicates that the survey is post-harmonized.  
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3MC surveys are funded in many different ways and large survey efforts often involve multiple 

funding sources, which can affect quality ambitions. ISSP investigates current social science 

topics in each participating country. Each survey organization has funded all of its own costs; 

there are no central funds. SHARE has one central source of funding and a centralized 

administrative unit, as do EQLS and EWCS. In the ESS, all participating countries – Member 

and Observer countries of the European Research Infrastructure Consortium – contribute to the 

central coordination costs by a basic membership fee and an additional amount, calculated 

according to the GDP of each country. In addition, each country covers the cost of fieldwork and 

national coordination (European Social Survey, 2020). The World Mental Health Surveys 

receive support from the U.S. government and a number of foundations, among other sources. In 

addition, each participating country has had its own sources of funding. EU surveys are mostly 

funded by the member countries. Pennell et al. (2010) and Cibelli Hibben et al. (2016) provide 

additional examples and further discussion of how a number of existing 3MC survey programs 

have been funded. 

The source (or sources) and flow of funding frequently dictate the organizational structure of a 

study. As Pennell et al. (2010) discuss, funding obtained through a central source usually means 

that the organizational structure is determined by the organization in receipt and control of these 

funds. Organizational structures for 3MC surveys can be seen as laying on a continuum in terms 

of the locus of control. The locus of control may be centralized (all design and operational 

decisions controlled by a central governing body) or decentralized (each country makes its own 

operational decisions while adhering to the study design protocols set by the centralized team or 

a governing body) (Cibelli Hibben et al., 2016). At one end of the continuum, for a study that is 

decentralized, just a source questionnaire or a list of variables may be provided, and the details of 

implementation are left up to the participating countries and service providers who deliver the 

requested data. The other extreme can be represented by surveys such as ESS, SHARE, WMHS, 

TIMSS, PIAAC and the AmericasBarometer, each with highly centralized infrastructures with a 

continuously improving machinery for survey planning, implementation, and monitoring 

adherence to specifications (Pennell et al., 2017). A variation on a centralized infrastructure 

involves commissioning all of the field work to one company which in turn contracts and 

coordinates the in-country data collections. This is the case with EQLS and the Eurobarometer.   

Academic traditions can vary widely in their scientific approach to comparative survey methods 

and, in some cases, can be quite entrenched.  Two major types of variation can be readily 

observed. One is the remarkable variation that exists in survey methodology know-how and 

capacity among countries, sometimes even between neighboring countries or suppliers within a 

country (Lyberg et al., 2019). The other type of variation stems from the features of research 

traditions associated with specific subject-matter areas. In assessment surveys, for example, a lot 

of energy goes into developing the psychometric items and less into developing other survey 

instruments, such as background questionnaires.  

Harmonization in 3MC survey research 

A defining feature of 3MC surveys is the need for some form of harmonization. Harmonization 

is a generic term for procedures aimed at achieving or at least improving the comparability of 

answers that respondents who are surveyed in different populations or periods provide (Granda 
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& Blaszcyk, 2016). Depending on whether researchers plan a comparative study, or seek 

comparability of existent data not designed a priori as comparative, the literature distinguishes 

between input harmonization, ex-ante output harmonization, and output (i.e., ex-post) 

harmonization (Ehling & Rendtel, et al., 2006, p. 1-2; Granda, Wolf & Hadorn, 2010).  

3MC surveys feature primarily a mix of input and ex-ante output harmonization. Data producers 

apply a variety of methods before fieldwork begins (input harmonization), during data 

processing (ex-ante output harmonization), or at both these stages (Wolf et al., 2016b). Input 

harmonization resembles standardization. For example, in a cross-national study, national teams 

would agree, from the beginning, on common concepts (i.e., standardization of definitions), 

common measurement of the concepts (standardization of instruments), common questions based 

on a common source questionnaire, common training (e.g., national coordinators; translators), 

and common technical requirements (e.g., minimum response rate) (Ehling, 2003).  

By contrast, in ex-ante output harmonization national teams would agree on a common target 

variable and a common measurement pattern, but use country-specific survey items to collect the 

data (Granda et al., 2010; Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik, 2016; Kallas & Linardis, 2010). Once the data are 

collected, variables are recoded following the harmonized coding schema. As an example, 

consider the International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) harmonized measure of 

education levels: it is obtained via “mapping” of national classifications of education. The 

underlying assumption in ex-ante output harmonization is that, for concepts that are common for 

different populations, comparable estimates can be obtained despite the lack of a common 

ground such as similar essential survey conditions (Baldacci, Japec, & Stoop, 2016; Eurostat, 

2019). 

Some 3MC research (e.g., ESS, ISSP) combine input harmonization with ex-ante output 

harmonization for selected data elements (Kallas & Linardis, 2010). For example, ESS features 

substantial input harmonization but also provides several ex-ante output harmonized variables 

using international standard classifications (e.g., ISCED, post-coding of respondents’ 

occupations using the International Standard Classification of Occupations, ISCO (European 

Social Survey, 2018a).  

Ex-post harmonization is mostly the purview of secondary users. However, some data producers 

also apply harmonization methods ex-post, to already released files that are not comparable by 

design, to integrate them into datasets suitable for comparative analysis. Examples include the 

Luxembourg Income Study, the Multinational Time Use Study, and the Cross-national 

Equivalent File.   

Ex-ante and input harmonization strategies are preferred and recommended for 3MC surveys, 

since they allow comparability issues to be addressed, first at the design stage, throughout data 

collection, and then during data processing, when creating harmonized files. However, even 

when applied properly (e.g., strong input harmonization and monitoring adherence to 

specifications) risks to survey data quality persist. Challenges are even greater when ex-ante 

harmonization is weak. We discuss many of these issues throughout the rest of the report.  
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2.3 The fundamental challenges of 3MC surveys  

3MC surveys face a number of fundamental challenges, including such conceptual issues as 

differences in commonly-used definitions associated with the term comparability, what 

constitutes comparability, and the extent to which it can be achieved. Additional challenges arise 

due to the complex nature of decisions across heterogeneous populations at every stage of the 

survey life cycle and additional operational steps specific to 3MC surveys, including translation 

and adaptation. The many challenges associated with key stages of the survey life cycle are 

discussed in more detail in Section 4. Also critical is the issue of achieving the appropriate 

balance between standardization across culture, regions, and nations and an appropriate level of 

localization in the midst of countless ways that survey context can vary. The overall goal is to 

minimize error components at the population level as well as across populations. This is 

discussed further below.  

Conceptual challenges 

The roots of 3MC research can be traced to contributions made by numerous disciplines (Figure 

1). Over the past several decades, this collective body of literature has provided the foundation 

for the development of 3MC research principles. Appropriately, this work has placed 

considerable emphasis on conceptual and methodological strategies for developing and verifying 

equivalence or comparability of survey measurements across cultures, regions, and nations. Yet, 

it has been recognized for some time that the terminology employed when addressing these 

issues is itself neither equivalent nor comparable, perhaps as a consequence of its origin in these 

multiple disciplines and research traditions. Approximately 20 years ago, a review of this multi-

disciplinary literature concluded that literally dozens of forms of equivalence were being 

discussed in practice (Johnson, 1998). These discussions often employed different terms to 

denote the same underlying concept, and also used similar terms to reference differing 

equivalence concepts. Since that time, the variety of conceptualizations of equivalence in this 

literature has continued to expand, to more than 90 as of today (see Johnson (2019) and Table 2 

reproduced below). As a consequence, considerable confusion regarding the meanings of 

competing and overlapping definitions of equivalence remains. This ambiguity, lack of 

consensus, and absence of shared terminology is now a serious barrier to continued progress in 

3MC research. 
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Figure 1. Disciplines contributing to 3MC survey research 

 

 

Table 2. Forms of equivalence discussed in the research literature5 
Administration equivalence (Buil et al., 2012) Literal equivalence (Verba, Nie & Kim, 1978) 

Approximate equivalence (Davidov et al., 2015) Meaning equivalence (Prince & Mombour, 1967) 

Calibration equivalence (Craig & Douglas, 2000) Measure equivalence (Craig & Douglas, 2000) 

Category equivalence (Buil et al., 2012) Measurement equivalence (Buil et al., 2012) 

Categorical equivalence (Craig & Douglas, 

2000) 

Measurement instrument equivalence (Zavala-Rojas 

et al., 2019) 

Communicative equivalence (Saule & Aisulu, 

2014) 

Measurement model equivalence (Hox et al., 2010) 

Complete equivalence (Verba, Nie & Kim, 
1978) 

Measurement unit equivalence (van de Vijver & 

Leung, 1997) 

Conceptual equivalence (Harkness, 2003) Metaphorical equivalence (Dunnigan et al. 1993) 

Configural equivalence (Hox et al., 2015) Metric equivalence (Craig & Douglas, 2000) 

Connotative equivalence (Veselinova, 2014) Model equivalence (Singh, 1995) 

Construct equivalence (van de Vijver & Leung, 

1997) 

Motivational equivalence (Triandis, 1972) 

Construct operationalization equivalence (Hui & 

Triandis, 1983) 

Normative equivalence (Behling & Law, 2000) 

Content equivalence (Tsai et al., 2018) Operational equivalence (Stevelink & van Brakel, 

2013) 

Context equivalence (Flaherty et al., 1988) Paradigmatic equivalence (Špirk, 2009) 

 
5 Table 2 references are included separately in Appendix 2. 
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Contextual equivalence (Elder, 1973) Partial equivalence (Hox et al., 2015) 

Credible equivalence (Teune. 1990) Pragmatic equivalence (de Jong et al., 2019) 

Criterion equivalence (Flaherty et al., 1988) Procedural equivalence (Johnson, 1998) 

Cross-cultural equivalence (Tsai et al., 2018) Pseudo equivalence (van Deth, 1998) 

Cross-national equivalence (Davidov et al., 

2014) 

Psychological equivalence (Eskensberger, 1973) 

Cultural equivalence (Devins et al., 1997) Psychometric equivalence (Devins et al., 1997) 

Data collection equivalence (Sekaran, 1983) Referential equivalence (Kenny, 2001) 

Data equivalence (Buil et al., 2012) Relational equivalence (Ellis et al., 1989) 

Definitional equivalence (Eyton & Neuwirth, 

1984) 

Relative equivalence (Frey, 1970) 

Denotive equivalence (Veselinova, 2014) Response equivalence (Buil et al., 2012) 

Direct equivalence (Frey, 1970) Sampling equivalence (van Herk et al., 2005) 

Dynamic equivalence (Kashgary, 2011) Scale equivalence (Anderson et al., 1993) 

Exact equivalence (Kashgary, 2011) Scalar equivalence (van de Vijver & Leung, 1997) 

Experiential equivalence (Sechrest et al., 1972) Scoring equivalence (van Herk, 2000) 

Factor equivalence (Dressler et al., 1991) Semantic equivalence (Tsai et al., 2018) 

Factorial equivalence (Hox et al., 2010) Situational equivalence (Kashgary, 2011) 

Formal equivalence (Kashgary, 2011) Statistical equivalence (Zavala-Rojas et al., 2019) 

Full equivalence (Veselinova, 2014) Stimulus equivalence (Kleiner, Pan & Bouic, 2009) 

Full score equivalence (van Herk et al., 2005) Stylistic equivalence (Veselinova, 2014) 

Functional equivalence (van Herk et al., 2005) Syntactic equivalence (Kohn & Słomczyński, 1990) 

Grammatical equivalence (Leonardi, 2000) Syntagmatic equivalence (Špirk, 2009) 

Grammatical-syntactical (Sechrest et al., 1972) Structural equivalence (van Herk et al., 2005) 

Idiomatic equivalence (Sechrest et al., 1972) Technical equivalence (Herdman et al., 1997) 

Indicator equivalence (Kuechler, 1987) Text equivalence (Saule & Aisulu, 2014) 

Institutional equivalence (van Herk et al., 2005) Text normative equivalence (Veselinova, 2014) 

Instrument equivalence (Singh, 1995) Textual equivalence (Leonardi, 2000) 

Instrumentation equivalence (van Herk, 2000) Theoretical equivalence (Teune, 1977) 

Inter-cultural equivalence (Feldkircher, 1998) Translation equivalence (Craig & Douglas, 2000) 

Interpretive equivalence (Johnson, 1998) Translational equivalence (Hui & Triandis, 1983) 

Item equivalence (Borg & Shye, 1996) True-score equivalence (Riordan & Vandenberg 

1994) 

Language equivalence (Herdman et al., 1997) Verbal equivalence (Adams-Esquivel, 1991) 

Lexical equivalence (Blumer & Warwick, 1993) Vignette equivalence (Elder, 1976) 

Linguistic equivalence (Iyengar, 1976) Vocabulary equivalence (Sechrest et al., 1972) 

 

Mohler and Johnson (2010) have also challenged the appropriateness of conceptual reliance on 

the term “equivalence” in 3MC research more generally. They believe equivalence is a 

philosophical term that implies it is possible to measure identical dimensions across cultures. 

They suggest that perfect or absolute equivalence across cultures or nations is more of an 

aspiration than an achievable goal. Instead, they advocate reliance on the objective of 

methodological comparability, which they believe to be less absolute and which can be more 

realistically realized in practice. From this perspective, comparability is conceptualized as the 

possibility of measuring the similarity, or measurement overlap, of well-defined characteristics 

of two or more objects under observation using scientific methods. Verba, Nie, and Kim (1978) 

have also previously suggested that complete equivalence is a hypothetical achievement that may 

be unattainable in practice. 
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A final conceptual challenge inherent in 3MC surveys is the extent to which comparability can 

be truly achieved for at least some concepts. As Smith (2019a, pp. 29-30) has noted:  

Cultural traits are often described as either emic, referring to those that are culture 

specific or close to being societally unique, versus etic, which describes aspects 

seen as universal that are “understood in a consistent manner across cultures and 

national boundaries (i.e., to the extent that they have interpretive equivalence) 

(Johnson, 1998).” Some concepts are so emic that they are even hard to formulate 

in other languages for other cultures. For example, “giri” is an indigenous 

Japanese concept having to do with social interaction, duty, and obligation that at 

least one researcher, Ruth Benedict (1946), described as follows, “There is no 

possible English equivalent and of all the strange categories of moral obligation 

which anthropologists find in the culture of the world, it is one of the most 

curious.” Similarly, the American concept of “hard work” is readily understood in 

the United States as a chief means by which individuals can advance and improve 

their lot in life. In other countries the concept is not as clear and pervasive and has 

been misunderstood to mean “work that is difficult to do” or that people can 

advance by taking on difficult work, perhaps because there is higher pay for such 

tasks.  

Researchers are often drawn towards the etic rather than the emic, since how can one compare 

what is unique and does not exist across countries? But that can be a mistake. If one only 

examines the etic and ignores the emic, one both creates cross-national images of societies that 

are more homogenous than they actually are and generates a more superficial portrait of each 

individual society. 

One useful approach to bridging the emic/etic cultural divide is to develop items that combine 

the two. This etic-plus-emic approach is useful when the common core is adequate for direct 

comparisons. For example, a study of obedience to authority in the United States and Poland had 

five common items plus three country-specific items in Poland and four in the US (Miller, 

Słomczyński, & Schoenberg, 1981). This allows both direct cross-national comparisons as well 

as more valid measurement of the construct within countries, and presumably better 

measurement of how that construct works in models (Fetvadjiev et al., 2015).6  

Particularly challenging is when substantive differences interact with methodological or 

measurement differences. For example, Uskul and Oyserman (2006) and Schwarz, Oyserman, 

and Peytcheva (2010) show how substantive differences between East Asian collectivist societies 

and Western individualist societies lead to differences in how information is processed and how 

survey questions are responded to. Similarly, it has been frequently observed (Smith, 2010) that 

East Asians in general and the Japanese in particular avoid extreme responses to questions. It has 

not been determined if the avoidance of extreme responses is tied to translation biases, 

differential response styles, real cultural differences, or some combination of methodological and 

 
6
 If the core items and the core plus country-specific items formed reliable scales that both showed the same basic relationships 

in models, then results would be clear and robust. The appearance of different patterns for the core and country-specific items 

would of course raise questions about cross-national validity. 
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substantive factors. Likewise, Andreenkova (2015) shows that differential acquiescence may 

explain cross-national differences in attitudes. 

There still remains a lack of consensus regarding the meaning of the fundamental language 

pertaining to the comparability or equivalence of survey measures that are being developed, 

collected, and analyzed across nations, regions and/or cultures. Developing a shared language is 

essential to further advancement. Doing so will be challenging, given the diversity of 

participating disciplines, each of which has been historically “siloed,” independently developing 

their own sets of practices for conducting comparative survey research. A recent paper by 

Padilla, Benitez, and van de Vijver (2019) provides a good example of work intended to 

reconcile and unify the terminology and conceptualization of equivalence across disciplines. 

Achieving consensus regarding the fundamental terminology of 3MC research should be viewed 

as a long-term goal that will continue to require considerable thought, effort, and cooperation.  

Additional operational steps  

While the success of 3MC surveys hinges on the comparability of data across many cultures and 

countries, the practical challenges inherent in implementation, documentation, survey quality 

assessment procedures, and associated criteria are far more complex than in single-population 

surveys. Quality problems present in single-population surveys are magnified in 3MC surveys 

and also new quality problems specific to 3MC surveys are introduced. 3MC surveys face 

additional challenges and complexity at all stages of the survey lifecycle. Compared to single 

population surveys, 3MC surveys also require additional operations, such as translation and the 

adaptation of questions and other survey materials, so that intended meanings are preserved 

across cultural groups or nations.  3MC surveys, particularly those that are cross-national, have 

an extra layer of overall study design, organizational structure and harmonization, in addition to 

aspects that must be considered for any single country survey. These additional operational 

stages are highlighted in a modified version of the survey lifecycle diagram for 3MC surveys 

from the Cross-cultural Survey Guidelines (Survey Research Center, 2016) shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. 3MC survey lifecycle 

 

 

Standardization and localization 

The variation in 3MC survey contexts is considerable (Pennell et al., 2010; Pennell & Cibelli 

Hibben, 2016). Therefore, collecting comparable data in a 3MC context is a highly complex task, 

in which one can expect to encounter many challenges. Even in a single-country survey, the 

target population may not be linguistically, ethnically, or culturally homogenous. Such 

heterogeneity may manifest itself through a number of dimensions. For example, as Pennell et al. 

(2010) note, language (e.g., local languages may not have a standard written form; varying 

respondent literacy rates), geographic topography (e.g., remote islands, deserts, or mountainous 

regions), weather and seasonal impediments (e.g., winter/summer, monsoons), national and 

religious holidays (e.g., the Christmas season, Ramadan), or political upheavals may make the 

harmonization of fielding times across different countries impractical. Moreover, some 

populations may be inaccessible because of migration patterns or interviewer safety concerns, or 

they may be only accessible under special circumstances (e.g., miners in camps, or populations 

https://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/references/Pennell-B-E-Harkness-J-A-Levenstein-R-and-Quaglia-M-2010-Challenges-in-cross-national-Survey-methods-in-multicultural-multinational.html
https://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/references/Pennell-B-E-and-Cibelli-Hibben-K-L-2016-Surveying-in-multicultural-and-multinational-contexts-In.html
https://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/references/Pennell-B-E-and-Cibelli-Hibben-K-L-2016-Surveying-in-multicultural-and-multinational-contexts-In.html
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in which part of the population goes on long hunting or fishing trips). See also Pennell and 

Cibelli Hibben (2016) for a detailed discussion of the numerous aspects of survey context 

affecting survey design features across cultures and nations. 

Countries also vary considerably in survey research infrastructure, experience with various 

methodologies and technologies, and in their laws, norms, values, and customs pertaining to data 

collection and data access. Certain modes of administration may not be feasible. In addition, 

nonresponse levels and biases will likely vary due to differences in cooperation and ability to 

contact respondents (Stoop et al., 2010). Finally, some countries officially prohibit survey 

research (e.g., North Korea) or severely restrict data collection on some topics (e.g., see the 

recent report on Freedom to Conduct Opinion Polls (Frankovic, Johnson, & Stavrakantonaki, 

2017)). 

While a survey conducted in a single country might face one or more of the challenges 

mentioned above, the probability of encountering several of these is much higher in a large-scale 

3MC study. “What is atypical in the one-country context often becomes the norm in 3MC 

contexts. Moreover, the assumed homogeneity and common ground that may, broadly speaking, 

hold for a single-country study contrasts with the obvious heterogeneity of populations, 

languages, and contexts encountered in multinational studies.” (Pennell et al., 2010, p. 270). 

To maximize comparability, a strict standardization of the study design and implementation 

protocols across populations is not always possible nor even desired. For 3MC surveys, the 

challenge is how to achieve the appropriate balance between standardization across cultures, 

regions, or nations and an appropriate level of localization to minimize error components at the 

population level and across populations. Unfortunately, as Pennell et al. (2017) note, there is no 

set model or framework to guide comparative surveys, although some large comparative surveys 

are moving toward setting minimum requirements, monitoring these throughout the survey 

lifecycle, and documenting the outcome. In practice, because of the need to balance 

standardization with localization, absolute input harmonization is not possible or even desirable 

for some survey processes due to methodological and administrative resources available or 

because it would not be suitable in one or more of the cultural contexts. Thus, to achieve 

comparability, a blend of requirements and a certain level of flexibility is needed (Pennell et al., 

2017).  

There can also be considerable variation in cultural contexts during the operationalization of a 

survey across populations in different countries, potentially leading to statistical variation that is 

at least partially attributable to measurement error rather than real differences. Responses can be 

affected by cultural variation in issues of understanding and interpreting a question, challenges of 

recall, and variation in judgement formation, presence of others, response mapping, and response 

editing processes (Johnson, O’Rourke, & Chavez, 1997; Johnson & Braun, 2016). However, 

ascribing different response patterns to differences in cultural backgrounds alone is not supported 

by evidence provided by Beullens and Loosveldt (2016) and Loosveldt and Beullens (2017). 

Their analyses of data from the European Social Survey show that there can be large differences 

among countries arising from interviewer effects that cannot be totally ascribed to language 

differences or respondent differences. There are also occasionally fairly large differences among 
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interviewers within the same country, which again cannot be totally ascribed to language 

differences or respondent differences (Schnell & Kreuter, 2005).  

Cultural norms also play a role in social interactions and communication patterns and can 

contribute to measurement error (see Johnson and Braun (2016) for a review of this literature). 

Additionally, the impact on data from social desirability bias occurring within an interviewer-

respondent interaction can vary significantly across countries. For example, one recent analysis 

has shown a strong association between interviewer attitudes and respondent attitudes, and 

another has demonstrated evidence of variance in interviewer behavior with regards to requesting 

a private setting in an interview and potential consequences to data quality (de Jong, Mneimneh, 

& Moaddel, 2017; Mneimneh et al., 2018). Lastly, structural differences across countries can 

lead to significant measurement error, particularly when collecting sociodemographic data such 

as education, income, and occupation, whose response categories may vary widely and 

necessitate significant harmonization before and/or after data collection (Braun & Mohler, 2003; 

Braun & Müller, 1997; Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik & Wolf, 2003; Schneider, 2007; Schnepf, 2018).  

To help conceptualize error in the 3MC context, Smith (2011) and Pennell et al. (2017) have 

expanded the traditional Total Survey Error (TSE) framework to include the concept of 

“comparison error”. Originally defined by Smith (2011), comparison error is the error introduced 

across each stage of a 3MC survey as well as the aggregate of error across all stages. Smith’s 

Figure A, shown in Appendix 3, delineates errors in a series of components and sub-components 

starting with Sampling and Non-Sampling Error and then breaking the error down into 35 error 

components shown in the right most boxes in each sub-division of errors. From each box come 

two types of error, namely, variance or random error (shown by the black lines) and bias or 

systematic error (shown by the red lines). Figure B, also shown in Appendix 3, shows that for 

each error component in one survey (say in Country 1), there is a matching component in a 

second survey (say in Country 2). If there were 30 countries in a comparative study, then there 

would be 30 stacked error boxes for each of the error components. In a comparison of two 

countries A and B, the step of optimizing a measure requires, for both countries/languages, great 

care and is sometimes very difficult but is otherwise straightforward. But with countries A, B, 

and C, the best choice for A and B may not work for C and changing A and B to best work with 

C may no longer work well for A and B. Now taking countries A to Z, it is clear that the task of 

optimizing an item could be a very difficult undertaking or not achievable at all. 

Smith’s Figure A and Figure B demonstrate the numerous potential sources of error and the 

incredible complexity that very quickly develops in a cross-national context as the number of 

countries increases. Also, key to consider is the frequent interaction between different TSE 

components (see Smith (2011; 2019a) for further discussion). 

Pennell et al. (2017) discuss key challenges particular to 3MC surveys for each of the Total 

Survey Error (TSE) representation and measurement error components. The TSE framework in 

Pennell et al. (2017), shown in Appendix 4, Figures A and B, links error sources to the key 

stages of the survey process – design, implementation, and evaluation – and identifies, for each 

error component (e.g., coverage error, sampling error, and measurement error), key potential 

sources of error that may contribute to TSE in individual populations and may present particular 

challenges in standardizing design and implementation (or establishing suitable localized 
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equivalents) across populations, thereby potentially increasing comparison error. It also 

incorporates the dimensions of cost, burden, professionalism, ethics, and other design decisions 

that frequently impose constraints on 3MC survey design and have an important influence on 

3MC survey quality. Importantly, the authors highlight that the effect of various error sources are 

statistic-specific and therefore need to be considered not at the level of the survey but, ideally for 

each measure of interest.   

For most of these challenges, there is no consensus among 3MC practitioners and methodologists 

as to how they should be handled. It is not just a matter of mitigating and controlling the errors. 

Many trade-off decisions are also necessary. 

3. Quality and comparability in 3MC surveys 

Section 3 further discusses quality and TSE and introduces the concept of comparison error, as 

well as fitness for intended use and how these concepts apply to 3MC surveys.  

 

The specific challenges and characteristics of 3MC surveys necessitate a unique approach to 

addressing survey quality. Indeed, each 3MC survey is shaped by factors such as the number of 

countries, the capacity of partners and resources available, the locus of control, the funding 

mechanism, overall budget, and even political decisions. However, there have been several 

attempts to identify those factors considered most essential in a comparative survey. For 

example, a methodological report on the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) includes a 

primary conclusion that a strong infrastructure is necessary to maintain adherence to 

requirements ensuring quality (Carey, 2000), and this sentiment is underscored by others as well 

(Kalton et al., 1998; Lyberg et al., 2019; Murray, Kirsch, & Jenkins, 1998; Pennell et al., 2017).  

In addition to a strong infrastructure, there is general agreement on the necessity for robust 

quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) systems. Such protocols would include a 

comprehensive set of specifications that define the design implementation and the quality 

assurance steps necessary for all participating countries, a QC system to verify adherence to 

specifications, both a central team and strong local partners responsible for implementation and 

maintenance of the QC system, and, lastly, the location and status of the central team within a 

greater infrastructure that can administer methodological capacity building and provide quality 

management. 

However, the lack of a comprehensive set of universally accepted standards and best practices to 

guide 3MC surveys has led to concern about their quality. As discussed above, current 3MC 

surveys display considerable variation regarding methodological and administrative resources 

available, organizational infrastructure, awareness of error sources and error structures, level of 

standardized implementation across populations, and user involvement. These circumstances 

make 3MC surveys vulnerable from a quality perspective. As 3MC surveys expand into new 

areas, with new funding sources, it becomes even more important to consider issues of quality 

and to outline best practices that extend beyond the recommendation for a central organizational 

structure.  

http://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/references/Kalton-G-Lyberg-L-and-Rempp-J-M-1998-Review-of-methodology-In-Adult-literacy-in-OECD-Countries-Technical-report-on-the-first.html
http://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/references/Lyberg-L-Japec-L-and-Tongur-C-2017.html
http://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/references/Murray-T-S-Kirsch-I-S-and-Jenkins-L-B-1998-Adult-literacy-in-OECD-Countries-Technical-report-on-the-first-International-Adult-Literacy-Survey.html
http://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/references/Pennell-B-E-Cibelli-Hibben-K-L-Lyberg-L-Mohler-P-Ph-and-Worku-G-2017-A-Practice-New-York-NY-John-Wiley-and-Sons.html
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Three different approaches to survey quality are most widely applied and/or adapted to the 3MC 

context: 1) total survey error and comparison error; 2) fitness for intended use; and 3) monitoring 

survey quality. In a 3MC setting, quality is achieved by reducing total survey error of important 

estimates across all targeted populations while retaining the ability to compare across these 

populations.  

Total survey error (TSE) and comparison error 

Total survey error (TSE) (e.g., Biemer 2010, 2016; Groves et al., 2009; Groves & Lyberg, 2010; 

Lyberg & Weisberg, 2016) is widely accepted as the organizing framework in the design, 

implementation, and evaluation of single-country surveys and is increasingly being applied to 

3MC surveys (Pennell et al., 2017; Słomczyński & Tomescu-Dubrow, 2019; Smith, 2011). 

Errors in survey estimates comprise variances of estimates (reflecting estimate instability over 

conceptual replications) and systematic deviations from target parameter values (biases). TSE 

purports to describe statistical properties of survey estimates incorporating all error sources. That 

justifies the partitioning of TSE into two components: sampling error and nonsampling error. 

TSE is also a planning criterion to be used at the survey design stage. The survey designer 

ideally comes up with a limited number of design alternatives and then selects the design that 

minimizes TSE. That design should give the highest accuracy for an estimate. However, if there 

are constraints in terms of costs, timeliness, accessibility, relevance, or something else, the 

designer must consider the trade-offs to determine if one of the other design options should be 

chosen instead. This total survey design philosophy was outlined by Hansen, Hurwitz, and 

Pritzker (1964) and Dalenius (1967). Many other methodologists at the time were also great 

contributors to the development of the TSE concept.  

A popular measure in the TSE framework is the mean squared error (MSE), which is the sum or 

random errors (variance) and squared systematic errors (bias) across different error sources. The 

MSE for each individual statistic in a survey is not typically estimated (Groves & Lyberg, 2010; 

Lyberg & Stukel, 2017; Vehovar et al., 2012), but if we study the components of error and try to 

estimate the size of those, we can get good guidance concerning where to put our efforts to 

minimize TSE as much as possible.  

In the TSE perspective, there are cost-error tradeoffs, that is, there is tension between reducing 

these errors and the cost of doing so. As discussed above, Smith (2011) and Pennell et al. (2017) 

have expanded the traditional TSE framework to include the concept of ‘comparison error’; 

figures are shown in Appendices 2 and 3, respectively. Słomczyński and Tomescu-Dubrow 

(2019) highlight the relevance of TSE, along that of fitness for intended use and monitoring 

survey quality, for ex-post harmonization of 3MC survey data; measures for some TSE 

components for publicly available 3MC survey projects are available in the SDR Database v.1.0, 

available via Harvard Dataverse (Słomczyński et al., 2017a). 

During the last 15 years, TSE framework research has taken a big leap forward. We can identify 

at least two lines of development. First, the entry of big data, the revival of nonprobability 

sampling, and access to multiple data sources have resulted in Total Error (TE) frameworks. 

Another is the development of hybrid (integrated) data sets (Biemer & Amaya, 2020; Groves & 

Harris-Kojetin, 2017). Still others have developed frameworks for specific big data situations, 
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where one alternative source is used, such as network data (Marsden, 2011) and other data such 

as Twitter data, administrative data, and other digital traces of humans (Biemer et al., 2017) (see 

also Japec et al., 2015). Second, TSE frameworks have been developed for longitudinal surveys 

(Lynn and Lugtig, 2017). Biemer (2016) has expanded the TSE paradigm into the pillars design, 

implementation, and evaluation by a system he named ASPIRE that allows survey designers to 

continuously self-assess their surveys and conduct quality control using statistical process 

control and quality management principles using critical-to-quality metrics. Finally, Kenett and 

Shmueli (2014) have suggested a framework they call InfoQ to assess the utility of a data set for 

achieving a given analysis goal. 

These developments are not yet on the agenda for 3MC surveys, but we anticipate that it is just a 

matter of time. It is hard to imagine that producers and users will abstain from insights based on 

much more information than what we currently have access to. 

TSE is a valuable framework for comparative studies in several ways. First, it provides a 

blueprint for designing comparative studies. Each component of error can be considered with the 

object of minimizing error (Fitzgerald, 2015). Second, it is a guide for evaluating error after the 

surveys have been conducted. One can examine each component and try to assess the level and 

comparability of the error structures. Third, it can outline a comprehensive and systematic 

methodological research agenda for studying error and for the design of experiments and other 

studies to fulfill that agenda. Fourth, it goes beyond examining the separate components of error 

and provides a conceptual and primarily theoretical framework for combining the individual 

error components into their overall sum. Fifth, by considering error as an interaction across 

surveys in multiple study countries, it establishes the basis for a statistical model for the handling 

of error across surveys.  

As discussed by Smith (2011), in the 3MC context, comparability and quality can also be 

maximized by combining the traditional functional equivalence (FE) approach with the TSE 

approach (see also Smith (2011; 2019a)). As discussed by Smith (2019a), “concordance of 

meaning” (Johnson, 1998) is central to the concept of functional equivalence. The FE approach 

brings a focus to the most important causes of comparison error within the TSE framework and 

strives to achieve as close a similarity as possible across comparative surveys at both the item 

and scale levels, by first considering functional equivalence at the item level across matched 

pairs of questions and then at the scale-level across batteries of items or multi-item scales, which 

are needed even more in 3MC versus monocultural research (Smith, 2019a). Thus, integrating 

FE, to achieve functionally equivalent items and scales, along with TSE, to ensure that individual 

surveys are well designed and well executed to minimize comparison error, can maximize 

comparability and quality in the 3MC context. 

Fitness for intended use 

The TSE framework, which has been argued to lack the perspective of users of the data, can be 

supplemented by fitness for intended use (Biemer & Lyberg, 2003; Gryna & Juran, 2001). 

Fitness for intended use is multidimensional and focuses on criteria for assessing quality in terms 

of the degree to which survey data meet user requirements. By focusing on fitness for intended 

use, study design strives to meet user requirements in terms of survey data accuracy and other 
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dimensions of quality including comparability, relevance, accuracy, timeliness and punctuality, 

accessibility, interpretability, and coherence. Fitness for use can be seen as a quality vector 

consisting of any components that a user is interested in, not just a subset of the ones mentioned 

here. In this perspective, ensuring quality on one dimension (say, comparability) may conflict 

with ensuring quality on another dimension (say, timeliness); and there may be tension meeting 

user needs in terms of both survey error and fitness for use. However, the overall aim is to 

optimize quality, minimize costs and burden, and recognize and document design constraints at 

all levels. 

This integrated model is visualized in Figure 3, excerpted from Hansen et al. (2016). In this 

framework, TSE may be viewed as being encompassed by the accuracy dimension in the fitness 

for intended use model, where accuracy refers to whether the data are describing the phenomena 

that they were designed to measure. That is, are the survey estimates close to the true values of 

the population parameters they are meant to measure? 

Figure 3.  Fitness for Intended Use (Quality Dimensions) and Total Survey Error 

(Accuracy Dimension) 

 

 

Monitoring survey quality 

Monitoring survey quality emphasizes the notion of continuous process improvement (Groves et 

al., 2009). This framework focuses on quality at three levels: the product, the process, and the 

organization (Lyberg & Biemer, 2008; Morganstein & Marker 1997). The product quality, as 

mentioned by Lyberg and Stukel (2010), is the expected quality of survey deliverables, which is 

often decided by clients and/or other data users. Process quality refers to the quality of the 

processes that generate the product.  One way to monitor and control process quality is to 

https://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/images/chapters/survey_quality/survey-qualityf-figue-2.jpg
https://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/images/chapters/survey_quality/survey-qualityf-figue-2.jpg
https://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/images/chapters/survey_quality/survey-qualityf-figue-2.jpg
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choose, measure, and analyze process variables, also called paradata or process metrics, relevant 

to the particular survey (Lyberg & Stukel, 2010). A focus on survey production quality requires 

the use of standards and the collection of standardized study metadata, question metadata, and 

process paradata (Couper, 1998), and is operationalized through the quality control process 

guided by quality planning and quality assurance. The quality control outcome measures are 

intended to result in a quality profile that can also be used to make recommendations for 

improvements, and subsequently reflected in future planning. The organizational quality refers to 

the features that make good processes possible, such as a quality-oriented top management, good 

user relationships, constancy of purpose, and good competence development programs. There 

have been efforts to create comprehensive quality frameworks (Ahrendt & MacGoris, 2018; 

Beullens et al., 2016; Eurostat, 2017; Hansen et al., 2016; International Monetary Fund, 2012; 

Stoop & Koch, 2013). While these efforts indicate important progress, lacking is an approach 

that facilitates an assessment of quality in 3MC surveys that provides a comprehensive and 

explicit focus on the comparative perspective. An investigation of quality in surveys more 

generally, and 3MC surveys in particular, is often focused primarily on QC protocols during data 

collection and analyses of output. For example, the European Survey Research Association’s 

(ESRA) 2017 meeting devoted five sessions to “Assessing the Quality of Survey Data”, with 

about 20 papers presented on specific aspects related to quality but few presentations on how 

quality frameworks might be utilized to evaluate a survey more generally. Similarly, ESRA 2019 

had six sessions (about 30 papers) focused on assessing quality, but again the focus was more 

narrowly on quality in a specific stage of the survey lifecycle. To address this, de Jong and 

Cibelli Hibben organized a session on approaches to overall quality assessment in 3MC surveys 

together along with representatives from ESS, Eurofound, PIAAC, and Gallup. 

There is not only lack of a consensus on quality standards, but in 3MC surveys it is also very 

difficult to monitor quality and to develop quality reports that accurately describe the national 

situation, although there have been some efforts to apply these frameworks to quality 

assessments. Several 3MC surveys, including ESS, IALS, SHARE, PIAAC, and the Eurofound 

surveys, have performed both internal quality audits and have commissioned external quality 

assessments (Börsch-Supan et al., 2008; Gallup Europe, 2010; Vila, Cervera, & Carausu, 2013; 

Wuyts & Loosveldt, 2019). Such evaluations have largely focused on a review of the processes 

used and products created to conduct high-quality data collection. For example, previous external 

assessments of the EQLS focused primarily on the impact of complex sample designs by 

reporting design effects and standard errors for specific variables, which is a rather narrow focus 

(Petrakos et al., 2010; Vila et al., 2013).  ESS’ 2016 quality self-assessment consisted mainly of 

systematic documentation of the QA/QC processes implemented throughout the survey lifecycle, 

but an evaluation of utilized systems was absent (Beullens et al., 2016). The ESS assessment was 

expanded in scope in Round 8 (Wuyts & Loosveldt, 2019). 

The most recent external assessment of the EQLS attempted to address the limitations of 

previous assessments by considering the processes of the 4th EQLS against best practices in the 

survey research industry, particularly as applied to 3MC contexts. First, a set of 3MC survey best 

practice guidelines were defined for each of the main stages of the survey lifecycle, considering 

both the processes of other major 3MC surveys in the European context, including ESS, SHARE, 

and PIAAC, as well as relevant survey methodology literature, to support the inclusion of each 

specific standard in the framework. Processes of the EQLS were then considered in relation to 
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each defined best practice as well as to the process most recently implemented by ESS (de Jong 

& Cibelli Hibben, 2018). However, this approach has only been used in one study and the extent 

to which it is applicable to the greater field of 3MC surveys is as yet unexplored.  

Quality reviews and evaluation studies are still rare in 3MC surveys. As part of large-scale 

reprocessing of cross-national survey data and ex-post harmonization, the Survey Data Recycling 

(SDR) Project7 and its predecessor, the Harmonization Project (Słomczyński, Tomescu-Dubrow, 

Jenkins, et al., 2016; Tomescu-Dubrow & Słomczyński, 2016) have systematically evaluated 

differences in survey quality within and between major 3MC projects, including the WVS, ISSP, 

ESS, EQLS, and Eurobarometer and its regional counterparts, among others. In SDR, survey 

quality is defined along three dimensions, each informed by TSE, fitness for intended use, and 

survey quality monitoring, respectively. For each dimension, SDR develops a set of 

corresponding indicators. These indicators have been applied to public use 3MC data files, to 

measure variability in survey quality. Ultimately, measures of survey quality inform ex-post in 

SDR, and are stored within the harmonized SDR database (Słomczyński & Tomescu-Dubrow, 

2019). Currently, the SDR Team has evaluated 215 data files encompassing a total of 3,485 

national surveys fielded between 1966 and 2017 in 169 countries/territories. The first set of 

evaluations included results from 81 data files containing 1721 national surveys across 142 

countries/territories between 1966-2013 (Kołczyńska & Schoene, 2019; Olksyienko, Wysmulek, 

& Vangeli, 2019; Słomczyński, Powalko, & Krauze, 2017b; Tomescu-Dubrow, Słomczyński, & 

Kołczyńska, 2017; Zielinksi, Powałko, & Kołczyńska, 2019). 

4. Prevailing operational and design challenges 

The following section describes key design and operational challenges to quality in 3MC 

surveys, what we consider current best practice, recent innovations, and future directions. This 

section follows the major stages or aspects of the survey lifecycle: 4.1 Organizational Structure; 

4.2 Sampling; 4.3 Questionnaire Design; 4.4 Translation and Adaptation; 4.5 Questionnaire 

Pretesting; 4.6 Field Implementation; and 4.7 Documentation.  

4.1 Organizational structure 

Introduction and key operational and design challenges 

The organizational structure considerations and resultant implications for overall study design 

are particularly relevant to large-scale 3MC survey projects, where, particularly in cross-national 

studies, there are often multiple stakeholders, study country organizations, and other key actors, 

requiring substantial coordination in the design and implementation process. The context and 

current conditions within each country also vary widely, further impacting decision-making. As 

noted above, a fundamental challenge in 3MC surveys is to determine the optimal balance 

between local implementation of a design (taking into account the “last mile”, or necessary local 

adaptation) while optimizing comparability across populations. Critical to achieving this goal is a 

 
7 See https://www.asc.ohio-state.edu/dataharmonization/ 

https://www.asc.ohio-state.edu/dataharmonization/
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comprehensive set of guidelines and requirements that have been developed for each step in the 

survey lifecycle (Pennell et al., 2017).  

Coming up with a set of clear and detailed guidelines and requirements that strikes a balance 

between standardization and an appropriate level of localization is extremely challenging. As 

discussed in Section 3, the guidelines and requirements for a study are the building blocks of a 

QA system, the idea being that by adhering to the requirements, quality is improved. However, 

having a QA system in no way guarantees quality.  

Just as important is a QC system to monitor adherence to the guidelines and requirements and the 

need to address the underlying causes of deviations from quality standards. As we have noted, 

3MC surveys vary in the locus of control and the extent to which it is centralized (all design and 

operational decisions controlled by a central coordinating team or governing body) or 

decentralized (each country makes their own operational decisions while adhering to its study 

design protocols set by the centralized team). While both approaches are in use in 3MC surveys, 

we argue that a strong centralized infrastructure is needed to maintain adherence to quality 

requirements. 

Current best practices 

Generally, the more countries, languages, and populations to be covered in a 3MC survey, the 

more complex the management task and the need for a strong organizational structure to 

coordinate all aspects of the design and implementation. Ideally, such a central team is 

complemented by experts and country representatives that can ensure designs take into account 

all contexts and local constraints. Such organizational structures can take many forms. Some 

projects have sought to build a highly centralized organization from which operations are based 

and where staff is concentrated, whereas others have created more decentralized structures by 

creating multiple hub institutions that lead surveys across a set of countries (see Appendix B in 

Cibelli Hibben et al., 2016 for further discussion and examples). No matter the organizational 

structure, the goal for project leaders must be a deep engagement in the design and operational 

processes to facilitate input and knowledge transfer of all decisions across the lifecycle that can 

affect quality both within and across populations.   

Regardless of the form, these organizations generally share the following characteristics: 

• Comprised of individuals or groups with methodological expertise and experience with 

3MC surveys.  

• Includes representation from and expertise with the target populations. 

• In consultation with all stakeholders, sets design, implementation protocols, and quality 

standards. 

• Monitors and documents all phases of the design and implementation and quality 

standards, providing support to local teams in real time (or as close to real-time as is 

possible). 

• Conducts methodological studies and facilitates continuous improvement.  

• Provides continuous education and support for capacity building. 

• Disseminates data and documentation. 
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• Contributes to both the subject matter and methodological literatures. 

These organizations also handle communication among all participating parties to ensure a 

consistent message. Many have periodic face-to-face meetings supplemented with other modes 

of frequent communication. These organizations may also handle tender (request for proposal) 

release and evaluation, contracting, budgeting and distribution of funds. Many are also heavily 

involved in grant writing and fund raising, given the expense of carrying out these activities.  

As 3MC projects develop, leaders must consider what structure best fits the project, recognizing 

that no two structures may be exactly alike given the differences across projects. However, the 

development of a strong structure that can address ongoing challenges in research and respond 

effectively and efficiently, in as close to real time as possible, is critical to producing high quality 

data. 

Recent innovations  

While there are many different ways to organize the structure of a 3MC survey, a number of 

3MC projects, including the Arab Barometer and the Afrobarometer, have moved from a 

centralized structure toward a hub structure. Although managed from a central headquarters, the 

hub structure relies on partners to oversee surveys within sub-regions covered by the project. 

These regional hubs are trusted local partners that have established high quality research 

practices. Members from these institutions travel to other countries where survey research 

traditions may be less well established. The hub institutions lead trainings and remain in-country 

during initial days of fieldwork to address any problems that may come up. 

Given their relative geographic proximity, if problems arise during fieldwork, members of hub 

institutions can respond to problems without a significant difference in time zones or, if 

necessary, send a team member to the country to help resolve potential issues. Additionally, as 

an independent observer, members of the hub institutions can provide feedback about the 

fieldwork process and provide insight to 3MC project leaders about issues that may have arisen 

on the ground or improvements that could be made in future survey waves. 

The European Commission has funded a number of innovative capacity building projects 

through its Synergies for Europe’s Research Infrastructure in the Social Sciences (SERISS).  

This funding is aimed at challenges faced in cross-national data collection and breaking down 

barriers across projects and research infrastructures. Infrastructure projects are aimed at the 

entire survey lifecycle from study design through data curation. The goal is to ‘better equip 

Europe’s social science data infrastructures to play a major role in addressing the key societal 

challenges facing Europe today and ensure that national and European policymaking is built on a 

solid base of the highest-quality socio-economic evidence’ (SERISS, 2020). To date, this 

initiative has made a number of strides in funding innovative projects including the enhancement 

or harmonization of existing tools, developing new software, and providing ongoing training. 

Examples of these developments are further described in the subsections below. Furthermore, a 
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related project, the Social Sciences and Humanities Open Cloud (SSHOC), is currently underway 

aiming at providing data, tools, and training to users of social sciences and humanities data.8 

Suggested future directions  

As 3MC research becomes more complex, challenging, expensive, and yet ever more important 

in policy formation, funders of such research could learn from the European SERISS and 

SSHOC examples. Coordination across projects and organizations in the development of new 

tools and approaches could greatly accelerate methodological developments in 3MC surveys 

leading to better quality data and increased efficiencies. 

4.2 Sampling 

Introduction and key operational and design challenges 

Probability face-to-face sample designs are currently the most common approach for most high-

quality 3MC surveys, although this is likely to change in the future due to increased costs and 

new data sources. While face-to-face studies are the focus of this section, much of the material is 

applicable to other modes as well (postal, telephone, and web).9 In 3MC surveys, complete 

harmonization of sample designs is not a prerequisite for comparability. In fact, the only stage at 

which harmonization is necessary and important is in specification of the survey objectives as 

relating to the sample design and the definition of the target population. The design decisions 

related to what frame(s) to use, the level of clustering (if any), and stratification variables can 

and should be optimized on a country-by-country basis (Heeringa & O’Muircheartaigh, 2010), 

while controlling the process to ensure comparability. This flexibility is important if the 

objective of the survey is to minimize TSE, both within and across the countries covered. Given 

this, many operational and design challenges relating to sample design in 3MC surveys are the 

same as those faced in single-country studies. Yet, there are several issues specific to 3MC 

surveys which require attention in order to achieve high-quality, comparable data. This section 

provides an overview of more salient operational and design challenges affecting data quality in 

3MC surveys vis-á-vis sample design, industry best practices and recent innovations, and future 

directions for improving quality in 3MC survey sample design.  

Countries differ in available frames and thus in how samples can be selected for face-to-face 

surveys (see Scherpenzeel et al., 2017 for an extensive overview of European countries frames). 

Several European countries have high-quality person level registers that allow selection of 

individuals directly, bypassing the household selection stage. Other countries have household or 

address registers from which a sample can be selected; interviewers then carry out the final 

stages of selection. In countries without any registers (or where registers are of low quality, out 

 
8 See https://sshopencloud.eu/ 
9
 While there has been an increase in the number of nonprobability comparative surveys, these surveys tend to be 

concentrated in the commercial sector and via opt-in online panels. There are signs, though, that combinations of 

probability and nonprobability sample designs are gaining ground in other sectors as well. For a comprehensive 

discussion on sampling approaches for opt-in online panels, readers are directed to the AAPOR report on online 

surveys (see Baker et al., 2010; see also Chen, Valliant, & Elliott, 2019). 

 

https://sshopencloud.eu/
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of date, or otherwise inadequate or simply not available), field staff are often used in the 

selection of households and individuals, although sampling approaches incorporating GIS and 

other data are gaining more traction, as we discuss in Recent Innovations below. As noted above, 

frames can and will vary in a 3MC survey, and this variability in and of itself does not 

necessarily challenge data comparability. However, the quality of available frames can differ 

substantially across countries with regards to coverage, auxiliary information available, and 

accuracy, leading to significant differences in degree of population representation. Possible 

sources of variation and errors in registers across countries include the extent of undercoverage 

of the survey population in the frame, pronounced undercoverage of some sociodemographic 

groups, inaccuracies in the sampling frame, duplicate registrations, or lack of information to 

select sampling units with minimum variation of the selection probabilities, such as areas with 

large apartment blocks.  

To complicate matters, sampling terminology can vary across countries. For example, an 

organization may promise full population coverage based on a specific understanding of the term 

but then, during the fieldwork period, be unable to interview in the remote areas selected into the 

sample due to cost and/or accessibility. Measuring the quality of sampling frames across all 

countries can be challenging due to lack of systematic quality reviews. It leads to lack of 

information about representation and coverage of the frame and, by implication, of the survey. 

Similar issues can arise when selecting stratification variables for use in the sample design and in 

post-survey calibration weight creation to account for sample design decisions. Such 

stratification data are most often a result of a prior survey or census in a country, which is subject 

to data quality issues as well. Additionally, these data are often collected within a single country 

survey context, and comparable data are not available across all countries in a 3MC project, 

requiring a harmonization process that itself can also introduce error.  

Finally, differences in survey research traditions, survey methodology backgrounds, and 

variation in socio-political contexts across 3MC study countries can lead to a significant effect 

on data quality. This can result in misunderstandings regarding sampling methods and even 

terminology. For example, in a small-scale 3MC study in the Middle East, there was confusion 

about the term “PPS” (probability proportional to size) which, if not resolved, would have 

resulted in a significantly different sample design and resultant data in one study country (de 

Jong & Young-DeMarco, 2016). Definitions of such important sampling terms as household and 

family member also vary across countries (Lepkowski, 2005). There may be an uneven level of 

cooperation among governments when approached with a request for data needed to develop a 

sampling frame, with variability in cooperation by year as well, further contributing to potential 

challenges to comparability. Depending on the context, there can be additional challenges 

inherent to conducting research under repressive socio-political conditions (Tessler, 2011), 

which may affect the ability to develop an adequate sampling frame. 

Current best practices  

A number of approaches have been developed to address the key issues relating to sample design 

in 3MC surveys (Harkness et al., 2010b; Hubbard et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2019b; Lepkowski, 

2005). The following is an overview of those aspects most critical in a 3MC survey, including 
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standardization of definitions, selection and/or development of sampling frames, the respondent 

selection within the household, and determinations of sample size and necessary precision. Note 

that those principles relevant to sample designs in single-country surveys are applicable to 3MC 

sampling frame development as well.  

Target population, survey population and household definitions 

One of the key factors when designing a 3MC survey is how to operationalize the design to 

maximize coverage of the target population and develop a sample design ensuring the survey 

population covers as much of the target population as is reasonable given cost and operational 

constraints. It is important to develop a detailed, concise definition of the target and survey 

populations in order to ensure that each participating country in a 3MC survey collects data from 

a comparable population (Groves et al., 2009). Differences in the target population may 

influence estimates of key statistics across countries. Costs and accessibility often mean 

restrictions in the survey population definition by country. Without a precise definition, countries 

may differentially exclude or differentially define specific subgroups, such as temporary 

residents, guest workers, migrants, noncitizens, those speaking rare languages, and 

institutionalized populations. It necessitates decision-making in each country, which takes into 

account how different decisions may affect comparability. Of critical importance is careful 

documentation of the decision-making process and the final sample designs for each country so 

that comparability can be adequately assessed.  

Consideration should also be given to the definition of the household in 3MC studies. A 

household is a collection of persons who usually reside in the same housing unit (Lepkowski, 

2005). Often, the household membership for the purpose of eligibility in a given survey is strictly 

defined, with definitions including contributing to the common household budget, sleeping under 

the same roof (for a certain number of nights per week, or the previous night), and eating 

together. Applying this definition to the diverse living situations all over the world can be 

difficult and it will be necessary to adapt the household definition to local contexts. Lepkowski 

(2005: 155) notes that “… in urban slum areas, separate housing units may be difficult to identify 

when people are living in structures built from recycled or scrap materials.” In the 

Afrobarometer, household membership is defined by the people who at the time of the study eat 

from the same cooking pot (Afrobarometer Survey, 2014). With regard to the Gallup World Poll, 

Tortora, Srinivasan, & Esipova (2010) point out that “… polygamy, extended households, and 

heads of households that rotate among wives’ housing units can complicate defining household 

membership in certain cultures.” Again, documentation of such definitions within each country is 

critical for the assessment of comparability.  

Sampling frame assessment  

In a probability sample design, all elements in the survey population need to have a known non-

zero chance of being selected. A prerequisite for high-quality probability sampling is the use of a 

sampling frame with very high coverage of the target population in each 3MC survey country.  

The goal, then, is to select a sampling frame or a set of sampling frames approximating full 

coverage of the target population to the greatest number of target population elements while 

containing the fewest number of ineligible elements given survey budget constraints (Groves, 
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2004). An ideal sampling frame would be fully up-to-date, but real-world limitations often result 

in at least some level of both undercoverage and overcoverage, duplication, and other 

inefficiencies.  

In a 3MC survey, the best approach is to review available frames in each country, evaluate their 

accuracy, coverage, and the extent to which data are available for contact and stratification 

purposes, and assess whether one frame is preferable to another or if a new frame must be 

developed. The most recent round of the ESS provides a practical example of this process 

(European Social Survey, 2020). Additionally, as part of one project, the SERISS consortium has 

produced several documents that assess numerous European individual and address frames on 

eight key criteria, which should be used when assessing registers (Maineri et al., 2017).10  

As noted earlier, there can be confusion about what constitutes concepts such as coverage and 

representation. Ideally, this information should be clear at the tendering (request for proposal) 

stage and/or implementation of the contract with the data collection organization, well in 

advance of sample design, to minimize future impact on data quality and comparability. A 

central coordinating team of a 3MC survey can play a critical role by documenting standards to 

maximize coverage of the target population prior to sample design development (Heeringa & 

O’Muircheartaigh, 2010).  

Sampling frame development 

Concerns over selection bias have led researchers to review their strategies for cross-national 

studies. For example, in Europe, one of the strategic goals of SERISS is to maximize the use of 

high-quality registers, ideally, ones that list individuals in all surveyed countries (Maineri et al., 

2017). However, not every participating country in a 3MC survey will have a sampling frame 

that is both accessible and meets the criteria of accuracy and completeness. Where frames are not 

available or inadequate, common practice is to enumerate (list) households in the selected area 

units (clusters). This should be done a short period (weeks/months) before the main stage 

fieldwork and can either take the form of a census of the selected area or a random route with 

systematic selection of dwellings. However, there are a number of problems with the random 

route approach. These are further discussed below. 

While more costly, enumeration has an advantage compared to a register of being more up-to-

date and therefore ensuring all residential households in the selected areas have a chance to be 

sampled, as well as decreasing the risk involved in giving the interviewers more leeway in the 

selection of households, as discussed further in the following paragraph. A recent paper by 

Eckman and Koch (2019), which reviewed the household and individual selection approaches 

among the countries taking part in Waves 1 to 7 of the ESS, concluded that there was evidence 

of more bias in samples that gave more control to the interviewer in the selection process and 

that where more control is given to interviewers, response rates are actually a poor guide to the 

quality of the fieldwork. They suggest that this is probably due to undocumented substitutions by 

the interviewers with the intention of maximizing their salaries through completed interviews 

and/or achieving higher response rates. While the enumeration of households and interviewing 

 
10 See https://seriss.eu/about-seriss/project-overview/ for more details about the SERISS initiative. 

https://seriss.eu/about-seriss/project-overview/
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are often done at the same time, this is more likely to lead to the issues Eckman and Koch raise 

and as such should be avoided or a robust QC process put in place to identify noncompliance. 

Where no register is available, one should carefully check that the household selection has been 

done correctly. A combination of GPS data collected during enumeration for each listed address 

and satellite/street view imagery, coupled with the address details, allows a reasonable level of 

central quality control. Additional on-the-ground follow-up checks are also advisable given the 

limitations of GPS. Such quality control is essential in each country in a 3MC survey in order to 

achieve data quality and comparability. 

Sample size and effective sample size 

Another important element in a 3MC sample design is the desired sample size in each country. 

This is often driven by costs but also requires a sample size that will permit all anticipated 

analyses, both within and across countries. Depending on the funding structure, countries may 

have variable sample sizes, affecting relative precision of analyses in cross-national 

comparisons. Consensus on the analytical objectives of the study is critical to coordinated 

planning on sample size determination and sample allocation within and across the participating 

countries. It might also be necessary to boost certain subgroups of the population (e.g., religious 

or ethnic groups) to allow subgroup analysis and comparisons. The sample design in each 

country should be designed to maximize efficiency given cost constraints, with a calculation 

accounting for design effects due to clustering, weighting, and stratification (Heeringa & 

O’Muircheartaigh, 2010; Cochran, 1977).  

Sampling stage determination 

Probability samples require probability sampling at all stages of selection. Nearly all established-

to-face 3MC surveys employ a multistage clustered sample design where the first stage of 

selection are geographical areas used as clusters and commonly used as Primary Sampling Units 

(PSUs). Geographical clustering, while detrimental to the efficiency of the design, is often cost 

efficient given the travel costs associated with face-to-face interviewing. The ESS, EQLS, 

EWCS, Afrobarometer, AmericasBarometer, Asian Barometer, EVS, WVS, and PIAAC all use 

clustered sample designs, with an exception only among a few countries in the ESS and PIAAC 

that use a simple random sampling selection design. PSUs in each country should be 

heterogeneous within and homogenous across, as this will minimize the design effects due to 

clustering. For example, in the UK, postal codes are often preferable to census areas as unlike 

census areas, postal codes do not define boundaries based on the socio-demographic structure of 

the household. Availability of electronic boundary maps to facilitate interviewer movement and 

enable additional quality control is also a consideration when selecting PSUs, although 

availability of such tools will likely differ across countries and use should be documented.  

PPS is the most efficient approach if the same fixed gross sample size in all selected clusters is 

chosen, as it results in a self-weighting design. It is the preferred method employed by ESS. In 

some other multinational studies (EWCS, EQLS, GAP) greater focus is placed on achieving a 

fixed number of interviews in each cluster, permitting flexibility in the amount of gross sample 

issued by cluster. While this will lead to a more geographically balanced net sample, it is a less 
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efficient design due to the increased variability in the probabilities of selection. In the 3MC 

context, it is important to recognize the differences among these approaches and apply the 

selected approach consistently across all study countries (Harter et al., 2010; Heeringa & 

O’Muircheartaigh, 2010; United Nations, 2005).   

In general, for a fixed country-level sample size, the most efficient cluster design is one with a 

large number of clusters and a small net sample in each. When deciding on the cluster size in 

each country, as well as the efficiency of the design, one should also account for efficiency of 

fieldwork, which will vary by country.   

Within-household respondent selection  

In most face-to-face surveys only one eligible person is selected for interview per household. 

There are several methods researchers can use to randomly select an individual in the household, 

including the last/next birthday method, the Rizzo method and the Kish grid. In the 3MC context, 

household size, perceptions of survey research and associated confidentiality, and other 

contextual factors relating to respondent cooperation can lead to differential impact of the 

within-household respondent selection approach. The advantage to the birthday methods is that 

they avoid the full listing process of household members (Oldendick et al., 1988; Tarnia, Rosa & 

Scott, 1987). Instead, information on birthdays of household members is used to select the 

respondent (Salmon & Nichols, 1983). The interviewer first asks for the number of eligible 

persons in the household, and then asks which person has the next birthday (alternatively: which 

person had the most recent birthday). The two variants of the birthday method skew respondent 

selection to those eligible persons born in the months closest to the data collection period of a 

survey.  Birthdays are also not randomly distributed throughout the year and as such these 

methods do not result in a true random selection. Birthday methods are also susceptible to error 

if, for example, the household informant does not know the birthday of all household members 

or the interviewer deliberately substitutes sampled persons.  

The Rizzo, Brick, and Park (2004) selection method first asks for the number of adults in the 

household (n). If there is only one adult, the informant is selected. If there is more than one adult 

in the household, the informant is sampled with a probability equal 1/n. If the informant is 

selected, the process ends. If the informant is not selected, the other person is the selected 

respondent in households with two eligible persons. For households with two or more eligible 

persons, either the Kish or birthday method is used. The Rizzo et al. approach is particularly 

advantageous in countries with small average household sizes. See Koch (2019) for a detailed 

discussion.  

The Kish grid is the gold standard for within-household selection in interviewer-administered 

surveys and involves the listing of all eligible household members (Kish, 1965). The major 

drawback of the Kish method is that the full listing can be burdensome and time-consuming, and 

such details as names or initials, gender, and age may be perceived as intrusive (Rizzo et al., 

2004). The Kish grid can also be complicated to implement in paper and pencil administration. 

Concerns are also raised whether the Kish grid might damage the rapport between the 

interviewer and the informant or respondent and contribute to survey nonresponse, especially in 

telephone surveys (Gaziano, 2005). In rare cases, a full household listing may not be allowed by 
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ethics committees, particularly in vulnerable populations. As a consequence, these less invasive 

methods have been developed. We note, however, these less invasive methods make it more 

difficult to check that the correct respondent has been selected.  

In survey practice, standards are sometimes lowered by restricting the selection of respondents to 

the persons at home at the time of contact (Holbrook, Krosnick, & Pfent, 2008) or people in the 

household who are available for an interview on the same day (AfroBarometer Survey, 2014). In 

the 3MC survey context, such practices at the individual country level may have consequences 

for data quality and comparability, and only central protocols should be followed.   

3MC surveys currently differ in the within-household selection methods they allow or 

recommend. PIAAC, for instance, requests all countries using household samples to employ the 

Kish method with a full enumeration of household members (PIAAC, 2014). The use of birthday 

methods is not allowed. The ESS, EQLS, and EWC allow countries the flexibility to choose 

between the Kish grid and the last/next birthday, although ESS specifications state a preference 

for the Kish grid method. The Eurobarometer surveys use the birthday technique (European 

Union, 2018).  The Gallup World Poll offers countries fielding the survey face-to-face (which is 

the majority of countries) the option of either the last birthday or the Kish method (Tortora et al., 

2010). 

The Afrobarometer (2014) uses a modified Kish technique and limits the selection to those 

available for interview on the same day as the initial contact. Interviewers are required to 

alternate between interviewing a man and interviewing a woman in successive interviews to 

ensure an equal number of men and women in the sample. The interviewer lists the first names of 

all household members (in any order) of the respective gender. The interviewer lists the first 

names of all household members (in any order) of the respective gender. From the list (which is 

numbered), the interviewer randomly selects the actual person to be interviewed by asking a 

household member to choose a numbered card from a blind deck of cards. It is recommended 

that the interviewer ask the male head of household to help select the respondent by drawing a 

numbered card, as it has been found that this way, they are more likely to understand the 

randomness procedure and consent to the fieldworker interviewing a young or female household 

member if selected.  

As Koch (2019) shows from his analysis of ESS data, those surveys that involve interviewer 

selection of respondents are more likely to produce a gender biased sample (with 

disproportionately more females), compared to samples based on registers. Further, the next (or 

last) birthday respondent selection method produces greater gender bias than the Kish method.  

The birthday respondent selection methods have also been criticized for not being truly random.  

Koch (2019) provides a comprehensive review of these selection methods.  Clearly, offering 

flexibility across countries in a 3MC survey is risky, possibly resulting in unnecessary 

comparison error.  

Central vs. local coordination models  

The model used for managing and coordinating a 3MC study will impact the sample design 

process. In studies such as the Eurobarometer, EWCS, and EQLS, which are all commissioned as 
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one project by the central body of the European Union, the surveys are conducted by one service 

provider. Normally in these models the sample design and implementation are done almost 

completely by a sampling team at the central coordinating center. Countries are consulted on the 

level of coverage feasible, the frames available, and the level of clustering desired, but the 

central sampling team makes the final decisions and often takes responsibility for selecting the 

samples, at least at the areal level. These decisions are almost always made in conjunction with 

the commissioning organization and the individual countries.  

Conversely, the EVS and WVS models provide detailed guidance on the sample design and 

restrictions on the choice of selection methods allowed but within these parameters the final 

choice and implementation of that design is up to the individual countries. In contrast, the ESS 

relies on collaboration between each participating country and the sampling expert panel, with 

final approval from the latter required before fieldwork commences. Recommended in the Cross-

Cultural Survey Guidelines is a central coordination team with support from a group of sampling 

and methodological experts (Cibelli Hibben et al., 2016). However, key to the success of a 

central coordination team is its relationship with local providers or country team experts. The 

relationship must be symbiotic; countries can gain access to technical and expert support, 

harmonized documents and processes and access to centralized software platforms whilst the 

central team gains invaluable information on local conditions.  

Recent innovations  

Recent innovations to address current challenges to probability sampling in 3MC surveys can be 

summarized into three main areas: population estimates, frame development in the absence of 

household registers, and strategies for minimizing household and respondent selection bias.  

Population estimates 

The first challenge and associated innovations concern the availability of up-to-date and accurate 

areal (geographical) frames for population estimation in the first stage of sampling design. In 

many low- and middle-income countries, there is limited population data available, and what is 

available is often out of date. There are often no electronic boundary maps to aid the interviewer 

in identifying the selected location or the population data is at a very high level of geography 

making it unsuitable for clustering. In these countries, innovative approaches to sampling using 

grid-based frames are becoming increasingly popular. Grid-based population estimates were 

developed to better understand the numbers, characteristics, and locations of human populations, 

superseding often outdated traditional low-level population data sources that are only updated 

every decade. They are used in a wide range of fields, including resource allocation, disease 

burden estimation, and climate change impact assessment. Population density estimates at the 

1km grid level (or lower) are calculated utilizing multiple sources of information (census data, 

satellite imagery, nighttime lights, land use data, the presence of roads, and city and village 

locations) and state-of-the-art population mapping models.  

Table 3 lists several software platforms, all of which provide population estimates at the 1km 

grid level (or lower) for the world, with the exception of Geostat, which provides a similar 

product in Europe.   
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Table 3. Available Software Platforms for Development of Population Estimates 

WorldPop https://www.worldpop.org/methods 

Landscan https://landscan.ornl.gov/index.php/documentation/#inputData 

Socioeconomic Data and 

Applications Centre 

http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/collection/gpw-v4 

Geostat https://www.efgs.info/geostat/ 

 

Grid-based sampling lends itself well to cluster sampling, often being used as the final areal unit 

in a multistage sample. For example, the Eurobarometer uses 1km grids developed by Geostat as 

secondary sampling units in a multistage design. A recent study (Cajka et al., 2018) surveying 

countries in south and central America, Asia, and Africa also used 1km grids from Landscan as 

secondary sampling units before going on to select subgrids of variable size in the final areal 

stage. Grids could also have applications in other types of sampling such as developing an 

adaptive sampling frame for relatively rare and clustered populations (Peyrard et al., 2013). 

There appear to be several benefits over more traditional frames. Grids are very small, making 

them more suitable where a listing exercise is required. Electronic boundary files make it very 

easy to develop maps, validate the interviewer’s location during fieldwork, and append 

geographical strata and higher geographical clusters. Up-to-date population data (albeit 

modelled) enables Probability Proportional to estimated Size (PPeS) sampling. Finally, they are 

incredibly quick and cheap to build areal sampling frames from, which is ideal if there is limited 

time to access alternatives. A systematic evaluation of such methods against more traditional 

frames has not yet been conducted. However, these newer approaches hold much promise, 

especially where traditional frames are not available.     

Algorithmic approaches to frame development in the absence of registers 

The second challenge and associated innovations concern developments to address 

circumstances when population or household registers are deficient or nonexistent, particularly in 

low- and middle-income countries. In such countries where frame development is required, 

advances in the availability and resolution of satellite images coupled with the growth of deep 

learning algorithms has led to the development of models for building detection (Yang, Lunga, & 

Yuan, 2017) and building footprint segmentation (Bischke et al., 2019). Both techniques aim to 

identify and demarcate the boundary of buildings using satellite imagery, with the latter allowing 

a more flexible boundary shape.11 More recently the Office for the Director for National 

Intelligence (ODNI) in the U.S. issued the Functional Map of the World (fMoW) Challenge12, 

which sought to foster breakthroughs in the automated analysis of overhead imagery by 

harnessing the collective power of the global data science and machine learning communities. 

They published one of the largest publicly available satellite-image datasets to date, with more 

than one million points of interest from around the world. The dataset contains satellite-specific 

metadata that researchers can exploit to build a competitive algorithm that classifies facility, 

 
11

 See Chew et al. (2018) for an assessment of the suitability of satellite imagery and machine learning techniques to 

identify buildings for the development of a sampling frame in Nigeria and Guatemala. 
12

 https://www.iarpa.gov/challenges/fmow.html 

https://www.worldpop.org/methods
https://landscan.ornl.gov/index.php/documentation/#inputData
http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/collection/gpw-v4
https://www.efgs.info/geostat/
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building, and land use. The winning algorithm and others are freely available to download from 

the topcoder website.13   

Key advantages of an algorithmic approach over the current ‘interviewer listing’ are the speed 

and scale enabled. It also has the potential to improve the quality of the data by removing 

selection bias at the household level, at least for single family buildings. After the initial outlay 

to build the models, one would expect to see marked cost savings in fieldwork and increased 

quality and comparability across countries.  

Household and Respondent Selection Bias 

The third challenge and associated innovation relates to the bias introduced in the selection of 

households by interviewers. There is a growing body of evidence in household surveys that the 

more freedom interviewers have in the selection process, the more the potential for bias, 

implying that areal frames that rely on random walk or listing and interviewing in one step are 

likely to lead to larger bias than an individual population register, possibly due to undocumented 

substitution (Eckman & Koch, 2019; Kohler, 2007; Menold, 2014). These studies conclude that 

it is preferable, where the option exists, to use individual population registers to minimize 

selection bias.  

There could be a number of reasons why selection bias exists, but it seems reasonable to assume 

that a motivating factor is the way in which interviewers are remunerated. In many countries, 

interviewers are paid a fixed amount per completed interview. This type of payment structure is 

not conducive to behaviors necessary for probability surveys, namely random selection of 

households and individuals and multiple callback strategies. Short field periods can also induce 

short-cuts.  This is often confounded with the fact that countries less familiar with probability 

surveys often only have access to areal frames.  

Sponsors of 3MC research, when writing tenders and requests for proposals, should promote 

alternative interviewer payment structures that incentivize the behaviors that increase the 

likelihood of collecting high-quality data. Also, data collection organizations should experiment 

with alternative designs rooted in behavioral economics. The setting of targets may also 

contribute to interviewer deviations from the sampling protocol. Many 3MC survey sponsors 

recommend targets for the number of conducted interviews by cluster. The use of the word 

‘target’ is misleading and should only be used for convenience samples. Probability sampling 

requires a minimum level of effort over multiple time periods (during the day, evening, and on 

weekends) to maximize contact with the selected households/individuals. Setting a target on the 

number of interviews to complete sends the wrong message. Countries can take it literally and 

instruct interviewers to achieve the exact target. Given that interviewers vary in their persuasion 

skills and people’s propensity to respond is variable, setting universal targets is not a good 

strategy. As a matter of fact, achieving precisely the target number of interviews in a moderate to 

high percentage of assignments is probably a good indicator of selection bias or possible 

fabrication.  

 
13

 https://community.topcoder.com/longcontest/stats/?module=ViewOverview&rd=16996 
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When respondent selection is only possible after household selection, Le et al. (2013) suggest an 

alternative to the Rizzo method, wherein the strategy is more suitable for the larger households 

that are often present in many settings in a 3MC survey. Their approach alternates between 

selection methods, conditional on the size of the household and is summarized below in Table 4. 

To date this method has only been documented in one face-to-face survey in Qatar. However, the 

results were consistent with the Kish grid approach.  

Table 4. Le et al. (2013)’s Respondent Selection Process 

Household size 

(eligible only) 

Selection approach 

1 The informant is de facto selected to complete the interview. 

2 Randomly select between the informant and the other adult. 

3 Randomly select the informant 33% of the time. If the informant is not 

selected, randomly select between the younger and the older of the other 

two adults. 

4 Randomly select the informant 25% of the time. If the informant is not 

selected, randomly select between the youngest, the oldest, and the 

second oldest among the other three adults. 

5+ Ask the informant a second question about the number of males 

in the household. Randomly sample either a male or female. If 

the number of adults of the sampled gender is less than four, 

apply the selection method for two- or three-adult households. 

If the number is four or more, ask the informant to list the names 

of all adults in the selected gender and randomly choose one. 

 

Finally, we note that the use of computer assisted interviewing greatly facilitates the selection of 

respondents, both by removing the opportunity for the interviewer to introduce bias into the 

selection process as well as providing a built-in monitoring system of the process. 

Suggested future directions  

In this section we outline our expectations for the future direction of sampling in 3MC surveys 

concerning frame development, assessing availability of registers, and documentation of the 

sample design process.  

The standard random route developed by Noelle (1963) and its variants have been shown in a 

series of papers by Bauer (2016a) to have the potential to lead to design-induced bias due to 

unequal selection probabilities. To achieve household selection with equal probability in the 

absence of an adequate frame, walking instructions should be more flexible and avoid predefined 

routes that create systematic pathways. In Bauer’s latest paper (2016b), he proposes two 

alternative walks: True Random Routes (TRR) and Street Section Sampling (SSS). In 

simulations conducted in two towns in Germany, Bauer showed how they produce 

approximately equal household selection probabilities. SSS requires the identification of a street 

level frame, which might be problematic, while TRR is very practical to apply and has the 

potential to be easy for interviewers to understand and follow than the more traditional methods, 

thereby reducing the potential for errors. The inclusion of a direction grid that interviewers must 
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follow and use to indicate their routes should also help improve the verification process. These 

new approaches should be simulated or empirically tested in alternative locations, where street 

and household locations do not follow such a systematic design or where the names of streets are 

less clear. Nonetheless, they have the potential to reduce household selection bias if followed 

correctly (see Appendix 5 for more detail).  

Across Europe there is a drive to promote and document the use of individual, household or 

address registers, and to obtain access to them in countries where previously it has been denied. 

Recently, the SERISS consortium has produced deliverables on a number of different projects, 

one of which was to identify, access, and assess registers in each of the member countries. This 

information can now be found in one central place, making it very easy for survey organizations 

and their sponsors to access (Maineri et al., 2017).   

Outside Europe, although some countries’ statistical agencies maintain databases of persons or 

households for sampling, there is no comprehensive list of those countries, their registers and the 

quality of them. Those wanting to conduct surveys in these regions using registers need to 

research the availability of data for sampling frames in each country. For these regions it would 

be advisable to follow in the footsteps of Europe. 3MC research would greatly benefit from 

similar efforts in documenting registers in a greater number of countries across the globe. To this 

end, important questions include: Which countries have a register? What type of register is it? Is 

the register accessible and has it been used for sampling before? What level of coverage does it 

have? What information does it contain and how frequently is it updated? Where registers do not 

exist or are not accessible, further work should be done to understand whether machine learning 

algorithms can offer viable alternatives, by identifying and mapping buildings to a suitable level 

of accuracy in the selected areal units (Buskirk, Bear, & Bareham, 2018).  

Lastly, comprehensive documentation of the sample design should allow anyone reviewing it to 

replicate the process should they wish to and to critically assess each stage of selection. There 

have been great strides in recent years on the level of detail provided in sampling and technical 

reports in 3MC surveys. However, there is a lot of variation in the quality of this documentation 

across projects. According to Kołczyńska and Schoene (2019), the best published example across 

all multinational surveys reviewed is the European Social Survey (ESS). However, even the ESS 

has been criticized for not providing enough documentation to critically access some elements of 

the sample design and data collection process (Eckman & Koch, 2019; Menold, 2014). For 

example, where used, there is limited information on the random walk protocol or how the 

starting address was selected for random walks. Content standardization across all 3MC surveys 

with information published and made available, would provide data users with greater awareness 

of comparability across countries’ sample designs and resultant survey data.  

4.3 Questionnaire design  

Introduction and key operational and design challenges 

The goal of questionnaire design for 3MC surveys is to maximize the comparability of survey 

questions across cultures and languages and reduce measurement error related to question design 

(Harkness et al., 2016). However, a number of operational and conceptual challenges make 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Marta_Kotczynska
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achieving this goal very difficult. We briefly discuss some of the most pressing challenges and 

also note that, in a 3MC context, questionnaire design cannot be separated from issues 

concerning translation and adaptation. 

This section provides an overview of key operational and design challenges affecting data 

quality in 3MC surveys with regard to questionnaire design, industry best practices and recent 

innovations, as well as some suggested future directions toward improving quality in this stage 

of the survey lifecycle. 

While an expansive methodological literature has developed that offers guidance on instrument 

design in noncomparative contexts, the literature addressing cross-cultural questionnaire design 

remains relatively small (de Jong et al., 2019; Fitzgerald & Zavala-Rojas, 2020; Harkness et al., 

2010a; Wagner, Philip, & Jürges, 2019). Further, any existing design recommendation relating to 

different types of questions (e.g., behaviors, attitudes, knowledge) or survey mode (e.g., face-to-

face, telephone, web), for example, must be carefully considered for appropriateness to the 

culture and language of each population (Harkness et al., 2010a). For instance, SHARE has made 

available an overview of all response scales and multiple items used including references that 

document how they were developed (Mehrbrodt et al., 2017).  Due to the array of skills needed 

to produce a valid and reliable instrument for a 3MC survey, a team approach with subject-area 

experts, area and cultural specialists, linguistic experts, and survey methodologists contributing 

at various points during the process is recommended (Harkness et al., 2016; Mohler, 2006). 

However, it can be challenging to find and effectively manage such a team with the necessary 

expertise and knowledge. Further, the challenges of documentation, quality assurance, 

monitoring and assessment for questionnaire design, like other stages in the survey life cycle, are 

far more complex in the 3MC context.  

3MC questionnaire designers also face a number of important issues. Achieving construct 

validity and measurement equivalence is a salient and persistent challenge. A central question for 

3MC survey questionnaire design is whether a given concept exists in a country or cultural 

context and, if so, how to adapt and operationalize key survey constructs relating to that concept 

and write questions that are valid and reliable measures of the constructs of interest (Pennell et 

al., 2017). Further, a good question, with high measurement validity, does not necessarily relate 

well to the concept it is supposed to measure. Indeed, good questions, in a linguistic sense, may 

lack construct validity (Billiet, 2016). It is best practice to design questionnaires with multiple 

indicators to measure a concept, but this increases fieldwork costs and respondent burden, thus, 

unfortunately, only one question is used in many cases.  

In addition to concerns about validity, cultural background has been shown to affect how 

respondents understand questions and constructs, as well as how they are influenced by the 

research context. So-called cultural frames or scripts have been shown to affect the cognitive 

processes involved in each stage of the survey response process: (1) comprehension; (2) 

retrieval; (3) judgment and estimation; and (4) response (Schwarz et al., 2010; Uskul & 

Oyserman, 2006; Uskul, Oyserman, & Schwarz, 2010).14 The effect of Western European and 

North American (individualist) and East Asian (collectivist) cultures has received the most 

 
14 See also Pennell et al. (2017) and Harkness et al. (2014) for overview discussions, and Tourangeau, Rips, & 

Rasinski, 2000 for a broader discussion on the response process. 
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attention and is informed by an established conceptual framework and body of experimental 

evidence (Schwarz et al., 2010). Peytcheva (2020) presents a theoretical framework that maps 

cognitive mechanisms related to language, such as cultural frame switching and language 

dependent recall, to the survey response process, concluding that these mechanisms “may 

simultaneously play a role at each step of the response process.”  

Key features of the measurement context that have received particular attention in the 

questionnaire design literature are response scales and cultural differences in response styles. 

Numerous studies have examined cultural differences in acquiescence, extreme, and middle 

category response styles across different cultural groups in North America (Latino or Hispanic 

populations and African Americans) and in terms of Hofstede’s (2001) cultural dimensions 

(individualism, collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, power distance, and masculinity) in Europe 

and across the world (see Yang et al. (2010) for a detailed review and discussion). Response 

styles may compromise comparisons among cultural and country populations if observed 

differences in responses at the individual or group level do not reflect true differences on a 

particular construct. Response scale development and translation are a particularly challenging 

area because, despite intensive on-going research, it is often difficult to generalize findings from 

individual studies, research may present contradictory evidence and wording effects often 

depend on the topic, meaning that clear-cut guidelines on issues related to wording effects in 

response scales are rare (DeCastellarnau, 2018). For more work on the effect of response styles, 

see Lee et al. (2019), Liu et al. (2019), and Yan and Hu (2019). 

Further development of theory and research on the effect of culture and cognition on survey 

response is crucial to advancing 3MC questionnaire design. Initial theories have been developed 

integrating culture in survey response models (Schwarz et al., 2010; Uskul et al., 2010), yet we 

are still in the early stages and the picture that is emerging is exceedingly complex. Fundamental 

theoretical debate continues among cultural psychologists about the dimensions of culture, how 

culture should be conceptualized, and the extent to which culture can be viewed as an 

explanatory variable. Recent theories view culture as having a dynamic or changing character not 

restricted by geographical boundaries (Wyer, 2013). Research demonstrates that cultural 

mindsets can be cued based on the situation producing sharply different “situated” or momentary 

realities and corresponding perceptions and behaviors (Sorensen & Oyserman, 2009). This 

indicates that the patterns associated with a particular dimension are not unique to any given 

country or society but may exist to a greater or lesser extent across societies. If culture is 

situational or context dependent, it is important to consider how differences in the response 

process may be influenced in the moment by aspects of the research context (i.e., survey topic, 

sponsor, preceding questions, question features, the interviewer, the language, and so on), the 

broader context, or a combination of both. There is, in fact, evidence that contextual cultural 

cues, such as the language of the interview, can activate specific mindsets and influence survey 

responses in different ways even for the same individual (Lee & Pérez, 2014; Peytcheva, 2019; 

Zavala-Rojas, 2018;). 

Similarly, important to 3MC questionnaire design are advances in theory and research on the 

effects of language itself. Language is central to the human experience, and its diversity and 

range of forms and expressions have produced a wealth of cultural output over the course of 

history. However, there has been very limited discussion of the role that language may play in 
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influencing cognition and relevant aspects of the survey response. A recent chapter by Peytcheva 

(2020) fills this gap by presenting a theoretical framework that maps cognitive mechanisms 

related to language, such as cultural frame switching and language-dependent recall, to the 

survey response process, concluding that these mechanisms “may simultaneously play a role at 

each step” of the response process (p. 14).  

When designing the questionnaire and other survey materials, researchers must attempt to 

identify and be informed by ways in which members of different cultures may differ 

systematically in how questions are understood and answered. Understanding the population of 

interest and thorough pretesting are essential for the identification of potential problems with 

design considerations and instruments in order to avoid results plagued by measurement and 

nonresponse error. 

Cross-cultural validity should be established for questionnaires designed to compare data 

(Fitzgerald & Zavala-Rojas, 2020; Smith, 2004). However, common practice frequently avoids 

measurement equivalence testing, or equivalence is only tested for a limited selection of items of 

a questionnaire. Further, pretesting of several alternative measures can be costly in terms of time 

and economic resources, and sometimes there is little or no compelling evidence to help decide 

among options (Smith, 2004; Smyth, 2016).  

Current best practices 

It is important to note that the development of questionnaires for 3MC surveys must begin by 

following basic best practice recommendations for general questionnaire development 

(Bradburn, Sudman, & Wansink, 2004; Converse & Presser, 1986; Fowler, 1995; Groves et al., 

2009). Also, questionnaire design for 3MC surveys is closely interrelated with translation, 

adaptation, and pretesting, which are more fully addressed in separate sections in this report. 

While relatively limited compared to the literature on questionnaire design in noncomparative 

contexts, resources exist to guide survey researchers in the development of comparative 

instruments. For example, Smith (2003, 2004) reviews aspects of general questionnaire design 

that should be considered when developing instruments for use in multiple languages and 

provides many references. The Cross-cultural Survey Guidelines (Survey Research Center, 2016) 

also provide a comprehensive overview. Smith (2015) presents a review of resources, especially 

those available on the web, which can assist in conducting cross-national survey research (see 

also Smith, 2019b). Revilla, Zavala-Rojas, and Saris (2016) show how to use evidence from 

experimental research to design questionnaires aimed for multiple populations. Harkness, van de 

Vijver, and Johnson (2003) present advantages and disadvantages of major comparative design 

models and a general framework for design decisions. These include the sequential approach, 

where the source questionnaire is developed by a small group and then translated, the parallel 

approach, where the source questionnaire is developed so that it is appropriate for all target 

cultures, and the simultaneous (i.e., decentering) approach, where questionnaires are developed 

in multiple contexts, with a common core of concepts implemented in an approach specific to 

each country.15 Harkness et al. (2010) further develops this framework and also address basic 

 
15 The framework outlined in Harkness et al. (2003) has been largely supplanted by further work by Harkness et al. 

(2010). 
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considerations for comparative questionnaire design. The three basic approaches involve asking 

the same questions and translating (ASQT), asking different questions (ADQ), usually to adapt 

to new cultural, social or other needs, or using a mixed approach that combines ASQT and ADQ. 

Choosing a questionnaire design strategy depends on the survey’s research questions and the 

cultural portability of the concepts to be measured (see Harkness (2008), Harkness et al. (2010a) 

and Harkness et al. (2016) for details and a discussion of pros and cons of these approaches). 

Regardless of the design strategy chosen, a conceptually oriented design is considered best 

practice. This refers to the theoretical definition of the concepts to be measured and the 

operationalization of those concepts into latent variables, indicators and survey items. Careful 

choice of linguistic elements for questions and response scales to minimize method effects is 

essential. Ideally, more than one indicator should measure a concept. When concepts are 

measured with more than one question, estimation (and statistical correction) of the errors of 

measurement is possible (Rammstedt et al., 2015).  

As discussed above, questionnaire design teams should be multidisciplinary, including survey 

experts and theme or subject matter experts. Design teams should receive multicultural input 

throughout the process (multicultural design teams, input from participating countries, 

comparative pretesting, and so on) to evaluate cross-cultural challenges.  

Lastly, some form of questionnaire pretesting before fieldwork is common current best practice. 

Testing a questionnaire before the main fieldwork to decide among the wording options is 

important to achieve reliable measures. A combination of qualitative and quantitative methods 

should be implemented to triangulate information on the performance of the questions 

(Fitzgerald & Zavala-Rojas, 2020), for instance, split ballot (quasi) experiments and cognitive 

interviewing (see the Pretesting section below for further discussion).  

Recent innovations 

Anticipating problems with survey items before they are administered to respondents has been an 

intensive area of research in recent decades. Translatability assessment (TA) or advance 

translation (AT) are relatively recent approaches that have been developed to detect 

cultural/linguistic issues and check whether the text will be easy to translate and identify 

potential translation challenges at the early stages of 3MC questionnaire design. As a result, the 

source instrument may be revised or specifically annotated for translation. Both approaches, TA 

and AT, have been found to be effective at enhancing the translatability and the cultural 

adaptability of source questionnaires for translation into multiple target languages (Acquadro et 

al., 2018; Dorer, Forthcoming). While TA and AT share many features, there is one crucial 

difference. TA relies on the work of individual translators to translate the source questionnaire 

into several languages and/or review the source text in terms of translatability. Comments on 

each individual language from these translators, who typically have had training specifically as 

translators, are then merged by a project manager into one common file. AT, on the other hand, 

involves translations that follow a team approach: interdisciplinary teams composed of 

translators and survey researchers apply a multi-step translation approach and discuss both the 

translators’ and the survey researchers’ comments in a review session. In a final step, all 

comments are not only copied together by one person but discussed and agreed by all actors 
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participating in a review discussion. In this way, some argue that AT offers a clear advantage for 

survey questionnaire development (Dorer, forthcoming). However, one drawback of the AT 

approach is that it tends to be more costly because a team of at least three experts needs to be 

employed for each language assessed. 

Translation annotations and notes often resulting from the above procedures, should supplement 

a source questionnaire where this is deemed useful (Behr & Scholz, 2011; Dept, Ferrari, & 

Halleux, 2017). These annotations include additional information for translators, such as the 

intended meaning of a key term, a cultural adaptation instruction or a pointer to a particular 

design decision. 

Several (software) tools that have been developed to aid questionnaire designers can also 

facilitate 3MC questionnaire design. The Question Appraisal System, QAS-99 guides users to 

check whether a systematic evaluation of potential cognitive problems in the draft texts exist 

(Willis & Lessler, 1999). The QAS-04 is an attempt to adapt the QAS to the cross-cultural 

context (Dean et al., 2007). The Question Understanding Aid, QUAID is an online tool that 

assists questionnaire designers in identifying problems with the wording, syntax, and semantics 

of survey items (Graesser et al., 2006). The Survey Quality Predictor, SQP is an online software 

that allows prediction of measurement errors, providing suggestions of desirable questions’ 

features based on a meta-analysis of hundreds of experiments testing question formulations 

(Saris et al., 2011). Zavala-Rojas, Saris, and Gallhofer (2019) discuss strategies for preventing 

differences in the measurement properties of translated survey items using the Survey Quality 

Predictor (SQP) system.16  

A software tool has also been developed by GESIS in Germany to provide context-sensitive 

measurement and simple harmonization of educational attainment, a key background variable 

that can be complicated to measure comparatively due to the different educational systems in 

different countries, increasing differentiation of educational systems, and increasing education 

and work-related migration. The Computer-Assisted Measurement and Coding of Educational 

Qualifications in Surveys (CAMCES) tool measures educational qualifications in computer-

assisted surveys, based on: 1) an international database of educational qualifications; 2) 

optimized questionnaire instruments; and 3) an interface to directly access the database for use in 

computer-assisted surveys. It is free to use, with support provided for academic surveys.17  

Specialized software for questionnaire design management and documentation is another 

promising area. Questionnaire design in comparative survey research is an elaborate process; 

questionnaire iterations and evidence from pretesting accumulates rapidly in large-scale survey 

projects, word processors are not enough, electronic management systems are necessary for 

processing and summarizing pretesting findings, and version tracking can be complicated. The 

Questionnaire Design and Documentation Tool (QDDT), for example, is a free web-based 

software tool developed with the ESS based on an earlier paper template approach (Fitzgerald, 

2015), as its primary use-case for documenting and managing information on the complex 

process of designing a cross-national survey questionnaire. Based on the Data Documentation 

 
16 See http://sqp.upf.edu/ 
17 See www.surveycodings.org/levels-education and Schneider et al. (2018) for more information. 
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Initiative (DDI), QDDT captures and displays the development history of survey items (Orten, 

Norland, & Butt, 2018). 

A number of important innovations have also emerged in the area of research and methods for 

examining construct and measurement comparability, many of which are featured in the recent 

3MC monograph, where de Jong et al. (2019) provide an overview. These include advances in 

psychometrics that have allowed survey researchers to test measurement equivalence empirically 

for questions that meet certain requirements; strategies for detecting and addressing differences 

in question sensitivity in a comparative context; the re-evaluation of a series of classic split-

ballot questionnaire experiments previously conducted in monocultural settings in an online 

multinational study (Silber et al. 2019); the use of anchoring vignettes including an innovative 

sensitivity analysis; cognitive interview methods for evaluating question comparability, and 

behavior coding as a method for comparing the cognitive processing of survey questions across 

cultural groups. For a more detailed overview, see de Jong et al. (2019). 

Suggested future directions 

Awareness needs to be raised about the challenges of 3MC questionnaire design, current best 

practices, and the importance of investing sufficiently in the questionnaire design process to 

produce instruments that are as valid, reliable, and comparable across populations as possible. 

As noted above, further research and the development of theory are needed to integrate culture 

into the survey response process. If culture is situational or context dependent as current cultural 

psychology theory posits, it is important to consider how differences in the response process may 

be influenced in the moment by aspects of the research context (e.g., survey topic, sponsor, 

preceding questions, question features, the interviewer, and so on), the broader cultural context, 

or a combination of both. Similarly, research on the understanding that language itself plays in 

the survey response process is necessary, both through and separate from culture. Ji et al. (2004) 

discussed the tension between culture and language nearly two decades ago, but there has been 

little advance on the topic since then. Future research should go beyond global country 

comparisons and take into account the complex interplay among factors stemming from the 

individual, the survey context and the broader context, and examine a broader range of cultural 

dimensions. Further interdisciplinary collaborations between survey methodologists and cultural 

psychologists and others specializing in cross-cultural research could help strengthen the 

theoretical foundations of 3MC survey research. 

Many 3MC surveys have started to explore mixed-mode designs for potential costs savings, 

among other reasons, and mixed mode approaches are likely to feature prominently in the 

changing survey landscape (Lyberg et al., 2019). Results of mixed-mode experiments by the ESS 

showed there to be more cons than pros in mixed-mode approaches to data collection across 

countries, leading the ESS to reject such a switch (Villar & Fitzgerald, 2017). However, while it 

is still feasible for the ESS to maintain a single-mode framework mitigating mode effects, a 

mixed-mode approach in 3MC surveys is not uncommon and is at times inevitable due to 

differences in survey traditions and survey climate, literacy, availability of registers and 

sampling frames, differences in Internet and telephone penetration, and available fieldwork 

budgets. Optimal mixed-mode design decisions, through a unified mode design, for example, can 
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help mitigate mode effects; however, when different modes are added to a design that already 

includes different countries and languages, measurement problems are likely to increase and 

rules for equivalent questionnaire design are of the utmost importance (de Leeuw, Suzer-

Gurtekin, & Hox (2019) provide a review for 3MC surveys). While progress has been made on 

the development of mechanisms to disentangle ‘selection effects’ from ‘measurement effects’ 

(Vannieuwenhuyze & Loosveldt, 2013; Vannieuwenhuyze et al., 2010; 2014) and implementing 

approaches to collect additional data to adjust for both mode selection effects and mode 

measurement effects at the analysis stage, further research is needed to improve the cost-

effectiveness and practicality of these techniques (Villar & Fitzgerald, 2017).  

Progress in 3MC questionnaire design would be facilitated by a central resource or database with 

tested questions and information on what has been found to work and not work in comparative 

questionnaire design (e.g., problematic terms, linguistic structures, indicators, and lessons 

learned from major studies). 

4.4 Translation and adaptation 

Introduction and key operational and design challenges 

Translation is possibly the step that most easily comes to mind when thinking of the differences 

encountered in 3MC survey operations. When referring to translation, we also include 

adaptations, i.e., intended deviations from source items so that they are relevant and appropriate 

for a new cultural context. It is important to note that questionnaire translation is crucial for the 

comparability of the resulting data. However, good and comparable translation is not sufficient 

in itself. As the preceding section on questionnaire design illustrates, a careful source 

questionnaire design process that focuses on the portability of questions across countries and 

languages in terms of relevance, validity, and translatability is essential at the outset. Thus, we 

presuppose in the following discussion that a suitable source questionnaire is available for the 

translation task, ideally annotated with information for translators where this is deemed useful. 

We also do not cover the pretesting of translations here; this topic is covered in the next section. 

Furthermore, we note that the following general considerations apply to translation regardless of 

survey mode, even though there may be particularities linked to individual modes, such as 

placeholders and their linguistic challenges in computer-assisted surveys (Behr, forthcoming; 

Pan, Sha, & Park, 2019), or particularities linked to mixed-mode surveys where language 

formality may differ between self-administration and interviewer administration. This text is 

intentionally general and brief. Step-by-step translation guidelines can be found, for example, in 

the Cross-Cultural Survey Guidelines (Mohler et al., 2016). See also Smith (2008) for additional 

thoughts on translation, including possibilities for quantification. The following covers 

operational and design challenges affecting translation data quality in 3MC surveys, industry 

best practices and recent innovations, and future directions.18 

 
18 The translation/adaptation of other survey materials, such as recruitment letters, consent forms, and web sites is 

not covered here since the comprehensive translation processes described in this report typically do not apply to 

these text types. Nevertheless, for budgeting and/or planning other types of quality control, these further translation 

needs should be taken into account. 
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While translation may come easily to mind as an essential step in the process of collecting 

comparable survey data, important misconceptions mean that the design and operational 

challenges related to translation and adaptation are often not well understood or given adequate 

consideration in many 3MC survey efforts. First, translation is often misjudged to be a quick and 

easy process that does not require much skill, time and resources. This misconception hinges on 

the fact that translation is often regarded as a mere mechanical, almost automatic word 

replacement process (Colina et al., 2017; Gambier, 2016). However, this is an outdated view of 

translation work both from our knowledge of the translation literature and the translation 

industry. For over four decades, scholars in translation studies have developed modern – 

functionalist – theories and frameworks as to what translation actually is and how to approach it 

(Calvo, 2018; Nord, 2014), and these theories and frameworks are consistent with what is 

covered in internationally accepted translation standards, in particular the ISO standard 

17100:215, “Translation services -- Requirements for translation services” (International 

Organization for Standardization, 2015a). The one and only translation that naturally – and 

closely – flows from the source questionnaire does not exist; a good translation requires taking 

into account many factors, which differ from project to project and which include in particular 

the purpose and use of the translation, the target group, typical text type and domain features, 

and other project-specific requirements.  

A second misconception is that anybody who can speak two languages (in one way or another) is 

able to produce a good translation. The thinking behind this is that if you know two languages 

you will surely be able to replace words from one language with words from another language, 

which is then linked again to the first misconception. Yet, translation studies show that 

translation novices tend to translate on a word-by-word basis rather than taking into account 

important context or project information (purpose of translation, target group, and so on; 

Göpferich & Jääskeläinen, 2009; Jääskeläinen, 2010; Shreve, 2002). Furthermore, translation 

requires more than “mere” language competence and, in fact, draws on a number of different 

competencies, including translation competence as such (translating in line with project 

specifications), linguistic and textual competence in the source and target language, cultural 

knowledge, competence in the substantive domain as well as in research, information acquisition 

and processing, and eventually in information and communications technology (ICT). For 

questionnaire translation, specifically, which places heavy demands on the clarity and simplicity 

of wording and syntax, a very good feeling for the target language is crucial as is the ability to 

write for a general audience of all educational levels. Of particular importance is also knowledge 

of questionnaire design (Behr, 2018). 

An additional misconception is that adequate translation can be accomplished “on the fly” – an 

ad hoc approach sometimes employed if only a small number of respondents are expected to 

need a specific language version, but not enough to justify production of a written translation. 

Beyond knowing that these translations are made orally, little can be said about the approach 

taken in any specific case (Harkness & Schoua-Glusberg, 1998). While the appeal of such a 

strategy in countries with upwards of eight or more languages is clear, the lack of standardization 

can lead to significant measurement error and uncertainty in the ability to compare data across 

populations, both within and across study sites.  
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The above misconceptions often lead to simplistic translation and checking procedures in 3MC 

surveys, and in particular to the over-reliance on back translation as a quality control method 

(Bolaños-Medina & González-Ruiz, 2012; Chidlow, Plakoyiannaki, & Welch, 2014; Colina et 

al., 2017). Back translation (Brislin, 1970)19 includes, in its simplest form, the translation of the 

original translation back into the original language and the subsequent comparison of the two 

questionnaire versions in the original language. Discrepancies discovered may give rise to 

changes in the original translation. While back translation is certainly able to pick up some 

translation problems, there are limitations to the method. Most importantly, back translation 

cannot assure suitability for a new context when the instrument should have been culturally 

adapted. Furthermore, since in a simple back translation design there is no systematic review of 

the actual translation involved, complex or difficult wording and syntax, inappropriate register 

for the target group, and incorrect spelling often cannot be identified. In addition, the back 

translator may iron out problems that exist in the original translation (they are no longer visible 

in the back translation) or even introduce mistakes, which either leads to a false sense of security 

or to a false alarm (Behr, 2017; Colina et al., 2017; Douglas & Craig, 2007). For the above 

reasons, back translation should not be used, at least not as a sole quality check. For 

documentation purposes, however, some authors see its value (Son, 2018).  

Current best practices 

Addressing the limitations of back translations and, in general, leading the field forward, 3MC 

survey methodologists have developed alternative methods and best practices that are believed to 

produce higher quality translations.20 The underlying principles with these alternative methods is 

that quality of the translation requires in-depth assessment of the translation itself and that 

quality is based on a multistep process that requires people with various skillsets who implement 

this process. The model TRAPD – Translation, Review, Adjudication, Pretest, and 

Documentation has been one of the key methodological drivers in this regard. It conceptualizes 

the activities that should be used when translating survey questionnaires. The model foresees 

team-based approaches to translation, which date back to the 1960s when they were used in 

Bible translation efforts (Nida & Taber, 1969), along with the major innovation of integrating 

pretesting and documentation in the process. Even though empirical research testing the success 

or usefulness of TRAPD – or its variations – is lacking, as we discuss further below, consensus is 

growing across several disciplines around a multistep translation and review process, bringing in 

different skillsets, using some form of pretesting, and documenting the entire process (Acquadro 

et al., 2008; International Test Commission, 2017; Wild et al., 2005)21 as current best practice for 

translation quality and transparency. First developed for the (ESS) (Harkness, 2003; Harkness, 

Pennell, & Schoua-Glusberg, 2004), TRAPD is now widely used in the global survey research 

 
19

 Brislin (1970) himself cautioned against the exclusive use of back translation as a quality control procedure. 

However, this qualification seems to be widely ignored when Brislin is cited as a proponent of back translation. 
20

 Back translation may still be conducted alongside these best practice methods: In other disciplines, the back 

translation step is not discarded altogether but may be implemented alongside best practice procedures (Acquadro et 

al. (2008) and Wild et al. (2005); but also see McKenna and Doward (2005) for a critical review of back translation). 
21

 Note that in other disciplines, in particular the health sciences and psychology, psychometric assessment is part of 

the overall process of translating and adapting an instrument (e.g., International Test Commission, 2017). 
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community, although not always labeled as such or implemented in its complete form. An 

overview of the TRAPD model, as originally conceived for the ESS, is presented in Table 5. 

Table 5. The TRAPD Model - Translation, Review, Adjudication, Pretest, and 

Adjudication22 

Step Description Rationale Staff 

T Translation: The questionnaire 

is translated by two translators 

independently from each other, 

resulting in two versions of the 

questionnaire. 

Two versions help to spot 

meaning differences, 

idiosyncratic wording, and also 

mere oversight. They also 

provide different stylistic 

variants to choose from or work 

with. 

Translators: Skilled 

translation practitioners, i.e., 

persons with translation 

experience, and/or who 

have been trained on the 

particularities of 

questionnaire translation.  

R Review: In a review meeting, a 

reviewer and the translators 

jointly reconcile the two 

versions into one. 

Different expertise (translation 

as well as questionnaire design 

and topic) is regarded essential 

for producing a high-quality 

translation, and so is a direct 

exchange rather than a step-wise 

consecutive review by 

individual persons. 

Translators: Those having 

produced the translations at 

step T. 

Reviewer: Survey 

researchers or study 

managers bringing in 

additional competences on 

questionnaire design, survey 

research, and the topic. 

A Adjudication: In the 

adjudication phase, any pending 

issues from the review are taken 

care of and the translation is 

signed off for the next step. 

During the review meeting, 

questions may come up on the 

measurement goal of some 

items; also, a questionnaire 

translation requires careful 

copy-editing looking out for 

completeness, consistency, and 

overall coherence.  

Adjudicator:  

The adjudicator may be the 

same person as the 

reviewer, depending on how 

responsibilities are divided 

in a team. This is the person 

assigned for the ultimate 

decision-making. 

P Pretest: The translated 

questionnaire is pretested among 

the target population. 

Translated questionnaires should 

be as thoroughly tested as any 

other questionnaire. Different 

qualitative or quantitative 

testing procedures are available. 

 

D Documentation: Particular 

decisions and adaptations during 

the entire process are 

documented; documentation 

also involves describing the 

different processes that have 

been employed (and by whom) 

to arrive at the final translation. 

Documentation provides useful 

information both for internal 

monitoring and for external data 

users. 

 

 
22 Table 5 presents the TRAPD model as originally implemented in the ESS. 
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It needs to be acknowledged that TRAPD, as described above, is expensive and labor intensive. 

Hence, a number of different variations of TRAPD have emerged, typically in response to 

practical constraints in terms of cost, time, and feasibility. TRAPD variations often reflect how 

the translation (T) and review (R) steps are carried out. For example, in what is called a split or 

modified committee approach to translation, two or sometimes even three translators translate a 

questionnaire (Harkness & Schoua-Glusberg, 1998; Schoua-Glusberg 1992) but instead of 

producing two or three full versions of a questionnaire translation, the instrument is split up 

among translators and each one translates parts of every topic or section. It is thought that the 

translators are able to gain sufficient familiarity with the questionnaire to usefully contribute to 

the team discussion by having worked on each section, at least to some extent. At the same time, 

the split approach saves time and money. Another variation involves having one translation 

produced by a single translator. This translation is then discussed and further refined by an 

interdisciplinary team, which brings translation as well as survey and topic expertise to the table 

but may exclude the actual translator. The team composition at the second phase is seen as 

compensation for the “missing” second translation and for a potentially missing pretest 

(Goerman, Meyers, & García Trejo, 2018). Yet another variation consists of double translation 

and subsequent reconciliation by a single person, with or without further discussion. Regardless 

of whether these or even further variations meet the original ideas of TRAPD or not, it is 

important to consider the advantages and disadvantages of each method prior to its use. 

Ultimately, it should be noted that the persons employed and their various skills will have a large 

impact on the success of a method. 

Regardless of the exact approach chosen, it is best practice for the translation and adaptation 

process to involve the following: First, translation and the subsequent checking processes require 

time and financial resources. This needs to be considered by those planning and budgeting a 

study. Second, translators and reviewers need to be briefed (if not trained) on the requirements 

on the translation (purpose, target group, mode, and other requirements), so that they can make 

translation decisions in line with the study goal (Calvo, 2018). This necessary step of providing 

project specifications is also stressed in the ISO standard on translation (International 

Organization for Standardization, 2015a). Third, when it comes to reconciling two translations 

(in the case of double translation), it is essential that this should never be limited to just selecting 

one or the other translation, or merely combining them. Reconciliation requires in-depth 

reworking and may even lead to completely new versions in the light of previous decisions. 

There has been some concern as to the effect of undesired group processes, or withholding of 

criticism, in team or committee approaches (Brislin, 1980; Koller et al., 2012). A few strategies 

can mitigate these concerns, amongst which is a transparent description of translation processes 

prior to translator selection, a skilled reviewer leading the discussion and ensuring balanced 

participation, and sufficient time for discussions (Behr & Shishido, 2016). Further, after having 

implemented a multistep translation and review process, translations should be tested among the 

target population, e.g., qualitatively in cognitive interviews or quantitatively in pilot studies 

(discussed further below). Finally, the translation process, including particular and/or difficult 

decisions, should be documented for both internal and external uses. 
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Sociolinguistics examines how language is used in its social contexts and their functional 

aspects. It provides a theoretical framework for survey translation and complements the 

procedures described in the TRAPD model and its variations. According to Pan, Sha, and Park 

(2019), functional equivalence or comparability in survey translation should be achieved in a 

sociolinguistic framework. To do this, translations must be considered at different levels of 

language use. For example, it can be relatively straightforward for a translation to satisfy the 

lexical and syntactic requirements of the target language. However, it is challenging for the 

source text to achieve the equivalent communicative effect, referred to as the pragmatic level. A 

translation is appropriate at the pragmatic level when it is rendered in a linguistically accurate 

structure of the target language (“linguistic rules” are followed) while incorporating the social 

practices and cultural norms of the target culture.  

Recent innovations 

Regardless of the particular translation method employed, the translation field is currently 

undergoing a rapid technical development, which consists of the increased employment of 

translation management platforms and computer-aided translation tools (either those used in the 

translation industry or adapted or newly built ones) and, hence, of the greater use of the potential 

that is linked to such platforms and tools (version control, leverage of existing translations, 

terminology data bases, automatic checking procedures, facilitated documentation, and so on). 

The OECD studies PISA and PIAAC (with their use of the open-source translation tools OLT 

and, more recently, OmegaT) or the European study programs SHARE, ESS, and EVS (with 

their use of the proprietary Translation Management Tool (TMT)) are cases in point. Innovation 

has also meant an increased research interest in how to incorporate technologies developed in 

consolidated areas of language disciplines into the translation of survey questionnaires. In 

Europe, the SERISS consortium supported research projects in several areas of innovation, for 

instance, how to incorporate tools from corpus linguistics and computational linguistics into 

survey translation, quality assessment of thesaurus keywords of survey items, and comparative 

testing of questionnaire translation approaches.23 

Looking ahead, the role of machine translation – however small or large it may be – will 

certainly also need to be investigated in the near future, given that neural machine translation is 

significantly improving the quality of machine translation output – and progress is steep in this 

field. For instance, in the Social Sciences and Humanities Open Cloud (SSHOC) project, 

European survey infrastructures are experimenting with the use of machine translation in 

different translation settings.24  

Suggested future directions 

Going forward, while debate about the method of translation continues and the supporting 

technology evolves, the matter at the heart of it all – the nature of the relationship between the 

target questionnaire and its source – remains unclear. Remaining close to the source 

questionnaire in semantic and measurement terms, while adhering to target language needs, is 

 
23 See https://seriss.eu/about-seriss/work-packages/wp3-maximising-equivalence-through-translation/; outputs can 

be retrieved from https://seriss.eu/resources/deliverables/. 
24 See https://sshopencloud.eu/. 

https://seriss.eu/about-seriss/work-packages/wp3-maximising-equivalence-through-translation/
https://seriss.eu/resources/deliverables/
https://sshopencloud.eu/
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still the gold standard in 3MC survey research that follows the ASQ (ask-the-same-question) 

approach. It is feared that deviations result in measurement artefacts. We need to learn more 

about the impact of deviations on the comparability of data (e.g., what it means to change the 

semantics in response scales or what it means to delete (or add) information that is (not) existing 

in the source). Along with this, we have to better understand the notion of a deviation, because 

formal deviations in the sense of a lack of “formal equivalence” may in fact lead to “dynamic 

equivalence”, resulting in the message of the source text being accurately transposed to the target 

language (Nida (1964); see also Kleiner, Pan, & Bouic, (2009); Zavala-Rojas et al. (2018)). A 

better understanding of the impact of different translation options on the resulting data will 

strengthen the position of translation in the survey lifecycle. It will contribute to a realistic 

understanding of what good translation entails and it will provide reasons for carefully designing, 

implementing, and documenting translation and assessment processes. In sum, the future will 

need to see more qualitative and quantitative (experimental and evaluation) studies focusing on 

translation quality assessment. 

As 3MC surveys increase in scope to include more countries and languages, equivalence across 

language versions – beyond the 1-to-1 relationship between the target and the source – is often at 

risk. This threatens the comparability of any combination of questionnaires in subsequent data 

analyses. “Harmonization” procedures both during questionnaire design (translation annotations; 

see discussion of advance translation and translatability assessment in the questionnaire design 

section above) and during translation (webinars/joint meetings, query lists) are possible solutions 

(Behr & Shishido, 2016) to render translation decisions that are consistent across countries and 

to effectively manage and document the process. Furthermore, external quality control delivered 

in a consistent manner can be seen as a way to monitor the output and increase equivalence 

across a multitude of versions.  

As noted above, to date, only few empirical studies have examined the success or usefulness of 

TRAPD, its variations, or other methods in comparison. Behr (2009) looked into how 

discussions evolved during a team review meeting and what was (or was not) discussed. Schoua-

Glusberg (2004) examined committee discussions that revealed how decisions are made in the 

absence of translation specifications. Scholars from the health sciences (Epstein et al., 2015; 

Hagell et al., 2010) have produced evidence supporting team approaches (expert committees or 

dual panels) as opposed to back translation approaches. Further research is urgently needed for 

empirically backing or rejecting individual translation and assessment methods. 

Even if researchers are well aware of and wish to implement TRAPD or variations thereof, the 

implementation of such procedures can be a challenge due to the shortage of translators 

experienced in translating questionnaires, of skilled reviewers, and also of organizations that are 

capable of conducting the full process in a multitude of languages. Capacity building is certainly 

needed in this regard. AAPOR and ESRA, amongst others, regularly offer webinars and courses 

on the topic of questionnaire translation, so that at least survey researchers can become aware of 

best practices in the field. Furthermore, major publications and guidelines are available online, 

such as the Cross-Cultural Survey Guidelines (Survey Research Center, 2016) and related short 

courses, the translation guidelines from the ESS (European Social Survey, 2018b) and those 

from the US Census Bureau (Pan & de la Puente, 2005).  
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4.5 Questionnaire pretesting  

Introduction and key operational and design challenges 

Pretesting techniques typically used in single population surveys can also effectively be applied 

in 3MC surveys (Caspar et al., 2016). These include qualitative methods such as cognitive 

interviews, focus groups, expert reviews, and field tests (Presser et al., 2004). Where sample 

sizes are sufficient, quantitative techniques such as latent class analysis, item response theory, 

Multi-trait-Multi-method (MTMM) experiments and other approaches are also increasingly 

applied (Saris & Gallhofer, 2014). Discussion of these latter techniques can be found in Harkness 

et al. (2010a) and Caspar et al. (2016), and examples of approaches that combine quantitative 

and qualitative approaches can be found in Benitez and Padilla (2014) and Fitzgerald and 

Zavala-Rojas (2020). The following section focuses on qualitative approaches to pretesting and 

provides an overview of operational and design challenges affecting data quality, industry best 

practices and recent innovations, and future directions. 

Different types of pretesting techniques tend to yield different types of results and no one 

technique can offer a comprehensive set of findings about the quality of or potential problems 

with a questionnaire. It is therefore ideal to combine pretesting techniques and/or post-survey 

analysis methods in a way that takes advantage of the strengths and minimizes the weaknesses of 

each method. These techniques can be combined to provide a comprehensive, and ideally 

iterative, pretesting design. For further discussion, see Caspar et al. (2016), Fitzgerald, Winstone, 

and Presage (2014), Smith (2019b). 

Various pretesting techniques can be applied both before and after survey questions have been 

drafted or translated. For example, focus groups can be useful in formulating questions whereas 

other approaches such as cognitive interviews and expert review can test the source questions 

and translations. The results of pretesting help researchers improve question wording and 

translation, determine the degree of confidence they have in the comparability of the questions, 

and evaluate whether the questionnaire is ready for data collection. Therefore, pretesting is 

essential in questionnaire design and serves as a key step in the overall 3MC survey lifecycle. 

While pretesting plays a critical role in identifying and potentially reducing measurement error 

that harms statistical estimates at the population level and thus endangers comparability across 

populations (Caspar et al., 2016), few standards currently exist for the type, combination, or 

amount of pretesting that should be done in 3MC surveys (de Jong & Cibelli Hibben, 2018).  

3MC studies face both methodological and practical challenges in designing and implementing 

pretests. For example, carrying out pretesting such as cognitive interviewing in 3MC studies 

typically involves coordination with multiple partners in various locations, across different time 

zones and a variety of languages (Miller, 2019). The availability of trained staff and respondents’ 

familiarity with this research approach also often varies considerably. As Miller (2019) notes, in 

some cases, those who are conducting the interviews may have never before conducted a 

cognitive interview or participated in qualitative research of any kind. When working with 

multiple languages, it may be necessary to transcribe and translate interviews (or provide 

detailed summary notes, at a minimum) into a common language so that they can be reviewed to 

ensure quality and comparability of interviewing approaches. Further, cognitive interview results 
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must themselves be translated into a common language, if these are to be discussed by 

researchers who do not speak the target languages (Willis & Miller, 2011).  

As Pennell et al. (2017) note, even when a pretest is carefully carried out, interpreting and 

integrating results may prove difficult. Results may highlight problems with survey questions but 

solutions may be less obvious or identified solutions may solve a problem in one context but 

create harmonization problems with the measure in other contexts, particularly for items that 

may have been used extensively in other contexts or are needed for comparability across time. 

Furthermore, changes made to a questionnaire based on cognitive interviewing or other pretest 

outcomes may necessitate a subsequent round of testing. 

Another challenge is that some studies have shown that different cultural and linguistic groups 

may respond differently to pretesting methods. For example, Pan et al. (2010) found in a study of 

monolingual speakers of Chinese, Russian, Korean and Spanish that subjects interviewed in the 

United States responded in remarkably different ways to each other in cognitive interviews due 

to differences in communication styles and cultural norms. These findings suggest that, to be 

effective, cognitive interviewing protocols and approaches may need to be tailored for different 

language/culture groups within or across countries. For example, recent studies have examined 

ways of improving the cognitive interviewing experience for Spanish-speaking respondents in 

the United States (Park & Goerman, 2019), and respondents outside of the United States and 

Europe (Kelley et al., 2015). 

Time and resource limitations are also typical constraints, such that thorough, consistent 

pretesting is rarely part of the 3MC survey design and implementation. For example, the ESS 

requires that each participating country carry out a pretest to, at a minimum, check whether the 

translations of the questionnaire are consistent with the intended meanings, and whether CAPI 

(computer-assisted personal interviews/interviewing)/PAPI (paper and pencil 

interviews/interviewing) routings work properly. However, as de Jong and Cibelli Hibben (2018) 

discuss, countries vary widely in how the pretests are carried out. For example, ESS Round 7 

saw substantial variation in pretesting in terms of timing (how long before fieldwork was set to 

begin), the number of completed interviews, the mode of interviews, whether cognitive 

interviewing was done, and whether or not interviews were recorded (although recommended, 

cognitive interviews and recording were not obligatory; see Beullens et al., 2014). As Beullens et 

al. (2014) report, only two countries used cognitive interviewing (Estonia and Switzerland), four 

countries skipped checking the translation from English into the national language, and interview 

recording was used only in France, Lithuania, Portugal, and Belgium.   

Current best practices 

While there are a number of challenges in designing and implementing pretests for 3MC surveys, 

de Jong and Cibelli Hibben (2018) argue that, at a minimum, some form of pretesting should be 

conducted in each study country. For example, an expert review of the questionnaire is relatively 

inexpensive and should be considered standard practice. They also recommend cognitive 

interviewing for all new items in the source language, at a minimum, with additional language 

families, major regional subgroups, and countries added as resources permit. The choice of 

countries/languages for cognitive interviewing could also be informed by where local experience 
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and expertise in cognitive interviewing is available. Results from a recent study examining how 

question evaluation methods compare in predicting problems suggest that the best combination 

of methods may be expert reviews followed by cognitive interviews (Maitland and Presser, 

2016), lending support for this best practice. In addition to identifying problems, in the 3MC 

context, cognitive interviewing should be carried out not only to identify potential problems with 

questions but to investigate the constructs captured by questions (i.e., construct validity) and 

whether or not those same constructs are captured across various groups of respondents (Miller, 

2019). In this way, as Miller (2019) notes, cognitive interviewing can help ensure validity and 

comparability, which is particularly essential for studies seeking to make comparative estimates 

(see also Braun et al., 2014). Maitland and Presser (2016) also found computer-based methods 

(SQP and the Question Understanding Aid (QUAID)) to be the least predictive of question 

problems, which suggests that these methods should be used to complement but not to replace 

expert reviews and cognitive interviewing. Finally, a pilot should be conducted to test all aspects 

of the instrument and data collection processes, ideally across all populations of interest 

(discussed further in Section 4.6). Additional pretesting approaches and post-study evaluation 

should also be carried out to the extent possible based on study goals and available resources. 

The Cross-Cultural Survey Guidelines highlights various tools and standards that have been 

developed or adopted to maximize quality during the pretesting activities in 3MC surveys (see 

Caspar et al., 2016). For example, Miller et al. (2008) standardized protocol in a seven-country 

(eight language) cognitive interviewing study to ensure equivalence in participant recruitment, 

interview administration, and result documentation. Fitzgerald, Winstone, and Prestage (2014) 

applied the Cross-National Error Source Typology (CNEST) to categorize and analyze the 

results of cognitive findings to detect sources of error in the questionnaire. Rooted in quantitative 

methods, researchers have created “predictive systems” that linked wording features with 

potential issues in cross-cultural survey items, including the Survey Quality Predictor (Saris et 

al., 2011) and the Question Appraisal System QAS-04 (Dean et al., 2007). In addition, recordings 

(audio, video, and computer-assisted) can be used as a monitoring tool for interviewer or 

respondent behavior.  

Recent innovations 

Cognitive interviewing 

By examining the respondent’s response process, cognitive interviews used in 3MC studies 

identify and evaluate sources of error that affect questionnaire design, cross-cultural variations in 

response, and translation issues. Willis (2015) provides a set of minimum standards for cognitive 

interviews in the area of systematic data reduction, analysis, and reporting of results. He noted 

that raw data from interviewer notes and respondent answers can be organized into “text 

summary” or coded according to respondent behaviors, themes, response patterns, and survey 

question features. The coding scheme can also include cross-cultural issues related to translation, 

sociocultural influence, and other sources. Willis proposes writing cognitive testing reports using 

a standardized reporting format called the Cognitive Interviewing Reporting Framework (CIRF). 

The CIRF applies a 10-category checklist to make clear what was done during the cognitive 

interviews and how conclusions were made based on procedures and results of those interviews 
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(Boeije & Willis, 2013). He also recommends archiving the reports in the widely accessible Q-

Bank database developed by a group of U.S. Federal interagency researchers.25 

In October 2016, the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) issued seven standards for 

cognitive interviews conducted by or for U.S. Federal studies. This document specifically 

mentioned the role of cognitive interviews in examining comparability relevant to 3MC 

considerations, such as “accuracy of translations” and the “equivalence” and “potential bias” 

associated with how different groups of respondents interpret and process the survey questions. 

Meeting these seven standards is necessary for Federal cognitive interview studies to be 

considered “accurate and trustworthy.” The standards are: (1) developing a methodological plan 

that describes the cognitive interview study design; (2) selecting a purposeful sample to address 

the objectives of the study; (3) designing an interview guide that includes the survey questions to 

be evaluated and cognitive interview probes and instructions to conduct the interview; (4) 

applying systematic analysis to cognitive interview data; (5) making analysis transparent; (6) 

documenting methods, results, and conclusions in a final report; and (7) making final reports 

available to the public. When applying the OMB standards to cognitive interview studies 

involving non-English languages in the United States, Goerman (2017) points out the complexity 

in meeting the standards when it comes to sample selection, respondent recruitment, interview 

guide, and systematic comparisons in analysis. For example, geographic diversity of the Spanish 

language is a reality and should be represented among the Spanish-speaking respondents for the 

pretesting to be informative. Diverse Spanish speakers become hard to recruit when the study 

also requires that they represent specific characteristics necessary to test a survey topic. In 

addition, researchers must decide what type of probing and probes that could be used in the 

interview guide (Goerman’s (2017) research showed that some probes were difficult for non-

English speakers) and also how to compare the interview data across respondents speaking 

different languages. 

Recent research addresses some of these complexities in cross-cultural cognitive interviews. 

Park, Sha, and Willis (2016) compare cognitive interviews conducted with respondents with 

different levels of English proficiency. The interviews were conducted in the respondents’ 

native, non-English languages. The authors find that differences in responses seemed to be 

driven by different demographic characteristics of the respondents and not necessarily by their 

English language proficiency. Based on these findings, the authors recommend not restricting 

sample selection and recruitment to non-English speaking monolinguals, which was a common 

practice. Goerman et al. (2018) support this recommendation but also suggest that the sample 

selection decision be based on who the primary users of the translation might be. In terms of 

improving the interview protocol, Park and Goerman (2019) show that non-English speaking 

respondents can have better rapport and better understanding of the probing questions when the 

interviewer fostered informal interactions and explained the cognitive interview task during the 

introductions. In addition, Miller (2019) provides a comprehensive guide to designing a 

comparative cognitive interview study, including ethnographic-centered interviewing techniques, 

interviewer training, and development of protocols. She also introduces Q-Notes, a software 

designed for data entry and analysis of cognitive interviews. The analyst can use Q-Notes to 

 
25 See https://wwwn.cdc.gov/QBANK/Home.aspx. 

https://wwwn.cdc.gov/QBANK/Home.aspx
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examine whether or not a question performs similarly across countries, languages or any other 

type of subgroups. 

Web probing 

Web probing supplements face-to-face cognitive interviews. It involves “the implementation of 

probing techniques from cognitive interviewing in web surveys with the goal to assess the 

validity of survey questions” (Behr et al., 2017, p. 1). Web probing involves standardized probe 

questions programmed to appear at strategic points through a self-administered questionnaire. 

Recent studies have shown that web probing is highly useful in revealing equivalence issues in 

surveys (Behr & Braun, 2015; Braun, Behr, & Medrano, 2018; Meitinger, 2017). In the 3MC 

context, web probing can be used to assess the comparability of survey items and identify 

possible reasons for a lack of equivalence. There are many strengths to web probing – it can 

reach a large and diverse sample of respondents quickly because it is administered via the web, is 

standardized and anonymous, and does not require local interviewer presence. However, web 

probing can only reach online population groups, there is probe nonresponse, and insufficient 

probe answers from a content perspective cannot be followed up. To harness the strengths of web 

probing, Behr et al. (2017) indicated that researchers must carefully take into account design 

considerations (probe type, probe wording, probe placement, text box size, number of probes, 

and the sequence of probes) and invest time and effort to develop a coding scheme that addresses 

the research questions, codes the probe answers, and finally checks the codes. 

Usability testing 

According to Geisen and Romano Bergstrom (2017), usability testing complements the other 

commonly used pretesting methods. Usability testing of surveys involves giving realistic tasks to 

users (respondents or interviewers) to reveal the ease or difficulty of navigating the survey, 

entering answers, and finding information to complete tasks. Like cognitive interviewing, the 

sample of respondents is small and not representative of the population. That, however, might 

not necessarily be a weakness, depending on the goal of the usability test. Usability testing is 

most often used in web-based and electronic surveys. Sha, Hsieh, and Goerman (2018) assessed 

how respondents with limited English proficiency interacted with translated prototype materials 

for a web survey. They found that when translation and common website functionality visual 

cues (tabs, hyperlinks, drop-down menus, and URLs) are presented together, they help to 

improve limited English-speaking respondents’ experiences using and accessing entry pages and 

informational web pages for surveys. The authors were able to examine translation and usability 

at the same time because they had combined usability testing and cognitive interviewing 

techniques.  

Suggested future directions 

Measuring cross-cultural validity of pretesting results is a continuing challenge. Many commonly 

used qualitative pretesting techniques are not designed for the results to be generalized to a 

broader population. Thus, the extent to which results from such studies are reproducible and can 

be generalized to a broader population or to other similar cultural or language populations or 

population subgroups is relatively unexplored. To enable the reproduction and assessment of 
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pretesting results, the first step is making the methods transparent for public inspection and use. 

To that end, the new U.S. OMB guidelines, the CIRF, and the qualitative framework focusing on 

quality such as the Total Quality Framework (Roller & Lavrakas, 2015) have advocated 

transparency as a tool to advance quality.  

3MC surveys are best served when researchers are able to consistently conduct measurement 

equivalence testing among a set of complementary pretesting methods, make informed decisions 

on the extent to standardize or localize approaches to interviewing, probing, and analysis across 

countries and languages, and to collect, make sense of, and have the opportunity to implement 

changes based on pretesting results. New approaches need to be developed, particularly in the 

area of focus groups and usability testing, because little research exists that directly addresses the 

cross-cultural comparability of results from these pretesting methods (see Sha et al. (2020) for an 

exception).  

Expert review is also a pretesting technique that is commonly used but under-researched in the 

3MC context. Goerman et al. (2018) discussed the goal and role of expert review in the survey 

translation process and described how it is currently done at the U.S. Census Bureau. They 

pointed out that it is important to determine more specifically which procedures are applied 

across organizations, what are the current best practices, and what procedures have resulted in 

successful expert reviews. They also observed that expert reviews are often the only form of 

pretesting for survey translations. The ideal approach to producing a high-quality survey, 

according to the authors, is to have parallel development and testing of the source and translated 

materials. 

4.6 Field implementation 

Introduction and key operational and design challenges 

Fieldwork implementation encompasses a wide range of processes, including development of 

comprehensive interviewer tools, interviewer recruitment, training, monitoring, interview 

verification, and identifying and reducing nonresponse bias. Field implementation to collect 

comparable data in the context of 3MC surveys is one of the most challenging endeavors in 

survey research, particularly in face-to-face surveys, which is most often used in 3MC settings.  

Factors such as geographical scope, variation in seasons and climate, timing of holidays, political 

regimes and election schedules, and other factors can affect timing of data collection and 

subsequent quality of comparisons of countries. Additionally, researchers designing surveys 

must anticipate but can never fully prepare for unfortunate events, including extreme weather, 

natural disasters, threats to interviewers, and other exogenous shocks that may require delays 

and/or adaptations (Pennell et al., 2014). 3MC survey projects often include countries with 

varying research traditions and, at times, limited exposure to state-of-the-art survey methodology 

current best practices. Such differences can affect every stage of the survey life cycle, including 

interviewer recruitment, training, assignment, and remuneration, all with a direct effect on data 

quality. Social desirability bias can also differ across contexts and differentially affect quality 

through a variety of mechanisms, including characteristics of the interview setting and of the 

interviewers themselves. For example, third party presence in the interview setting varies greatly, 
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with estimates ranging between 17% and 82% of interviews achieving limited privacy outside of 

the U.S. and Western Europe (Casterline & Chidambaram, 1984; Mneimneh, 2012). There is 

evidence that such presence affects reporting of sensitive information (Aquilino, 1993; Aquilino, 

Wright, & Supple, 2000; Moskowitz, 2004) and reporting can vary depending on the relationship 

between the respondent and the other party (Mneimneh, de Jong, & Altwaijri, 2020).  Managing 

these varying considerations across a range of country conditions and teams of varying 

capabilities and practices makes data collection a major challenge for 3MC survey projects, and 

necessary country-specific adaptations can result in increased comparison error even though 

other sources of error within an individual country may be decreased by modifications to the 

processes. 

Careful attention to detail is required at every step of the process to yield high-quality survey 

data. This section provides an overview of key operational and design challenges affecting data 

quality in 3MC survey fieldwork implementation and monitoring, industry current best practices 

and recent innovations including strategies for addressing both unintentional and intentional 

deviations from survey specifications, and future directions for improving quality in the data 

collection stage in 3MC surveys.  

Most if not all 3MC projects operate in contexts where local organizations face a variety of 

challenges and have varying levels of skill in conducting representative surveys following 

industry best practices. Some organizations may be adept at using the latest technologies whereas 

others may have limited experience outside of traditional paper and pencil administration.  

Differences in data collection mode and related institutional capacities and local resources can 

have a direct effect on feasibility of various quality control processes. There is no single model 

that can address the challenges faced by a specific 3MC survey. Some may be able to use CAPI 

in all countries whereas others may be limited to PAPI, resulting in potential differences in 

survey quality. For example, without a data collection tool that integrates questionnaire 

administration with a sample management system, collection of an audit trail and related 

interviewer monitoring activities are limited. Further challenges may stem from the number of 

languages covered by the project, number of time zones across which it operates, and financial 

resources available, among other factors. Variation in adherence to fieldwork implementation 

and monitoring can lead to nonresponse error, measurement error, coverage error, and sampling 

error, all of which can threaten the validity of the final survey estimates, with effects magnified 

due to comparison error (Pennell et al., 2017; Smith, 2011, 2019a).  

Current best practices 

Interviewer recruitment, assignment, and training 

Interviewers are responsible for the implementation of the survey design and are integral to the 

data collection process in interviewer-administered modes, which are most common in 3MC 

surveys. They are often required to perform multiple tasks with a high level of accuracy. 

Important criteria to consider when recruiting interviewers include an interviewer’s previous 

experience, education and literacy, computer skills, language proficiency where applicable, and 

navigation skills (Jäckle et al., 2013; Lipps, 2007; Pickery & Loosveldt, 2000, 2002; Stoop et al., 

2016; Vassallo et al., 2015; see also Alcser et al., 2016, for detailed discussion of interviewer 
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recruitment and training, including sample training guides and agenda). In the 3MC context, 

hiring criteria should be proposed by the central coordinating center, with country-level 

adaptations developed as necessary and in collaboration between the coordinating center and 

participating countries. 

In the field, interviewer behaviors can contribute to sampling error, nonresponse error, 

and processing error. Interviewers can also contribute to measurement error by influencing 

responses through their personal attributes and their behaviors, resulting in what is often referred 

to as “interviewer variance,” which can affect data quality differentially across countries 

(Beullens & Loosveldt, 2014, 2016; Blom, de Leeuw, & Hox, 2011; Groves et al., 2009; Japec, 

2005; de Jong et al., 2017; Mneimneh et al., 2020). While the cluster design of most 

area probability sample surveys confounds the sampling and non-sampling (i.e., 

interviewer) variances when only one interviewer is assigned to a specific cluster, elimination of 

such confounding is possible if respondents are randomly assigned to interviewers. However, in 

practice such a fully interpenetrated design is nearly always cost prohibitive, particularly in the 

3MC context. More feasible is the use of interviewing teams with at least two interviewers 

assigned to each primary sampling unit (PSU), which permits the estimation of measurement 

error introduced by the interviewer. Known as a “partially-interpenetrated design,” this approach 

facilitates multi-level modelling in data analysis to estimate interviewer and design 

effects simultaneously (O’Muircheartaigh & Campanelli, 1998). Surveys in a 3MC context are 

also susceptible to differences in the cultural environment, existing infrastructure, and resources 

available (Smith, 2007). Especially problematic is the fact that interviewer variance can only be 

estimated via special designs and is not reflected in the regular margins of error. Thus, if this 

error component is not eliminated or estimated and accounted for, we will get reduced effective 

sample sizes and overstated confidence levels. 

Ensuring training is comparable and thorough and that the requirements and expectations of the 

field team are clearly understood is central to not only improving data quality, but also 

decreasing the risk for fabrication, defined as an “intentional deviation from the stated 

guidelines, instructions, or sampling procedures by any member of the survey project,” with 

fabrication of the entire substantive instrument, specific sections, or individual items possible, as 

well as of sample management data such as contact attempts (Robbins, 2019, p. 771).  In large 

3MC studies, training of all interviewers simultaneously is not feasible. A model frequently used 

is the “train-the-trainer” (TTT) model. Here, training is generally done in one common language. 

Each country or cultural group sends one or more individuals who can understand and work in 

the language of the trainers, to the central training. These representatives return to their own 

country or cultural group, adapt and translate the training materials as needed, and train their 

interviewers. This model allows for tailoring at the country or cultural group level, such as 

procedures needed for gender matching of interviewers and respondents. Separate trainings are 

often offered for supervisors and interviewers in this model since their roles are quite distinct. A 

modification of this training model is training by region or shared language if a training in one 

lingua franca is not feasible.  Of course, such a model takes additional time and can result in a 

certain loss or distortion of information as it is passed along (Alcser et al., 2016). No matter the 

model used, training should emphasize that team members should seek help from supervisors, 

the country team, or the project leaders in case of problems or unexpected events. Additionally, it 

should be clear to all members of the survey team that it is imperative that everyone on the field 
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team must adhere to the stated requirements for fieldwork implementation. A recent overview of 

interviewer training in multinational programs is provided by Ackerman-Piek et al. (2020). 

Pilot testing 

Pilot testing plays an essential role in identifying and potentially reducing 

nonresponse, measurement, and processing error, all of which affect statistical estimates at the 

population level and thus endangers comparability in 3MC surveys. In contrast with pretesting, 

which focuses specifically on the questionnaire, pilot testing includes activities designed to 

evaluate both a survey instrument’s capacity to collect the desired data and the overall adequacy 

of the field procedures. In the 3MC context, such testing in participating countries is crucial, 

although rarely done. Minimum standards should be defined, ideally in the contracting/tendering 

process (Orlowski et al. 2016). Success metrics should be based on precise terms and conditions 

of the agreed-upon design, including number of attempted/completed interviews and any quotas 

of specific subpopulations (e.g., five females and five males within each of three different age 

categories), proportion of interviewers expected to participate, regional areas, mode, and the 

testing time frame.  

An additional benefit of conducting a pilot test is that it allows for project leaders or local teams 

to evaluate the performance of interviewers before actual fieldwork begins. Having all interviews 

participate in the pilot test is therefore an advantage. Interviewers who are not clear on the 

process can be retrained or, potentially, removed from the project. Some projects intentionally 

train more interviewers than is required to complete the survey, with the intent that those who do 

not meet the necessary data quality requirements can be dropped from the project before 

fieldwork begins, thereby minimizing potential delays in fieldwork in those countries. 

Quality control  

Monitoring of ongoing data collection implementation is essential to ensuring data quality across 

all 3MC countries and reducing various sources of error, including measurement error, 

nonresponse bias and data fabrication. The use of paradata to monitor survey outcomes 

throughout fieldwork to assess compliance and strategies to optimize contact and cooperation is 

crucial in reducing the total survey error. With the increasing integration of complex technology 

in surveys, paradata have become widely available to researchers, providing additional tools to 

evaluate and reduce survey error sources across participating countries (Kreuter, 2013). 

Paradata is particularly useful to monitor nonresponse bias. Measuring and addressing 

nonresponse bias across a diversity of contexts during field implementation is challenging. 

Nonresponse bias is a product of the nonresponse rate and the difference between respondents 

and nonrespondents. The nonresponse rate refers to the proportion of eligible sample units who 

fail to complete an interview, while the latter refers to the differences between respondents and 

nonrespondents on the measures of interest. If there is no such difference between respondents 

and nonrespondents, then there is no nonresponse bias, regardless of the magnitude of the 

response rate. However, if nonrespondents differ from respondents, the lower the response rate, 

the higher the bias is likely to be (Groves, 2006; Groves and Peytcheva, 2008). While Groves 

(2006) and Groves and Peytcheva (2008) found no connection between the response rate and 
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nonresponse bias, Brick and Tourangeau (2017) have shown that the response rate alone can be a 

poor predictor of nonresponse bias, and a meta-analysis suggests that nonresponse bias in 

demographic estimates is not predictive of nonresponse bias in substantive estimates (Peytcheva 

& Groves, 2008). Unfortunately, it is difficult to assess nonresponse bias because little data is 

typically available about nonrespondents. One might say, though, that the risk for nonresponse 

bias increases with increasing nonresponse rates. 

Response rates are declining in many high- and middle- income countries and researchers are 

increasingly concerned about the potential impact of nonresponse bias and the increasing costs 

associated with maintaining response rate requirements (Beullens et al., 2018; Brick & Williams, 

2013; Groves, 2011; Kreuter, 2013; de Leeuw et al., 2019; Peytchev, 2013; Wagner & Stoop, 

2019). Even in such as the ESS, where there is rigorous standardization in interviewing 

processes, response rates may differ substantially between countries (Beullens et al., 2018). 

Published response rates may also hide substantial differences in fieldwork operations. In the 

EU-LFS, for instance, the proxy rate (i.e., the percentage of responses provided by someone else 

in a household) shows a very large variation across countries, making response rates 

incomparable, and potentially making assessments of the comparability of measurements across 

countries even more difficult (Wagner & Stoop, 2019).  

Paradata can be used from a sample management perspective as well to inform responsive 

designs by focusing on reducing nonresponse bias and cost. Using responsive designs, 

researchers continually monitor selected paradata and survey data to inform design interventions 

in real-time based on the error-cost tradeoff goal. Sequential phases, employing different design 

protocols, attempt to bring in a different set of sample members to the respondent pool. Groves 

and Heeringa (2006) list the following steps for employing responsive design to minimize 

nonresponse bias and cost: 

1. Pre-identify a set of design features that may affect nonresponse error and cost, using 

evidence from previous waves or similar studies. 

2. Identify a set of indicators of the cost and nonresponse error properties of those features 

and monitor those indicators in the initial phases of data collection. 

3. Alter the design features of the survey in subsequent waves based on pre-identified cost-

error trade-off decision rules. 

4. Combine data from different design phases into a single estimator. 

This strategy assumes real time monitoring of data collection for such interventions to be 

employed. Even when such data are being collected, however, few if any 3MC surveys are using 

responsive designs in the ways that Groves and Heeringa (2006) outline. This is largely due to 

the considerable resources needed to set up and monitor such indicators across many populations 

or countries.  However, 3MC surveys that are repeated over time have an opportunity to use past 

wave data to inform contact and other strategies for future waves or to improve post survey 

adjustments.  

The consistent trend with increasing nonresponse in middle- and high- income countries is 

concerning and will undoubtedly result in modified data collection strategies where multiple data 

sources and mixed-mode designs will be used. Currently survey organizations can utilize design 
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features such as respondent incentives to increase response rates, various post-data collection 

adjustment procedures or both (Groves & Couper 1998; Groves et al., 2002; Stoop et al., 2010). 

In the long run, however, other strategies must be added to address nonresponse error.   

Paradata can also be used to monitor and evaluate interviewer adherence to protocols during data 

collection (Hyder et al., 2017; Kirgis & Lepkowski, 2013; Mneimneh et al., 2019) and to study 

interviewer effects and the interview context (e.g., third-party presence during the interview) in 

the analysis phase of a project (Benstead, 2014; Benstead & Malouche, 2015; Heeb & Gmel, 

2001; Johnson & Parsons, 1994; Mneimneh et al., 2020). These data can be used to ensure that 

interviewers are working in the correct location and adhering to the contact and selection 

protocols. As mentioned above, depending on the sample design, response rates can be 

manipulated by not fully documenting all contact attempts, e.g., only recording successful 

attempts which will greatly overestimate the response rate. 

Where real time monitoring is not feasible, paradata can be used to inform strategies in 

subsequent waves. For example, paradata and statistical algorithms can be used to optimize 

calling strategies (e.g., finding the best time to call or determining how many call attempts to 

make). ESS uses information extracted from call records, to provide feedback to fieldwork 

organizations for the next round of data collection and to analyze nonresponse. The contact 

forms allow for calculation of response rates and compare field efforts across countries. As 

mentioned by Stoop et al. (2010), using auxiliary data from ESS, optimal visiting time can be 

predicated, and respondents can be classified according to field efforts in an attempt to minimize 

nonresponse bias. However, real-time intervention remains a challenge given the considerable 

resources involved in such an effort. 

Exploration of potential nonresponse bias can also be facilitated through systematic collection of 

paradata for both respondent and non-respondent households as well as characteristics of 

neighborhoods that can be used for nonresponse prevention strategies during data collection as 

well as nonresponse adjustment (Blom, Lynn, & Jäckle, 2008). Such data might include call 

records which detail call and contact attempts and outcomes, interviewer observations of 

doorstep interactions and/or neighborhood characteristics, and auxiliary data from external 

sources (Kreuter & Olson, 2013; Lepkowski et al., 2013; West, 2013). Indeed, analyses using 

data from the ESS have provided evidence that paradata on neighborhood characteristics may 

allow for correction of nonresponse bias in survey estimates (Stoop et al., 2010), indicating an 

increased importance in identifying and recording additional data from nonrespondents thought 

to be correlated with key variables of interest. That said, we note the caveat that observational 

data itself is vulnerable to error, and interviewer training in each participating site should include 

a section focused on the collection of these data, with a component where interviewers practice 

their skills and inter-rater reliability is assessed (Campanelli, Sturgis, & Purdon, 1997; Sinibaldi 

et al., 2013; West & Kreuter, 2013). However, such additional (observational) data collection is 

relatively low cost and has the potential for significant impact for reducing nonresponse among 

specific subgroups if information can be obtained about nonrespondents and used to target them 

to minimize nonresponse bias. 
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Other fieldwork implementation processes 

There are additional mechanisms as well that are important to consider when implementing 

fieldwork processes to maximize data quality with important considerations in the 3MC context, 

including respondent/interviewer interactions, interviewer remuneration, respondent incentives 

and local review of the overall study design and field procedures for adherence to local ethical 

standards and laws.  

First, an individual’s initial contact with an interviewer can determine whether s/he becomes a 

respondent or a nonrespondent. Whether this initial contact takes place in person or by telephone, 

however, can impact the outcome of the interaction, and investigations of mode effects 

demonstrate that initial face-to-face contact results in greater contacts, and subsequent 

cooperation, than initial telephone contact (Holbrook et al., 2003; Hox & de Leeuw, 1994). 

Therefore, initial mode of contact should be standardized where possible in 3MC surveys so it 

does not induce differential nonresponse. 

Interviewer remuneration can be used as a tool to incentivize country partners to increase data 

quality. Often, country-specific data collection organizations set daily quotas for members of 

their field teams. However, quotas can incentivize hurried, sloppy work or even fabrication of 

interviews, and differences in quotas can result in comparison error. It is more advantageous to 

pay an hourly rate, rewarding interviewers and supervisors for quality over quantity (Lavrakas, 

1992; Pennell et al., 2010; Stoop et al., 2016; Sudman, 1966).  

Similarly, payments should be structured so that positive behavior is rewarded at all levels of a 

country partner’s organizational structure. Placing strict measures in contracts about data quality 

or fabrication that include monetary penalties can change the behavior of local organizations. 

These processes can have important implications for quality of comparative data, particularly if 

permitted to differ across participating countries, and it is critical that country-specific 

remuneration procedures are documented. However, it is also important to provide the necessary 

support to country leaders as well, particularly as suggestions to transition to an hourly rate are 

often met with resistance. Moving beyond a contractual relationship to a partnership where 3MC 

project leaders share techniques and best practices with organizations in each country, including 

on projects that may be unrelated to the work of the 3MC project, can yield increased trust and a 

more open relationship with local teams.  

Respondent incentives can also play a contributing role to both increasing and decreasing 

comparison error. Nonresponse can be reduced by offering respondents an incentive for 

participating in a survey (Singer, 2002), and, therefore, contribute to differential response error 

when incentives are not used in a comparable fashion. In the 3MC context, incentives are likely 

to vary across participating countries based on local resources, customs, and ethical regulations 

(Kessler & Üstün, 2008; Wagner & Stoop, 2019), and effects may vary as well (van den Brakel 

et al., 2006). If an incentive is used, the amount and type, time of implementation, and any 

special strategy, such as increasing the amount of the incentive in the final weeks of the study, 

should be thoroughly documented, ideally as variables in the case-level file.  
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Ethical considerations may also present challenges that may be addressed at the study design 

stage but are operationalized in fieldwork implementation. Countries vary widely in official 

permissions and requirements pertaining to data collection and access as well as in regulations 

pertaining to ethical review and informed consent. For example, in the E.U., a new General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR) has been implemented with the intent to protect personal data in 

the context of linking auxiliary data to survey data (see Kolsrud, Rød, & Segadal, 2019 for a 

discussion). Should this regulation prove to be an efficient instrument for upholding the privacy 

of citizens and consumers, other countries may start adopting similar regulations. Already, many 

international companies with a presence in the EU have adopted GDPR compliant policies not 

only for their EU branches, but across all of their countries of operation. In 3MC surveys, ethical 

norms can also differ widely. As de Jong discusses (2019), researchers may encounter situations 

that require careful consideration and possible design trade-offs in order to comply with ethical 

principles, minimize sources of survey error, while maintaining comparability across countries or 

cultures. As an example, de Jong (2019) notes that maintaining sensitivity to cultural differences 

by having other family members present during an interview may conflict with ethical 

obligations to protect confidentiality and to minimize error in respondent reporting. 

Recent innovations  

Fieldwork process innovations 

Technological changes have significantly changed the menu of methods available for overseeing 

the process of fieldwork, with important consequences for 3MC surveys. The availability of cost-

effective devices and user-friendly software, which can facilitate comparable quality control 

processes across study countries, is permitting a veritable revolution in approaches to quality 

control in face-to-face 3MC surveys (Seligson & Moreno Morales, 2018). Particularly important 

in low-resource settings, such technologies deliver cost-savings in the form of efficiencies gained 

in fieldwork time and in the elimination of data entry costs, as well as reduction or elimination of 

back-checks (see Blom, 2016). The timing features of electronic devices (e-devices, e.g., smart 

phones, tablets, and laptop computers) can be used to audit for low quality interviews and 

potential fabrication (interviews that take place at unrealistic times or have improbable durations) 

(Seligson & Moreno Morales, 2018). Sophisticated use of available software for electronic data 

capture in the field can be used to build in subroutines that automatically flag suspicious 

interviews. E-devices enhance the researcher’s capacity to capture survey metadata and identify 

cases with potential issues with location, contact attempts, and timing. The ability to monitor 

these features results in increased and systematic quality control across study countries 

(Montalvo, Seligson, & Zechmeister, 2019). For example, LAPOP’s AmericasBarometer project 

programs in a “Contact Attempts” survey module prior to the interview, so that the software 

captures all contact attempts in such a way that the data can be verified via audits of the 

“electronic crumbs” dropped by interviewers on their routes and via timing data. This also 

facilitates information transfer of contact attempts into databases for the calculation of response 

rates. 

The capacity of e-devices to capture additional visual and audio data can also assist in quality 

control. Researchers can program software to capture a front-facing picture, thus taking an image 

of the interviewer while the interview is in progress, to confirm that the person conducting the 
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interview is indeed the interviewer assigned to the case. This approach assures the researcher that 

devices are not passed on to individuals “subcontracted” by enterprising field teams, which may 

otherwise happen in some studies. The ability to capture images can also be of value when the 

project requires that the field team returns to the specific location, either during the field period 

or during the subsequent wave of a panel survey. Sound capture options on e-devices permit 

researchers to record audio files, with the respondent’s permission, during the course of an 

interview for quality control and verification, although in a 3MC setting, permission for audio 

recording may vary across countries, resulting in varying degrees of quality control and ability to 

monitor and assess quality in a comparable fashion.  

In many low- and middle-income countries where paper-based surveys have historically been 

used, interviewers are organized into small teams for fieldwork, with each team headed by one 

supervisor who travels with the team in the field and supervises the administration of a subset of 

each interviewer’s assignments for quality control purposes. With the introduction of e-devices 

in many of these countries, another added benefit may come from a potentially changing 

dynamic in the role of the supervisor. Instead of serving as the project “police” seeking to detect 

errors by interviewers, the supervisor can spend additional time working with interviewers to 

improve their interviewing skills, since primary quality control falls to the central research team. 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that this shift in responsibilities may promote greater trust and 

cooperation within field teams, making interviewers more likely to seek advice from a supervisor 

about how to handle a problem rather than to fear sanctioning if a problem arises. However, 

because the introduction of technology into low- and middle-income countries is relatively 

recent, there is little empirical evidence about the degree to which in-field supervision is 

beneficial compared to remote supervision, especially as many organizations spend a significant 

amount of resources on in-field supervision. 

The adoption of e-devices and techniques that permit the researcher to capture and utilize 

location, image, timing, and sound data from the field combine to bridge the gap between the 

researcher’s office and the enumeration team’s efforts in the field, which is particularly 

important in a 3MC survey with numerous study sites and a central coordinating center. Unlike 

paper-based survey instruments, the complex paradata collected by e-devices are difficult (but 

not always impossible) for field teams to manipulate. The resulting data, which can be uploaded 

daily to a central or cloud-based server, can be used to centrally monitor minor and major 

violations of the survey protocol, and corrections can be made while the survey is still in 

progress. Some 3MC projects have developed and/or deployed commercially available software 

that facilitate a system of automatic flags to identify suspicious interviews, allowing for greater 

scrutiny by the research team on a daily basis. Others use these data to develop a plan for 

callbacks (back checks), targeting the interviews with the greatest likelihood of anomalies. In the 

3MC context, such a systematic monitoring system can indicate unusual patterns in one or more 

countries, facilitating timely intervention. Specific quality control analyses to detect such 

patterns are discussed in the following sub-section regarding fabrication control. 

Yet, e-devices do not represent a silver bullet that alone is sufficient to prevent deviations from 

fieldwork protocols. Interviewers and supervisors also have access to technological advances, 

which can be used to defeat built in features of computer assisted interviewing, although this 

certainly can vary across study countries. For example, applications have been developed that 
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allow GPS locations recorded by devices to be changed, and available software varies in its 

ability to detect such unauthorized modifications. While technological advances offer benefits to 

those seeking to detect potential deviations, they also offer new opportunities to potential 

fabricators to avoid detection. 

A potential complication with focusing efforts on preventing deviations through the use of e-

devices is that this technology is not available in all contexts. Security concerns may prevent 

interviewers from carrying e-devices in some areas, and restrictions from relevant authorities 

may force the field team to use PAPI in some countries. Additionally, acquisition of GPS 

coordinates of interviews and audio recordings may require explicit consent depending on 

country-specific privacy protection laws, which can systematically affect cooperation and 

nonresponse bias, and more generally contribute to comparison error. Secure data storage and 

transfer options (e.g., through encryption) will also vary depending on the device and 

connectivity.  

Finally, the introduction of e-devices may have unintended and differential consequences on 

respondent behavior. One recent study investigated whether responses collected in Wave 1 with 

PAPI changed when some individuals were interviewed in Wave 2 by interviewers using tablet 

computers. Consistent with the wealth effect hypothesis, more than half of the poorest 

respondents reported a higher income in the second wave when interviewers used tablets (see 

Bush & Prather, n.d.). While these analyses were based on a single-country survey, the results 

highlight the opportunity for significant differences in response patterns across modes in the 

3MC context as well. 

In 3MC surveys or in specific countries where use of an e-device is not an option, 3MC projects 

must take additional steps to ensure high data quality and prevent fabrication when using PAPI. 

The ability to conduct real-time checks is more limited, but 3MC projects can implement a 

number of safeguards to collect reliable data within such contexts. For example, the coordinating 

center may request partial data sets over the course of fieldwork from these countries, with 

delivery of data from the first respondents transmitted as quickly as possible to maximize the 

opportunity to address any issues. Although not received in real-time, it may still be possible to 

address potential issues before the completion of the survey, allowing for modifications or 

retraining of interviewers while data collection is still underway. Additionally, if some 

interviews do not meet data quality standards, respondents can be reinterviewed before the 

conclusion of fieldwork. 

There have been recent innovations in software for project management as well. For example, 

the EVS implemented use of a portal called SmaP, designed by the Consortium of European 

Social Science Data Archives (CESSDA), for project management, data sharing, and processing. 

With 3MC surveys often having complex procedures, a large number of documents, and multiple 

teams, such innovations are critical in facilitating communication and document sharing. 

Fabrication control 

The multi-site nature of 3MC research contributes both to increased avenues for fabrication and 

to challenges in identification of malfeasance. Checking potential fabrication of data can take 
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place at various points within the course of fieldwork. If using CAPI, it may be possible to 

upload data to a central or cloud-based server automatically and conduct quality control analyses 

in real-time. If using PAPI, such checks may occur at the end of fieldwork or on a partial data set 

delivered during the course of fieldwork. In either case, it is critical for 3MC project leaders to 

determine which procedures or combination thereof to use to evaluate the extent of this problem. 

A number of statistical tests and checks are available and should be considered to control this 

error source in each study country, including: 

● Comparing results to Benford’s Law (Benford, 1938; Schäfer et al., 2004); 

● Duplicate and near duplicate analysis (Kuriakose & Robbins, 2016); 

● Principal component analysis (PCA) (Blasius & Thiessen, 2015); 

● Multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) (Blasius & Thiessen, 2015); 

● Unusual patterns in the data (Inciardi, 1981; Murphy et al., 2004; Turner et al., 2002); 

● Rare response combinations (Murphy et al., 2004; Porras & English, 2004); 

● Undifferentiated response patterns (Blasius & Thiessen, 2015; Inciardi, 1981; Schäfer et 

al., 2004); 

● Short paths through the survey (Bredl, Winker, & Kötschau, 2008; Finn & Ranchhod, 

2013; Hood & Bushery, 1997); 

● Missing data or incomplete interviews (Bredl et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2004; Turner et 

al., 2002); 

● Interview duration (Bushery et al., 1999; Kresja, Davis, & Hill, 1999; Li et al., 2011); 

● Duration between interviews (Robbins, 2019); 

● Increasing number of interviews close to the deadline (Bushery et al., 1999; Li et al., 

2011); 

● Unusual times of the day for interviews (Kresja et al., 1999); 

● Surge of interviews (Bushery et al., 1999; Kresja et al., 1999; Li et al., 2011); 

● Missing respondent phone numbers (Turner et al., 2002; Bredl et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 

2004); and 

● Unusual patterns of interviewer variance (Landrock, 2017). 

Thus, there are many methods and metrics available to discover potential fabrication, and it is 

important to find its root causes. The sheer number of methods indicate that this is a big problem 

for many survey organizations and ultimately for our industry. Cause for possible interviewer-

initiated fabrication include difficult response rate requirements, insufficient training, low 

payment, payment model, the burdensome nature of the work, in addition to factors such as 

incomplete internalization of the project values, lack of team integration or personal motivating 

factors that result in such non-adherence to the study protocols. Experience shows, however, that 

sometimes fabrication is instigated or even performed by the data collection organizations 

themselves. Such causes include risk that a country might be excluded from the survey for not 

living up to expectations, either because some specifications are not understood or because the 

demands on the organization are overwhelming. It is important for the survey sponsor and the 

central coordination center to understand and acknowledge these root causes when determining 

the study protocol, particularly if mandated conditions increase the likelihood of suboptimal data 

collection, including fabrication.  
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There has been more attention in recent years to the importance of a tiered system for detection 

of observations deviating from expected patterns and subsequent scrutiny of said observations 

(see Blasius & Thiessen, 2021; Smith, 2019c; Stoop et al., 2018). Not all observations that fail 

one or more of these tests will be of low quality or indicate unintentional or intentional deviation 

from the fieldwork protocol. Valid explanations can exist in some cases whereby legitimate 

errors occurred or unusual patterns can be justified. 3MC project leaders should not 

automatically reject such observations, but instead seek to understand the process that created 

such errors and then determine the steps that should be taken to address any issues. Indeed, cases 

that are ultimately rejected can also be delivered as part of a deleted-case file to be analyzed as 

part of a post-project assessment of fieldwork protocols. Different combinations of these 

analyses have been used to detect deviations in 3MC surveys with mixed results (Bergmann & 

Schuler, 2019; Malter, 2017; Stoop et al., 2018), illuminating a field of future research as noted 

below.  

Suggested future directions  

While innovations are critical for data quality improvement, challenges to the implementation of 

these approaches remain for both field staff and researchers, with significant opportunity for 

improvement. With respect to the former, field teams in at least some 3MC study countries may 

be reluctant to adopt new technologies or to change their existing methods. There are obvious 

start-up costs involved, including the purchase of the hardware and training at all levels of the 

organization. While e-devices lead to efficiencies in fieldwork and, thus, cost-savings over time, 

data collection organizations in specific countries may insist that researchers pay the costs of 

hardware and additional training for their fieldwork staff in at least the early stages of adoption. 

The survey research team and/or central coordinating center must take deliberate steps toward 

working with survey organizations regarding these concerns and provide the support required to 

hone supervisors’ and interviewers’ skills with the new devices, software, and protocols for 

electronic data capture in the field.  

Another area for quality improvement relates to privacy concerns for the respondent. For 

example, respondents may be reluctant to provide consent for audio recording, and in some 

countries, there may be legal obstacles as well. Such variation can lead to differences in 

nonresponse, nonresponse bias, and/or, more generally, differences in quality control procedures 

across study countries. Additionally, having precise GPS coordinates for interviews may make it 

possible for the respondent to be identified if sufficient safeguards are not taken by the local 

team and the research team to prevent such possibilities. Again, the survey research team and/or 

central coordinating center must look for strategies to address these concerns.   

Furthermore, field teams might rightly be concerned about security when carrying e-devices and 

researchers should consider whether, in certain instances, the sampled area is too “hot” for data 

collection. There are such areas in virtually all countries. Consideration of interviewer safety 

when carrying e-devices is therefore universal.  Of course, even minimal increases in risk need to 

be seriously considered by the researcher, who should work with the survey team to minimize 

risks (e.g., the use of camouflaging cases to shield e-devices from public view). Moreover, in 

cases where the use of an e-device is not possible or may pose an undue risk to the interviewer, it 
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is important that local partners and research teams maintain the necessary skills to perform 

oversight for and data quality analysis using a paper-based instrument. 

For the researcher and/or central coordinating center, the adoption of a CAPI system that permits 

extensive quality control requires investment in acquiring the knowledge and skills to develop 

strong protocols for development and implementation, revision of training materials, 

development of software and other quality control analyses that exploit the full capacity of e-

devices, and providing technical support to teams in the field. Researchers deploying e-devices 

for fieldwork also face the challenge of staying one step ahead of creative minds who seek ways 

to circumvent the tight control offered by e-devices. 

Devices need to be tested and often de-bugged prior to each study and in each country, which 

becomes increasingly complicated as more sophisticated techniques and methods for designing 

survey instruments become common. Additionally, researchers need to prepare to lend support 

throughout the duration of fieldwork to teams that encounter technical problems along the way. 

In the 3MC context, the need for such support is likely to vary greatly across countries, 

depending on resources available in the country. For the researcher, as well as the survey team, 

there are large start-up costs – in time and money – required for the effective implementation of 

e-devices for fieldwork implementation and quality control. Indeed, currently there are few low-

cost data collection platforms that integrate a sample management system with a data collection 

tool, which also permit collection of complex paradata. Investment in development of such 

resources is a necessary next step.  

Although challenges remain in implementation, these recent innovations provide a number of 

approaches and tools to help local organizations to collect the highest quality data possible under 

given country conditions. However, all of these processes require project leaders to devote 

significant time and resources across the survey lifecycle. Building these costs into the project is 

imperative from the onset and will require critical effort in capacity building in those countries 

within a 3MC project that have a more limited survey research tradition so that data of 

comparable quality can be collected. 

Improving data quality also requires 3MC projects to seek to shift the narrative about data 

quality, and especially about intentional deviations from protocol and outright fabrication in the 

field of survey research. Claims of fabrication have been equated with an attempt to delegitimize 

a particular survey, rather than recognizing that such intentional deviation can be a common, 

albeit regrettable, form of survey error that can affect any 3MC project. In effect, fabrication 

represents yet another source of survey error that can bias estimates at different stages. The main 

difference is that it represents intentional introduction of error as opposed to the unintentional 

forms of nonsampling error detailed in a TSE framework. 

The default assumption that data are correct unless definitively proven otherwise is 

counterproductive for improving data quality in survey research. Rather, openly allowing for the 

possibility of fabrication or other data quality issues within the survey lifecycle offers the 

opportunity to change the narrative about the 3MC field. Critically, it is important for researchers 

to determine the process that is most likely to have produced the patterns observed in the data, 

including fabrication.  
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As discussed above, the use of paradata for strategies to reduce nonresponse bias, such as 

responsive design, is critically important. However, even if responsive designs are employed, it 

is highly unlikely that the same set of interventions will be used and/or will suffice across all 

participating countries. Here, we can expect each targeted population or country to respond 

differently to interventions given the heterogeneity across sample designs, mode of contact, at- 

home patterns, survey climate, survey topic and sponsoring agency, interviewer experience and 

training, and the proportion of inaccessible areas and buildings, among many other contextual 

factors and population characteristics. The data available for post-survey adjustment will also 

vary considerably. Given this, reducing survey error must start at the population or country level. 

This is not to say that important insights on reducing one type of error in one context cannot be 

useful in another (for example, see Wagner and Stoop (2019) for a discussion of nonresponse 

bias reduction).         

The complexity of 3MC surveys has resulted in uneven attention to aspects of the survey 

lifecycle more generally, and fieldwork implementation specifically. For example, while there is 

empirical evidence that interviewers can differentially affect data quality, and that this effect can 

differ across respondents, countries, and cultural contexts (Benstead, 2014; Benstead and 

Malouche, 2015; de Jong et al., 2017; Heeb & Gmel, 2001; Johnson and Parsons, 1994; 

Mneimneh et al., 2015) there has been scant research about how best to measure interviewer 

effects and use the data both to guide changes in interviewer training methods as well as in 

analyses. Such research and implementation of findings in future data collections is imperative 

for achieving high quality data.  

Finally, communication and sharing of knowledge across projects is crucial in the quest for high-

quality data. As technology progresses, the methods used both to conduct and detect deviations 

also change. Detailing new methods as they develop allows other projects to implement 

necessary safeguards and limits the degree to which newly developed methods of fabrication are 

likely to be successful. Ultimately, changing the cost-benefit calculation of potential deviation 

remains one of the efficient means to increase data quality in the fieldwork implementation phase 

of survey research.           

4.7 Documentation in 3MC surveys 

Introduction and key operational challenges  

Survey data documentation is a complex concept that covers both the process whereby survey 

production is recorded, and the various outputs produced along the way, such as contextual 

descriptions, culture-specific information relevant for fieldwork, sample properties, among many 

others (for this definition of documentation, see Tomescu-Dubrow and Granda (2019)). The 

purpose of documentation is straightforward: it enables knowledge about the survey to 

accumulate, and to flow within the data production network, and from the network to data 

consumers (Kallas & Linardis, 2010; Niu & Hedstrom, 2008; Ruggles, 2018; Vardigan, Granda, 

& Hoelter, 2016). 

Thus, documentation links intrinsically to data quality, as defined in the frameworks of TSE, 

monitoring survey quality, and fitness for use (see Section 3). Data producers need accurate, 
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comprehensive and timely information about the survey process, including process quality 

metrics, i.e., paradata, to (a) perform ongoing quality control during all stages of survey 

production to reduce errors related to representation, measurement, processing, and, in 3MC 

surveys, comparability, (b) increase management quality, and (c) render the survey interpretable 

to the broader research community. 

Secondary users need thorough, accurate documentation to conduct informed survey data 

analysis. Documentation enables researchers to evaluate a given 3MC survey along important 

quality dimensions that TSE and survey process quality management identify, including 

comparability, relevance, accuracy, timeliness, accessibility, interpretability, and coherence (for 

details on quality dimensions, see Hansen et al., 2016; other quality dimension vectors are 

possible depending on user requirements, see Lyberg, 2012). At the same time, documentation is 

key to data curation, which presupposes integrating data across time and sources, sustainability 

(including preservation of, and broad access to, old survey projects), and dissemination (Ruggles, 

2018).   

However, consistently high-quality documentation is not yet the norm in the 3MC context 

(Kołczyńska & Schoene, 2019; Mohler & Uher, 2003; Mohler, Pennell, & Hubbard, 2008; 

Mohler et al., 2010; Oleksyienko et al., 2019; Tofangsazi & Lavryk, 2018). This is due to a 

combination of reasons, including (i) operational challenges of survey documentation; (ii) 

unequal resources and research infrastructures within 3MC projects (e.g., among country teams), 

and between 3MC projects; and (iii) the lack of widely agreed upon standards and best practices 

for documentation.  

Operational challenges occur from both understandings (process and outcome) that the concept 

“survey documentation” carries. First, as process, documentation is inherently dynamic. This 

poses difficulties for data producers, who need to follow the survey lifecycle as it unfolds, in 

order to chronicle the series of interlinked and often iterative stages, from initial study planning 

to the production of final data files, and data dissemination (see survey lifecycle diagram in 

Figure 2 of this report (Survey Research Center, 2016)). However, dynamic documentation is 

more demanding in 3MC projects. In consequence, 3MC projects rarely exhibit common 

standards about when documenting occurs (e.g., on continuous basis/post factum), despite the 

longstanding recommendation that information should be captured at the source (Granda & 

Blasczyk, 2016). 

Second, as output of the recording process – the available information about a given survey –

documentation raises not only substantive but also terminological challenges. For example, the 

literature refers to ‘data about data’ as ‘metadata’ (Bargmeyer & Gillman, 2000; Mohler et al., 

2008; Ruggles, 2018; Sundgren, 1973, 1995; Vardigan et al., 2016; see also Riley, 2017). Under 

this definition, survey metadata and survey documentation are one and the same, and the 

concepts are used interchangeably (Hoelter, Pienta & Lyle, 2016; Niu & Hedstrom, 2008; 

Vardigan et al., 2016). Yet, some authors apply the term metadata to a specific type of 

documentation, namely machine-processable structured documentation (Ruggles, 2018, p. 303), 

while others treat them as conceptually distinct (Mohler et al., 2008, p. 404-405).  
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The substantive difficulties link to what the documentation of 3MC studies should cover, and 

how detailed the information should be. First, in comparative survey projects, the metadata 

elements (e.g., study methodology report, survey instrument, codebook and correspondingly, the 

variable and value labels attached to the numeric data in the computer files, paradata, etc.) that 

characterize any single-population, one-time survey, cumulate across surveys and, often, across 

waves. Second, the metadata for 3MC projects are more varied. On the one hand, 3MC studies 

need metadata that capture harmonization decisions at the stages of design, implementation, and 

data processing (ex-ante harmonization), or after data release (ex-post harmonization). On the 

other hand, 3MC studies require metadata that capture “culture-specific collateral information, 

culture-specific questionnaires, and culture-specific data collection implementation practices and 

protocols” for as many surveys as present in a given 3MC project (Mohler et al., 2010, p. 310; 

Vardigan et al., 2016; see Mohler & Uher, 2003 on the need to describe the socio-cultural 

contexts, including events around fieldwork, that are likely to influence respondents’ answers).  

Third, it is difficult to decide how much detail the survey metadata should provide when 

preparing documentation for future users whose identities and objectives are unknown (Niu & 

Hedstrom, 2008), and whose familiarity with the socio-cultural contexts the data cover will be 

uneven (Bethlehem et al., 2008; Lynn, Japec, & Lyberg, 2006). 

Challenges pertaining to when 3MC documentation is produced, what it should cover, and in 

what format (e.g., machine-actionable metadata) interact with the organizational structure of 

comparative survey projects (see also Section 4.1). For example, the responsibility to compile the 

different components of the 3MC survey documentation rests with multiple actors, including but 

not limited to, the study’s director and one or more data collection organizations. Among these 

actors, the resources to implement and enforce common standards, even when they exist (e.g., 

AAPOR’s standard definition and calculation method of response rates (American Association 

for Public Opinion Research, 2016)) are frequently unequal.  

Variability in 3MC survey documentation standards  

The documentation of 3MC survey projects varies widely in content, nomenclature, format, and 

access (Kołczyńska, 2014; Kołczyńska & Schoene, 2019; Mohler et al., 2008; Mohler at al., 

2010; Oleksyienko et al., 2019; Ruggles, 2018; Scholz & Heller, 2009; Smith, Fisher, & Heath, 

2011; Tofangsazi & Lavryk, 2018; Tomescu-Dubrow, Słomczyński, & Kołczyńska  2017;  

Vardigan et al., 2016). We discuss below findings stemming from the Survey Data Recycling 

(SDR) Project.26 

The SDR Project (see also Section 3) exemplifies how intrinsic survey documentation is to 

secondary users of 3MC data. A main purpose of the SDR Project is to extend ex-post 

harmonization of cross-national survey data initiated in the Harmonization Project (Słomczyński 

et al., 2016; Tomescu-Dubrow & Słomczyński, 2016) and the SDR database v. 1.0 (Słomczyński 

et al., 2017a).27 To create common (target) variables it was essential to first understand the 

properties of the selected source data. Since the SDR and Harmonization Projects reprocessed 

information from thousands of national surveys stemming from 23 international projects, 

 
26 See asc.ohio-state.edu/dataharmonization, NSF SMA-1738502).  
27 See SDR Master Box, https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/VWGF5Q, Harvard Dataverse, V1. 

http://www.asc.ohio-state.edu/dataharmonization/
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including WVS, ISSP, LAPOP, Afrobarometer, ESS, Eurobarometer, and so on, the projects 

developed methodology to systematically evaluate the documentation for all these sources, and 

then created variables measuring documentation quality.    

Between 2014-2015, Kołczyńska and Schoene (2019) coded and analyzed the English-language 

technical reports, codebooks, questionnaires, and other materials, corresponding to 1,721 

national surveys (81 source data files, 22 international survey projects) that contributed source 

data to the SDR database v.1.0. The general documentation lacked discussion of pretesting the 

questionnaire prior to fieldwork for 68% of the surveys, for 62% it lacked information on 

fieldwork control, for 49% response rates were not reported, and for 28%, information on 

sampling was either missing or so poor that identifying a sample type was not possible (for the 

latter, see Kołczyńska, 2018). On the bright side, Kołczyńska and Schoene (2019) found a clear 

increase in average quality of documentation over time, especially since the 1990s. 

During the same period, and using the SDR database v.1.0, Oleksiyenko et al. (2019) cross-

checked – for gender, age, year of birth, education levels, years of schooling, trust in parliament, 

and participation in demonstrations – the documentation with the data records in the datasets. 

They identified processing errors in 20% of the examined variables. During 1968-1989 the 

number of processing errors in all surveys under analysis was the lowest. From early 1990 until 

2007 the number of errors grew steadily. A slight improvement started to show from 2008 to 

2013. 

A second round of documentation evaluation started in 2017, when data reprocessing in the SDR 

Project broadened to include variables from a total of 3485 national surveys stored in 215 source 

datasets of 23 cross-national projects (SDR database v.2.0). Tofangsazi and Lavryk (2018), who, 

among others, coded the English-language documentation available for these source data, 

reflected on the difficulties that unequal standards in documentation format pose for information 

search. Existing technology to create machine-actionable structured documentation, such as the 

Data Documentation Initiative (DDI, www.ddialliance.org/), discussed further below, has yet to 

be widely adopted by 3MC survey projects. Its use in 3MC projects is uneven, possibly because 

it calls for specialized personnel, itself a likely source of additional resource inequality among 

participating countries in cross-national projects.  

Current best practices 

Current best practices for documentation of 3MC survey projects represent the result of 

concerted efforts to maximize data usability for secondary analyses and data curation (Dale, 

Arber & Procter, 1988; Mohler et al., 2010; Ruggles, 2018; Vardigan et al., 2016), while 

strengthening survey process quality management (e.g., Biemer & Lyberg, 2003; Lyberg & 

Stukel, 2010). They include a growing trend to account for the dynamic nature of the 

documentation process, by placing increased emphasis on the importance of “capturing metadata 

at the source.” Producing 3MC documentation during the course of the survey lifecycle would 

result in richer documentation with less burden on the data producer, since information is 

captured as each survey is planned, questionnaires are created, and data collection commences.  

http://www.ddialliance.org/
http://www.ddialliance.org/
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To discuss best practices for documentation content, we largely organize metadata elements 

around a classification that data archives employ (Gutmann et al., 2004; see also Kallas & 

Linardis, 2010). Archiving institutions, such as the Inter-university Consortium for Political and 

Social Research (ICPSR), GESIS, Roper, and the UK Data Archive, among others, play a key 

role in preserving and sharing social science survey data. The schema we use includes: (1) study-

level metadata; (2) file-level metadata; (3) variable-level metadata; (4) administrative and 

structural metadata; (5) paradata; and (6) ancillary documentation. Best practices presented 

below build on exiting knowledge about documenting elements common to all surveys, and 

morph to account for the specificity of 3MC survey data (see also Hansen et al., 2016, Appendix 

B).  

Study-level metadata (sometimes referred to as project-level metadata) describe the survey 

project as a whole, providing metadata for each unit or series of units (e.g., national and/or 

subnational surveys) that form a 3MC project. In multi-wave studies, study level metadata are 

compiled for each unit (e.g., country) of the project-wave, and disseminated as wave-level 

metadata, sometimes together with the unit-level metadata (e.g., country-specific 

documentation). Study-level metadata include information about the project team, funding 

sources, project specifics, data collector/producer, study design, target population and if 

applicable, the survey population, the unit(s) of observation, the sampling and sampling 

procedures, incentives, interview mode(s), data collection instrument/instrument versions, 

detailed information about pretesting and translation, interviewer training, fieldwork execution 

and monitoring, response rates, weighting, dates and geographic location of data collection, 

possible additional data sources. See Appendix 6 for a detailed list.  

File-level metadata describe the properties of individual files in a data collection (Gutmann et al., 

2004, p. 217). The main elements include the technical characteristics of the file itself, including 

size, number of variables, number of cases, and additions such as a checksum to certify the 

authenticity of the original data file in case it might get damaged in subsequent transfers.28 

Producers of 3MC survey projects frequently disseminate multiple public-use datasets that are at 

varying levels of file integration. For example, multi-wave international survey projects produce 

individual country-level public-use files, wave/round-level public-use files containing all or 

selected individual country-level surveys that were conducted as part of that wave/round, as well 

as multi-wave integrated datasets. All these files require their own metadata.  

Variable-level metadata describe individual variables or groups of variables. Variables are 

typically documented via a codebook, variable labels, and value labels corresponding to data 

records in the computer files. Information for each variable is detailed, including the exact 

question wording or exact meaning of the datum, a link between the variable and the question, 

information about who was actually asked the question, the exact meaning of codes (i.e., variable 

values), missing data codes, unweighted frequency distribution or summary statistics, imputation 

and editing information, cumulative scaling, details on constructed variables, details on weighted 

 
28 A check-sum is "a digit representing the sum of the correct digits in a piece of stored or transmitted digital data, 

against which later comparisons can be made to detect errors in the data" (Gutmann et al., 2004, p. 217). 

http://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/index.php/hidden-2/10-chapter-list/227-survey-quality-appendix-b
http://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/index.php/hidden-2/10-chapter-list/227-survey-quality-appendix-b
http://ccsg.isr.umich.edu/index.php/hidden-2/10-chapter-list/227-survey-quality-appendix-b
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variables, location in the data file, and variable groupings. Please see Appendix 6 for a detailed 

list.  

Administrative and structural metadata are mainly the purview of archives. They provide 

information on how electronic data collections were produced and how they could “be migrated 

or emulated in an evolving technological environment” (Gutmann et al., 2004, p. 217). They 

include technical information on files (file formats, file linking, etc.) and an alphabetized list, 

index or table of contents of variables with corresponding page numbers in the codebook. 

Paradata are auxiliary data collected in a survey that describe the process of survey production, 

including, but not limited to, data collection (Beaumont, 2005; Couper, 1998; Couper & Lyberg, 

2005; Kreuter, 2017; Kreuter & Casas-Cordero, 2010; Kreuter, Couper & Lyberg, 2010; Mohler 

et al., 2008; Morganstein & Marker 1997; West, 2011). They can be generated at all survey 

stages and stored as part of the dataset containing respondents’ answers, or in separate files. 

Paradata need to be documented. Analysts concerned with survey design and survey quality are 

especially interested in paradata because they enable research on sources of error, for example 

measurement error, nonresponse error, or adjustment error (Kreuter, 2017). Technological 

advances such as computer-assisted interviewing enable automated generation of paradata, while 

interviewers can provide rich observational data (e.g., about respondents’ demographics, 

neighborhood conditions, and so on). Among collected and used variables are measures of 

response time to given questions; variables derived from the household roster obtained from 

screening interviews; variables derived from interviewer-generated call records when attempting 

to contact possible respondents and main interview attempts; observations collected by 

interviewers as they observe neighborhoods, housing units, and sample persons; characteristics 

of the interviewers themselves possibly including some demographic variables; and geographic 

data on sampled areas.  

Some paradata files are publicly available (e.g., the ESS contact files),29 while other files can 

only be made available in secure research environments under controlled conditions. One such 

example is the U.S. National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG) study.30 Secondary analysts can 

access its paradata file in a government research data center. However, the project’s website 

provides a general description of the paradata and links to the "user guide" and variable file 

index.  

Ancillary documentation includes information such as data collection instrument(s) in all 

languages used in survey administration, the interviewer guide with details on how interviews 

were administered (including probes), interviewer specifications, use of visual aids (e.g., show 

cards), a flow chart showing which respondents were asked which questions and how various 

items link to each other, a list of abbreviations and other conventions used in variable names and 

labels, logic for recoded variables, coding instruments (definitions and coding rules), and a list of 

citations to publications based on the data, by the principal investigators or others. See Appendix 

6 for a detailed list. 

 
29 See www.europeansocialsurvey.org/download.html?file=ESS9CFe01&y=2018 
30 See www.cdc.gov/nchs/nsfg/nsfg_2011_2015_puf.htm 

http://www.europeansocialsurvey.org/download.html?file=ESS9CFe01&y=2018
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nsfg/nsfg_2011_2015_puf.htm
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Other standards 

Although not focused on 3MC surveys, AAPOR’s Transparency Initiative promotes disclosure 

of research methods in publicly released data. Practicing transparency means being willing to 

make research methods available for public inspection in the reporting of survey findings. In 

AAPOR’s case, the list of organizations that have pledged transparency and agree to regular 

audits is publicly acknowledged, lending to their credibility, although AAPOR indicates that it 

does not equate transparency with the quality of the methods being disclosed.31   

The European Statistical System’s Standard for Quality Reports (Eurostat 2009) stipulates 

transparency in the context of equity. That is, users must have equal opportunity to retrieve the 

data, receive the information in a nonpartisan, objective manner, and be made aware of 

confidentiality provisions and error corrections. 

ISO 20252 (2019) is the latest version of the process standard for market, opinion, and social 

research. Many of the requirements involve transparency of methods and documentation of those 

methods. ISO 9001 (International Organization for Standardization, 2015b) is the latest version 

of the standard for quality management systems. Some funding organizations are requiring ISO 

certification to bid on projects. 

Recent innovations 

Collaborations within international research infrastructures, such as the Consortium of European 

Social Science Archives (CESSDA)32 and The Data Documentation Initiative Alliance (DDI)33 

have resulted in the development of free, online accessible, tools to facilitate the implementation 

of common standards for 3MC survey documentation. This is important for reaching greater 

agreement on shared terminology that documentation providers use (i.e., building a common 

nomenclature for documentation).  

CESSDA, for example, as part of its data management plan, provides documentation 

guidelines.34 DDI promotes tools that allow data producers to create machine-actionable 

structured metadata elements that also use a “controlled vocabulary.” Current versions of DDI 

are able to fully document all project and variable-level elements of 3MC surveys, including 

their comparative structures, and permit machine-actionability of all contents. The possible 

applications of this markup are manifold, e.g., use by search engines within the individual project 

 
31 AAPOR’s 12 basic disclosure elements for transparency are as follows (details are available on aapor.org): 1) 

Study sponsor and conductor; 2) Question wording and presentation; 3) A definition of the population under study 

and its geographic location; 4) Dates of data collection; 5) Sampling frame(s) and its coverage of the target 

population; 6) Name of the sample supplier; 7) (pre-recruited panel or pool) Participant recruitment methods; 8) 

Sample design, including respondent selection, recruitment, or contacts, and using probability or non-probability 

methods; 9) Survey modes and languages; 10) Sample sizes and the estimates of sampling error (probability 

surveys) and only measures of precision with a description of the model used for non-probability surveys; 11) 

Weights calculation; and 12) Study contact. 
32 See https://www.cessda.eu/ 
33 See https://ddialliance.org/ 
34 See https://www.cessda.eu/Training/Training-Resources/Library/Data-Management-Expert-Guide/2.-Organise-

Document/Documentation-and-metadata 

https://www.cessda.eu/
https://ddialliance.org/
https://www.cessda.eu/Training/Training-Resources/Library/Data-Management-Expert-Guide/2.-Organise-Document/Documentation-and-metadata
https://www.cessda.eu/Training/Training-Resources/Library/Data-Management-Expert-Guide/2.-Organise-Document/Documentation-and-metadata
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or across the web to facilitate data discovery; input into data analysis systems or web interfaces 

to encourage initial interaction with the basic features of 3MC datasets before more 

comprehensive statistical analyses are planned, or the production of project documentation and 

reports in almost any manner desired through the use of stylesheets. 

The DDI structure is particularly valuable for describing 3MC projects because it is possible to 

track and compare individual questions over time and over countries, display identical or similar 

questions used in different countries on a single screen to assess comparability, and provide links 

to documentation from individual countries which may be in different languages.  

As noted in the Questionnaire Design section, the ESS uses the QDDT, which is based on DDI 

and has been developed based on the ESS’s complex questionnaire design process. It is a free 

web-based tool that helps researchers to develop thematic questionnaire modules (concepts and 

questions) and also captures the development history of survey items (for details see Orten et al., 

2018). 

Suggested future directions 

To strengthen the quality of 3MC survey documentation, and thus, the quality of the 3MC survey 

project as an end-product, there are steps that data producers can take to reach greater 

consistency in implementing common standards of the documentation process and its outcomes. 

At the same time, international research infrastructures can contribute technological 

developments, open-source software tools especially, and freely share them online to lessen the 

burden of documentation on data producers and to facilitate dissemination of information. 

Finally, users of 3MC survey data can strengthen their contribution to the conversation on data 

quality.    

Data producers  

Data producers should generate documentation from the very beginning of 3MC projects and 

throughout the survey process, and, if needed, update and revise it on a continuing basis. In this 

way, it will be less burdensome to produce knowledge that is vital for both internal survey 

process quality management, and for informed use of the survey data by actors external to the 

data production network.  

Going forward, 3MC data producers should focus on two interrelated areas: (i) the study’s 

capacity for generating comparative analyses; and (ii) strengths and limitations of the study’s 

methodology.   

(i) Facilitate comparability assessments 

3MC survey projects collect information from more than one nation, culture, and/or region with 

the explicit purpose of facilitating comparative research. Users want to compare data across 

entities – not only when producers release merged files with respondents’ answers pooled into a 

single dataset, but also when they release a number of separate public-use files, each containing 

only respondents from a single nation, culture, or region. Researchers should be able to evaluate 
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how feasible it is to do so, including via access to descriptions of culture-specific events and 

contexts around fieldwork and that might influence respondents’ answers. 

Access to harmonization metadata is essential to assess comparability of concepts and constructs, 

representation, and measurement. Data providers need to describe the decisions taken – via input 

harmonization before fieldwork begins, via ex-ante output harmonization during data processing, 

or both (see Section 2.2 and 2.3). The same requirement of careful documentation applies to 

datasets containing variables harmonized ex-post.   

Bearing in mind the salience of research transparency and replicability, it is especially important 

that harmonization metadata detail any transformations that variables in 3MC datafiles undergo 

prior to public release. Transformations can be extensive, for example when data producers map 

individual responses to comparable questions from different surveys (e.g., rating scales of 

different length) into a common coding scheme applicable to all respondents. Sharing the 

appropriate code (syntax) for harmonization is strongly recommended.  

Data providers should store harmonization metadata pertaining to the harmonization process 

(e.g., properties of the original (source) variables, such as semantic differences, characteristics of 

the original scales, etc.) as methodological indicators as well (Słomczyński & Tomescu-Dubrow, 

2019). “Harmonization controls” should be available in the 3MC dataset with the harmonized 

variable they characterize, just as imputation “flags” are commonly included in survey datafiles 

to alert users to values that are not original but imputed. Documentation is also needed for these 

controls. 

Secondary users should have the opportunity to do their own data harmonization. Thus, when 

integrated datasets are provided, the individual, original data files from which they were 

produced should be identified and accessible to the research community. 

(ii) Facilitate assessments of strengths and limitations in a study’s methodology  

A frank account of the strengths and limitations of a study’s methodology will help users make 

informed decisions about the scope of the analyses given 3MC datasets permit. Equally 

important, it will facilitate new data collection that builds on accumulated knowledge.  

Metadata elements pertaining to representation and measurement play an important role for 

methodology assessments, while also bearing directly on comparability. The SDR Project 

highlighted that users, to decide whether the data of a 3MC study fit or not their research 

purpose, should have information on at least the following survey characteristics (SDR Team, 

2019):35 

• Target population 

• Sampling design and sample characteristics 

• Weights 

• Response rate 

 
35 See asc.ohio-state.edu/dataharmonization/about/events/building-multi-source-databases-december-2019/ 

http://www.asc.ohio-state.edu/dataharmonization/about/events/building-multi-source-databases-december-2019/
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• Questionnaire translation (method, including translators’ formal expertise) 

• Instrument pretesting  

• Interview mode 

• Fieldwork control  

We add questionnaire adaptation here, and stress that survey instruments (questionnaires) should 

be available both in the language they were first developed in (e.g., English), and in the 

languages to which they were translated. When describing the features of a survey, data 

producers could emphasize what information could be relevant in order to consider possible 

room for intentional error (self-completion surveys, for instance, do not run the risk of data 

fabrication by interviewers, call-backs to respondents can identify interviewer fraud, etc.).   

Key metadata elements pertaining to representation and measurement should also be stored as 

methodological variables in the 3MC datasets they characterize (Słomczyński & Tomescu-

Dubrow, 2019), similarly to paradata. First, this will allow users to quickly identify main survey 

properties. Second, researchers can use these indicators to empirically examine the extent to 

which the methodological context of the survey influences analytic outcomes, for example with 

regards to specific components of TSE. This approach fits into, and extends, existing and 

recommended practices of constructing and sharing paradata. 

The metadata necessary for (i) comparability assessments and (ii) assessments of strengths and 

limitations of a study’s methodology are complementary and sometimes overlap. Together with 

information about corrective actions taken, lessons learned, and recommendations for 

improvement and further research, they provide insight into the overall quality of the survey 

project.  

Since, on the one hand, increasingly complex 3MC designs equate increasingly complex 

documentation, and on the other hand, not all users need the same degree of documentation 

detail, data producers should synthesize the survey metadata and summarize them into a 

methodological profile of the study, as well as into concise “what you absolutely have to know” 

briefs. While practiced by some 3MC survey projects (see Hansen et al., 2016 for discussion and 

examples), methodology profiles, known in the literature as quality profiles (Granda & Blasczyk, 

2016), should become the norm. Harmonization control variables, measures of the study’s 

methodological context, and paradata should be part of the methodology profile, to enable 

effective evaluation of within and between-project characteristics.  

International research infrastructures 

By the very nature of comparative survey research, creating 3MC documentation requires 

substantial effort on the part of data producers, and increasingly so when resources are scarce. 

International social science research infrastructures such as CESSDA and the DDI Alliance, in 

collaboration with professional organizations like AAPOR, WAPOR, ESRA, and CSDI, can 

contribute know-how and technological developments, especially open-source software tools, to 

aid the production of high-quality documentation, and ultimately, that of high-quality 3MC 

survey projects.  
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One important contribution would be to develop and share best practices on documenting 

harmonization processes that are intrinsic to 3MC survey production. Recommendations about 

describing input and ex-ante output survey data harmonization procedures are currently lacking 

from the guidelines that CESSDA or the DDI Alliance provide. The need to create and share best 

practices of documentation extends to harmonizing survey data ex-post, both when ex-post 

harmonization is conducted within a given 3MC study (e.g., the Luxembourg Income Study), 

and when it constitutes a stand-alone study, like IPUMS International and the SDR Project.36  

Relatedly, social science infrastructures can contribute further technological developments that 

are open-source, user-friendly and can be disseminated freely. Software that “surveys” data 

producers about the survey process, and stores answers as variables, would boost a standardized 

implementation of best practices for 3MC documentation, harmonization included. Ultimately, it 

would benefit secondary data use, by providing researchers the means to quickly overview some 

of the data’s main features. The Survey Metadata Documentation System (Mohler et al., 2008; 

Mohler et al., 2010) could be regarded as a steppingstone for developing such an approach. 

Last but not least, social science infrastructures can spur capacity building among data 

producers, survey methodologists and secondary users, unequal needs and resources 

notwithstanding. For example, Massive Open Online Courses37 and webinars could be developed 

and advertised. The European Master of Official Statistics38could conduct courses on 3MC 

surveys, to highlight that quality in official statistics in many cases downplays the complexity of 

comparability. International organizations could follow the example of the OECD to bring 

together experts to talk about methodological issues.39 Producing short (5 to 10 minute) movies 

(like Technology, Entertainment, Design (TED) talks) on specific methodological and 

documentation issues would also broaden outreach. 

Data users  

Secondary users constitute the quintessential audience for the information that 3MC 

documentation conveys about survey production, a process they are generally not part of. Yet 

being external to data collection does not confine users to passivity.  

First, data users are intrinsic to documentation meeting its purpose to transfer knowledge. Even 

the most comprehensive and accurate description of a study will be instructive only to the extent 

to which people read it. As 3MC projects become more complex and their methodology more 

transparent, they provide richer documentation. This invites users to invest the effort in finding 

and absorbing the information (e.g., about target population, sample design and sample 

characteristics, response rates, fieldwork control, translation checks, etc.) that exploration of 

datafiles only cannot convey.   

 
36 See https://international.ipums.org/international/ for more information on IPUMS International. For 

documentation in SDR, see the SDR Team presentations, 2019 at https://www.asc.ohio-

state.edu/dataharmonization/about/events/building-multi-source-databases-december-2019/. 
37 See https://www.mooc.org/ 
38 See https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cros/content/emos_en 
39 See www.oecd.org/skills/piaac/neweventspage.htm 

https://international.ipums.org/international/
https://www.asc.ohio-state.edu/dataharmonization/about/events/building-multi-source-databases-december-2019/
https://www.asc.ohio-state.edu/dataharmonization/about/events/building-multi-source-databases-december-2019/
https://www.mooc.org/
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cros/content/emos_en
http://www.oecd.org/skills/piaac/neweventspage.htm
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Second, users can contribute more to improving implementation of documentation standards. 

There are various platforms of communication for users to voice their experiences with 

sufficiency and ease-of-use of the documentation for given 3MC projects. The scientific 

meetings devoted to comparative survey research that major professional organizations, such as 

AAPOR, WAPOR, ESRA, continuously organize are one example of such discussion forums. 

Publications are another.  

These points build up to inviting users of 3MC surveys to become a stronger voice in the 

conversation on data quality, to which they are an intrinsic partner. It is users who ultimately 

choose, from the wealth of available datasets, which one(s) to analyze. The decision requires a 

careful assessment of the properties of the data in light of one’s specific research needs and 

carries substantial weight, since all audiences – academia, policymakers, NGOs, journalists and 

the general public – share one key expectation: that survey-driven results, and in the end, the 

conclusions they inform, are robust.   

5. The changing survey landscape 

Section 5 discusses trends in survey research such as increasing costs, reduced respondent 

participation and new approaches to address these and other issues and how they might apply in 

a 3MC context. 

There are significant changes on the near horizon or already underway in survey research 

methodology. 3MC research will be affected by these and therefore must keep abreast of them to 

assess how they can be adapted to a wide variety of survey contexts. As mentioned above, 3MC 

advances have stemmed from many academic origins. For example, 3MC surveys conducted by 

organizations rooted in different academic disciplines and with varying research traditions tend 

to focus on different aspects of measurement and methodology. Assessment surveys, such as 

PISA and PIAAC, pay extensive attention to psychometric qualities of questions and assessment 

instruments, official statistics tend to focus on sampling, coverage and nonresponse, health 

surveys emphasize validated measurement instruments, academic surveys acknowledge the 

importance of questionnaire testing and surveys from the market research world advertise 

timeliness as an important asset. For all involved, survey costs are a big issue. 

Recent years have seen a sharp increase in the costs of surveys, partly caused by the need to 

deploy more efforts to contact people and persuade them to participate (European Commission, 

2018). New developments such as the GDPR in the EU also make surveys more difficult, for 

instance, because it makes it more difficult to supplement sampling frames with telephone 

numbers and background information. 

Partly because of increasing survey costs, many high-income countries have moved to web 

surveys. One consequence is that in several European countries only one or two organizations 

are able and willing to bid for a high-quality high-effort face-to-face survey such as the ESS. 

Experience and competence in running probability face-to-face surveys is getting scarce, and it 

can be expected that in the near future face-to-face surveys will become prohibitively expensive 

in some countries. In many others, however, it is still the only viable mode option for the 

foreseeable future. 
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This means we will need to be prepared to move to modes other than face-to-face and telephone 

interviewing, as thoroughly described in a recent AAPOR Task Force report (Olson et al., 2019) 

and to consider different types of mixed-mode surveys. Mode and mixed-mode issues have been 

on the ESS agenda for at least 15 years, so far resulting in the decision to remain with face-to-

face interviewing to preserve comparability. To move things forward, ESS undertook the 

initiative to design a Cross-National Online Survey (CRONOS), a pilot probability-based panel 

mounted in three countries. Following this, the ESS was awarded the SUSTAIN 2 Horizon 2020 

project. Started in 2020 it will allow building a harmonized, probability-based web panel in 

twelve European countries.40 Of course, many organizations have made this transition already 

and we can build on the many experiments and experiences from others.  

In addition, we will need to keep exploring the possibilities of combining probability and 

nonprobability samples (Brick, 2014; Chen et al., 2019). This development is already well 

underway and the direction of what has been termed survey-assisted modeling will require 

considerable efforts from survey designers and methodologists, as well as from data users 

(Heeringa, 2017). Indeed, supplemental data from nonprobability sampling can provide better 

data for modelling, thereby increasing overall data quality.   

Current survey methodology is based on a mixture of theories and sciences such as sampling, 

psychology, communication, linguistics, data science, and information technology (Platek & 

Särndal, 2001; Japec & Lyberg (forthcoming)). Thus, there is no comprehensive survey theory 

and methodology, and survey norms have been allowed to develop in different directions. For 

example, sampling theory was developed in the 1920’s and 1930’s and manifested by Neyman’s 

1934 landmark paper. Fisher (1925) developed randomization principles and together these 

accomplishments formed modern survey thinking.  

Theory developed almost 100 years ago may well need some revision and update. Increasingly 

high levels of nonresponse in some contexts threaten the viability of probability sampling as a 

sampling approach. Other error sources, as we have mentioned above (such as measurement 

error due to the interviewer), result in the reporting of error margins that might be too narrow 

(i.e., based solely on sampling error), hence these margins tend to be understated. This problem 

can only be addressed with a vigorous promotion of current best methods, quality control and 

quality assessments, as well as an increased transparency regarding survey quality. 

The increasing issues with probability sampling have led to a renewed interest in nonprobability 

sampling (Baker et al., 2013; MacInnis et al., 2018) and opt-in panels (Baker et al., 2010; Wang 

et al., 2015) as well as Bayesian inference (Gelman et al., 2013) as a contrast to the frequentist 

theory and design-based inference with which most survey researchers are familiar. There are 

also developments in data collection methods that focus on an increase in data sources. The 

advent of smartphones and other e-devices, mixed-mode approaches, web panels and 

administrative records offers opportunities but comes with new, often complicated error sources 

(Revilla, Ochoa, & Toninelli, 2016).  

We also have access to large volumes of inexpensive Big Data that have not been collected for 

survey purposes but might still be very useful in a survey context, not the least in a 3MC context 

 
40 See https://www.europeansocialsurvey.org/about/singlenew.html?a=/about/news/essnews0079.html.  

https://www.europeansocialsurvey.org/about/singlenew.html?a=/about/news/essnews0079.html
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(Japec et al., 2015). While the definition of Big Data is currently in flux, there is general 

agreement that these are complex datasets which cannot be handled by traditional analytical 

tools, include a variety of sources of content, are available in near-real time (Callegaro & Yang, 

2017). For example, data from sources such as Twitter and Facebook, blogs, pictures, videos and 

internet searches, often more specifically referred to as Big Social Data (Schober et al., 2016), 

have been explored as a way to gain information to supplement survey data. There are studies 

where these types of data have been found to be highly correlated with results from traditional 

surveys such as consumer sentiment studies (see O’Connor et al., 2010 and Daas & Puts, 2014). 

There are also examples of cases where these types of data have failed to consistently provide an 

accurate picture of a current event (e.g., Google Flu Trends predictions of the flu in the U.S.) 

(Butler, 2013). Schober et al. (2016) point out that there are key differences in how participants, 

survey respondents and individuals making social media postings, actually understand the 

activities that they engage in. Such perceptional differences among persons hence affect the data 

and the types of inference that can be made based on these data. 

From a 3MC perspective, Big Data can differ extensively among countries and regions, also 

reflecting the survey conditions faced by 3MC survey staff. Matters in Africa, Latin America and 

parts of Asia differ substantially from those in Western Europe and North America. Hence, data 

access and the possibility of analysis are often restricted to specific contexts or local issues. 

Several Big Data studies are indicative of societal issues, see for example UN Global Pulse 

(www.globalpulse.org). Nevertheless, there is still an apparent lack of continuity of these studies 

– most of them appear to be local and event-driven, caused by specific contemporary and often 

transient societal topics, not completely approaching the target parameter of interest in traditional 

survey research. 

The issue of actually using big data is not straightforward when it comes to survey design or 

inference. Among the several concerns pointed out by AAPOR in its 2015 Task Force report on 

Big Data (Japec et al., 2015), the maturity of the data source is crucial. To investigate issues 

more closely, the first international conference on big data in the social sciences was held in 

2018.41 

One potential use of Big Data in 3MC surveys is to supplement some of the survey questions 

with social media data. For example, ESS is carried out every two years and it is a very costly 

survey. Social media data that are highly correlated with some of the attitude questions asked in 

the ESS such as questions on politics, education and immigration might be collected between 

rounds. In the long run it seems very unrealistic that 3MC surveys can continue without taking 

new data sources of an organic42 nature and associated methodologies into account. 

 
41 See https://www.bigsurv18.org/program2018 for more information about the conference; see also information 

regarding the Social Science Computer Review special issue on Big Data and Survey Science 

(https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0894439319883393?casa_token=CHtsB6RSEfUAAAAA:5LWImtox

uFXZFtPi1vqo3But6pRv8Dwa0ERFAeIqDhIQRXKF1OAltOL37mpuyCp578fF2eQh_Q4). 
42 Organic data is a term coined by Groves (2011): “Collectively, society is assembling data on massive amounts of 

its behaviors. Indeed, if you think of these processes as an ecosystem, the ecosystem is self-measuring in 

increasingly broad scope. We might label these data as ‘‘organic,’’ a now-natural feature of this ecosystem.” p.868. 

http://www.globalpulse.org/
https://www.bigsurv18.org/program2018
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0894439319883393?casa_token=CHtsB6RSEfUAAAAA:5LWImtoxuFXZFtPi1vqo3But6pRv8Dwa0ERFAeIqDhIQRXKF1OAltOL37mpuyCp578fF2eQh_Q4
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0894439319883393?casa_token=CHtsB6RSEfUAAAAA:5LWImtoxuFXZFtPi1vqo3But6pRv8Dwa0ERFAeIqDhIQRXKF1OAltOL37mpuyCp578fF2eQh_Q4
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6. Summary and recommendations 

Section 6 provides a report summary and integrated high-level recommendations including a 

discussion and justification for the development of a new 3MC survey research discipline. 

Comparability is the very purpose and at the same time the main challenge of 3MC survey 

research. Comparability across languages, cultures, regions and countries, and over time is the 

issue that distinguishes 3MC surveys from national, monolingual surveys, although one could 

argue that every survey entails the potential for comparison between groups (the young and the 

old, the rich and the poor, the rural and the urban) who may have different response styles and 

may differ in response behaviors. These challenges grow for 3MC surveys comprising several 

populations and languages, where between-group differences in populations (e.g., different 

countries) are likely to be larger than between-group differences within populations.  

All surveys should try to minimize total survey error, but 3MC surveys also have an obligation to 

minimize variations across populations’ total survey error components. This brings about a 

number of crucial challenges to surveys sponsors, survey providers, and survey users. Survey 

sponsors should be informed about how 3MC surveys should be designed and implemented so 

that comparability is maximized. Design should be informed by study research objectives, best 

practices, available funds, national expertise and competence, local context, and national survey 

practices. Survey providers should be able to implement high-quality surveys and be aware of 

the importance of standardized procedures along with an appropriate degree of localization, to 

account for cultural variations. Users should be aware of what can and what cannot be 

accomplished with 3MC surveys and be able to assess the quality and comparability of the data 

they use and their fitness for purpose. 

The quality of survey data depends to a certain extent on users’ research purposes. For instance, 

if the main purpose of a study is to compare trends over time across different countries, or to 

compare groups within countries, differences between countries in factors such as response rates 

or acquiescence may be less important than when point estimates are compared. Roger Jowell 

(1998) strongly advised against using cross-national survey results for ranking purposes. He also 

warned against interpreting survey data for a country about which little or nothing is known and 

comparing too many countries simultaneously. These recommendations are especially valuable 

today, given ease of access to 3MC data and powerful statistical software.  

Comparability is a function of the number of populations involved (countries, regions, cultural 

groups, and so on) and time points covered. When the number of compared populations 

increases, so, too, do problems with varying competence, resources, control efforts, perceptions 

of concepts, and so on. Similarly, greater complexity comes with longitudinal surveys spanning 

decades, or covering instances of radical social change. In light of this insight, 3MC studies 

should aim to limit the number of populations with a manageable implementation and quality 

control operation, taking also into consideration financial and research infrastructure resources. 

Yet there is a countervailing pressure: to include as many populations, e.g., countries, as possible 

to make the survey more interesting to sponsors and users.  
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There is no single solution to this tension, to fit all 3MC survey research. However, there are 

guiding principles, such as Jowell’s (1998) rules (see Lyberg et al., 2019, p. 1067), and the 

recommendations this task force has developed, that can be reshaped into criteria for deciding on 

the scope of data collection and the conditions that survey design, implementation and 

documentation should meet to reach levels of comparability that facilitate transparent, ethical 

and valid knowledge production. It is important that neither data producers nor users ignore error 

sources, that current best practices are known and applied, and that stakeholders are informed 

about the quality of the survey data and any resulting limitations.  

The recommendations we make below consider both 3MC surveys as such, and developments of 

3MC research infrastructure. The latter is essential for promoting interdisciplinary dialogue and 

cooperation to achieve and implement common standards for quality of 3MC survey data:  

• Efforts need to be made to begin reconciliation and unification of the terminology 

employed to discuss equivalence and comparability across the many disciplines engaged 

in and contributing to 3MC research. 

• To achieve this, efforts to foster interdisciplinary research and collaboration, including 

training courses are needed. Coordination across projects and organizations in the 

development of new tools and approaches could greatly accelerate theoretical and 

methodological developments in 3MC surveys, leading to better quality data and 

increased efficiencies. This requires dedicated funding. The SERISS initiative in Europe 

provides an example of how such funding has accelerated and advanced the science and 

practice of 3MC survey research.  

• Breaking down disciplinary barriers also calls for cooperation at both individual and 

organizational levels. Organizations like AAPOR WAPOR, ESRA, and initiatives such 

as CSDI, and the methodology-oriented research committees of the American and 

International Sociological Associations, American and International Political Science 

Associations, and other stakeholders should form a committee or committees to: 

(i) develop strategies to compile and disseminate information about existing resources 

and best practices in 3MC survey research, including those listed in the Executive 

Summary. 

(ii) advance the tools, resources and research in priority areas for future research, such 

as those outlined in the Executive Summary. 

(iii) develop an interdisciplinary training curriculum that would prepare a new 

generation of specialists in 3MC survey research. 

• 3MC surveys should be designed and implemented taking into account current best 

practices discussed in this report and summarized in the Executive Summary. The term 

“current” is key, however; when new knowledge is gained, best practices should be 

revised and promoted. 

• Ongoing 3MC surveys should be reviewed on a regular basis. Both internal and external 

quality reviews are recommended because they offer different perspectives and new ideas 

for continuous quality improvement.  

• 3MC survey research should be established as a discipline of its own.  
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This last recommendation demands special justification, since it is critical for the advancement 

of the science of 3MC research. 

Given that 3MC surveys are currently conducted by organizations with varying research 

traditions and experiences regarding survey quality in general, and 3MC survey quality in 

particular, this report might have a limited effect in some disciplines that are not familiar with 

AAPOR/WAPOR activities. Frankly, the field of 3MC research is very large with limited 

collaboration across different research traditions. For example, while theoretical advances in 

comparative research are made in specific disciplines, including cultural psychology, cultural 

sociology, linguistics, organizational science, survey methodology, and psychometrics, both the 

integration and cross-fertilization of these advances with the aim of improving survey data 

comparability have been limited. While 3MC surveys share the common goal of producing 

comparable data across many cultures and countries, the lack of communication and 

coordination among 3MC survey networks as well as between these networks and researchers 

has hindered opportunities for advancement in improvements to data quality.  

Important progress has been made through the CSDI. CSDI was founded in 2002 with the goal 

of improving the comparability of survey data across diverse populations. Annual workshops 

since 2002 have provided a unique forum for researchers from around the world to present and 

discuss their research related to comparative survey methods. Other initiatives generated by the 

CSDI executive committee include two large international conferences on Survey Methods in 

3MC Contexts with a resulting monograph in 2010 (Harkness et al., 2010b) that won the 2013 

AAPOR book award and another monograph in 2019 (Johnson et al., 2019b). A comprehensive 

online free resource on Cross-Cultural Survey Guidelines and a series of short online courses on 

international survey research were also produced by members of CSDI (Survey Research Center, 

2016; Center for Capacity Building in Survey Methods and Statistics, 2018). 

The momentum created by CSDI also led 3MC research to be recognized as an important topic 

by major national and international organizations. Both the National Center for Education 

Statistics (NCES) and the Organization for Economic and Co-operation and Development 

(OECD) have organized seminars in the past two years revolving around the challenges of 3MC 

surveys (Behr & Zabal (2019) on translation).43 Moreover, AAPOR now has a session stream 

labeled 3MC in its annual meeting and a 3MC affinity group. The European initiative called 

SERISS, mentioned above, was formed to bring together European 3MC survey networks, with 

funding from the EU’s Horizon 2020 research program. 

These past and current initiatives have helped foster a growing research network centered around 

the challenge of comparability in 3MC surveys and have helped develop a collective research 

literature. However, much more remains to be done to engage additional 3MC survey networks, 

increase connections with researchers conducting cross-cultural research in other fields, 

particularly in new disciplinary fields such as computational linguistics. A funded effort to 

increase communication and foster interdisciplinary research and collaboration is urgently 

needed to advance the science and practice of 3MC survey research. 

 
43 See also http://www.oecd.org/skills/piaac/events/.  

http://www.oecd.org/skills/piaac/events/
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Further, in order to develop the field, we need to make 3MC research a discipline of its own. So, 

what does such a development entail? According to Groves (2018), a number of criteria must be 

fulfilled before a field can declare itself a discipline. The following list is one possible set of such 

criteria. 

f. an academic curriculum should be developed; 

g. a professional organization should be created; 

h. a scientific journal or a named set of publication outlets should be available to the 

discipline; 

i. the discipline should have a common set of shared values and research principles; and 

j. there should be deep ongoing work in knowledge domains. 

We cannot yet claim that all these criteria have been fulfilled. There are a few informal interest 

groups with CSDI at the forefront, research papers are presented at many conferences, and 

research papers are published in journals that normally cover topics from official statistics to 

ethnology. Deep ongoing work is indeed being done, but there are problems with outreach across 

this large field and the diffusion of innovations across disciplines and countries is uneven at best. 

According to Groves (2019), all fields need people, people that can be replaced over time. For a 

field to become a discipline it has to be large enough to attract a critical number of students, 

faculty, and practitioners. The 3MC literature is comprised of a number of monographs and 

resources that already now serve as teaching material. What is lacking is a systematic training 

program, including textbooks for undergraduate and graduate levels. Today scattered single 

courses are taught in universities, but to move to a product that provides an academic 

certification, an integration of courses is needed. Also, there need to be jobs within the discipline 

area and here, there appears to be no shortage of opportunities. However, there must be a 

structured process for training new generations for the field to develop further. 

Members of the 3MC field should formalize existing informal groups, form a professional group, 

and develop this discipline focusing on the criteria above. A group of members selected from this 

Task Force are in the initiation stages of this process. 
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Appendix 1 – Task Force Charge 

 

May 17, 2018 

 

Mission for an AAPOR/WAPOR task force on quality of comparative surveys 

 
Background 

 

Comparative surveys are surveys that study more than one population with the purpose to 

compare various characteristics of the populations. To achieve comparability these surveys need 

to be carefully designed according to state-of-the-art principles and standards. 

 

Examples of comparative surveys are the European Social Survey, the International Social 

Survey Program, the Gallup World Poll, the World Values Survey, the European Union Survey 

of Income and Living Conditions, the Programme for International Student Assessment, and the 

Global Marketing Compensation Survey.  

 

Some researchers use the notion Surveys in Multinational, Multiregional, and Multicultural 

Contexts (3MC surveys) as an alternative to comparative surveys. In some research groups the 

acronym 3MC has become almost a trade-mark.  

 

There are a myriad of 3MC surveys that are conducted within the official statistics, academic, 

and private sectors. They have in general become increasingly important to global and regional 

decision-making as well as theory-building. At the same time these surveys display considerable 

variation regarding methodological and administrative resources available, organizational 

infrastructure, awareness of error sources and error structures, level of standardized 

implementation across populations, as well as user involvement. These circumstances make 

3MC surveys vulnerable from a quality perspective. Quality problems present in single-

population surveys are magnified in 3MC surveys and new quality problems specific to 3MC 

surveys must be added on top of the former. 

 

We believe that so far quality problems have not been well handled in most 3MC surveys. The 

substantive output in terms of actual comparisons of populations (often countries) is often rather 

impressive. The output could be league or ranking tables, research reports, and assessment 

analyses. This wealth of output is, however, usually not accompanied by a corresponding interest 

in informing researchers, decision-makers, and other users about quality shortcomings. This can 

lead to understated margins of error and league tables that appear more precise than they actually 

are. There are also cases where researchers are informed about quality shortcomings but opt to 

ignore those in their research reports. There are of course many possible explanations for this 

state of affairs. One is that 3MC surveys are very expensive and the formidable planning and 

implementation leaves relatively little room for a comprehensive treatment of quality issues. 

Another explanation is that the survey-taking cultures among survey professionals vary 

considerably across nations as manifested by varying degrees of methodological capacity, risk 

assessment, and willingness to adhere to specifications that are not normally applied. 
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The literature on data quality in 3MC surveys is scarce compared to the substantive literature. 

There are exceptions, though, including the Cross-Cultural Survey Guidelines developed by the 

University of Michigan and members of the International Workshop on Comparative Survey 

Design and Implementation (CSDI). AAPOR has created a cross-cultural and multilingual 

research affinity group and some 3MC surveys have advanced continuing data quality research 

programs. Recently OECD organized a seminar on interviewer errors in their Programme for the 

International Assessment of Adult Competencies. In May 2018 OECD will organize another 

seminar, this time on translation issues. Members of the CSDI Workshop have produced three 

monographs that treat advances in the field of 3MC surveys. There are also scattered book 

chapters and journal articles that discuss 3MC and quality. 

 

Despite these efforts we believe that there is need for a task force that can address the most 

pressing challenges concerning data quality in this field. The output will be a set of 

recommendations regarding quality issues backed by justifications. 

 

The scope 

 

The task force will investigate, discuss, and comment upon aspects of the following areas: 

 

A. What’s so special about 3MC surveys? 

 

This first point will highlight some important features of 3MC surveys and how they differ from 

those in single-population surveys. Issues that will be discussed include the various meanings of 

equivalence, the need for an infrastructure that can handle the methodological and administrative 

challenges involved, the fact that populations such as nations and cultural subpopulations can be 

very different on several dimensions, that special error sources such as translation of survey 

materials and adaptation of questions in the source questionnaires are present, and that the 

research traditions vary a lot. For instance, in assessment surveys much energy goes to 

psychometric considerations rather than to survey errors. 

 

B. The notion of quality in a 3MC setting 

 

This second point is a general assessment of how quality should be perceived in a 3MC setting. 

There are a number of quality frameworks in survey science that can help identify error sources 

and provide guidance regarding their effects on estimates. There are basically two types of 

frameworks, namely total survey error (TSE) frameworks and frameworks that combine different 

quality dimensions, both quantitative and qualitative. TSE frameworks in 3MC surveys are 

discussed in Smith (2011), Pennell et al (2016), and Lyberg et al (2018). Smith, for instance, 

introduces the concept “comparison error”, which implies that TSE in 3MC settings is not only a 

matter of quality of estimates but also how well these estimates live up to requirements regarding 

equivalence, i.e., how comparable the estimates are across populations. Quality in 3MC surveys 

is also a matter of qualitative dimensions such as timeliness, relevance, accessibility, and 

whether comparisons are at all possible for some subsets of populations due to large differences 

in perceptions of concepts and general capacity. 
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We intend to discuss how quality should be perceived and conveyed to the users in a 3MC 

setting and whether it is possible to define criteria and indicators for good quality. Good quality 

is ideally decided together with the users but in 3MC surveys the distance between producer and 

user is very large and the producer should assume a greater responsibility for quality than is 

normally the case in single-population surveys. 

 

C. Basic design and implementation 

 

This third point provides an overview of the state-of-the-art regarding design and implementation 

issues given the important features mentioned above. Conducting a 3MC survey is a huge 

undertaking. If the number of populations is very large it is extremely hard to make valid 

comparisons and also to manage the entire operation. We intend to discuss whether there are 

upper limits to consider here. How should resources be allocated given different scenarios? Are 

there scenarios that cannot possibly generate outputs of good quality and, if so, can they be 

readjusted? 

 

All 3MC surveys have a process for design and implementation. Some of them will be described 

given their levels of ambition. Sometimes ambition levels are out of step with the quality 

provided. In some surveys almost everything about design and implementation is allowed to vary 

across populations. It is not uncommon that, say, participating countries are asked to administer a 

source questionnaire and deliver the results to a central site. Others allow a great deal of freedom 

on the part of the local data collection organizations and rely on what is called output 

harmonization to adjust for this variation. But if the freedom is such that the basic requirement of 

approximately similar essential survey conditions is not fulfilled comparisons become difficult. 

Some surveys use rather extensive input harmonization, i.e., a set of specifications on how 

design steps should be carried out, but without quality control local organizations might deviate 

from the specifications, which can have an effect on quality. Very ambitious surveys use input 

harmonization and check if specifications are adhered to. The problem is that often these checks 

come too late to be able to impact the data collection.  

 

Lack of a timely quality control is a problem in most, if not all, 3MC surveys. Even if 

specifications exist, they might not be understood, affordable, in line with local best practices, or 

they might be downright overwhelming. Here we intend to discuss this problem and some others 

that are related to quality control, such as data fabrication, lack of know-how, and limited 

appreciation for some types of error both among producers and advanced users. 

 

Report and Recommendations 

 

Most recent task force reports have treated new or emerging topics such as the use of big data, 

nonprobability sampling, and mobile technology. This task force report will discuss issues 

regarding multipopulation surveys that are already an established part of survey science. The 

reason is that we believe that many of these surveys are, in a broad sense, problematic from a 

quality perspective and need improvements. The report will end with a number of 

recommendations. 
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The recommendations will concern 3MC surveys that in most cases are already up and running 

and cover among other things the following: 

 

• A unified view on the definition of quality  

• The importance of a solid infrastructure and a central management team 

• Error structures 

• Examples of good quality assurance and quality control procedures used in practice 

• Quality reporting and the role of the user 

• New technology and a changing survey landscape 

• Urgent areas for improvement 

• Prevailing issues and ideas for the future 

 

AAPOR/WAPOR Task Force (TF) on Comparative Surveys 

 

Preliminary Time Schedule   

 

No Time periods Task action list 

1 March 2018 Finalize draft of task force charge, presented at CSDI  
 

2 April-May 2018 Team members assigned to the TF including satellite members 
(STF) 
 

3 April 4 
2018 

Task force charge sent to AAPOR council for approval and 
comments 

4 April 24 2018  Task force charge revised and sent to WAPOR for comments 
 

5 May 16, 2018 Meeting at AAPOR. Discussion of TF charge, time schedule, work 
format, and possible sponsors of workshop.  Assigning 
responsibilities and writing tasks to each team member. 
 

6 June 15 2018 Draft extended outline due 

7 July 20 
2018 

First rough draft (4 pages per section) due  
 

8 July 30-August 1, 
2018 

TF members that are available meet and produce first draft 

9 September 15, 2018 Comments on first draft from all TF and STF members due 

10 September 16, 2018 
-October 31, 2018 

TF works on second draft 
 

11 November 1 -30 
2018 

Assembling comments on second draft from all stakeholders 
including AAPOR and WAPOR councils. Possible workshop with TF 
and available STF members pending sponsor support 
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12 December 1, 2018 -
January 15 
2019 

TF works on third draft 
 

13 January 16, 2019 -
February 15, 2019 

Assembling comments on third draft from all stakeholders 
 
 

14 February 16, 2019 -
March 15, 
2019 

TF produces final draft, presented at CSDI 
 
 
 

15 March 16, 2019 –
March 31, 2019 
 

Comments on final draft from all stakeholders 
 

16 April 1, 2019 – April 
15, 2019 

Final report produced 

17 May 
2019 

Final report presented at AAPOR 
 

 

Proposed Task Force Membership 

 

1. AAPOR Members 

 

• Lars Lyberg (Inizio, Sweden)  Co-Chair 

• Kristen Cibelli Hibben (University of Michigan) 

• Julie de Jong (University of Michigan) 

• Timothy Johnson (University of Illinois at Chicago) 

• Michael Robbins  (Princeton University) 

• Tom Smith (NORC at the University of Chicago) 

• Ineke Stoop (The Netherlands Institute for Social Research) 

• Mandy Sha (Cross-Cultural and Multilingual Research Affinity Group) 

 

2. WAPOR Members 

 

• Beth-Ellen Pennell (University of Michigan)  Co-Chair 

• Irina Tomescu- Dubrow (Institute of Philosophy and Sociology, Polish Academy of Sciences 
(PAN) and CONSIRT at The Ohio State University and PAN) 

• Linda Guerrero (Social Weather Stations, Philippines) 

• Dorothee Behr (Gesis, Germany) 

• Jibum Kim (East Asian Social Survey, Korea) 

• Elizabeth Zechmeister (LAPOP) 
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Appendix 3 – Smith’s 2011 TSE and comparison error figure 

 

Figure A 
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Figure B 
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Appendix 4 – Pennell et al. 2017 TSE framework adapted for 3MC surveys 
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Input harmonization

Construct

Measurement

Response

Edited Data

Output harmonization

Validity

• Does the concept exist?
• Adaptation or operationalization of the construct

Measurement Error

Response process
• Comprehension – Translation and adaptation, context (i.e., question order)
• Retrieval – Ecological factors, social determinants
• Judgment and estimation – Declarative versus procedural knowledge, 

tendency to estimate
• Response – Self-presentation, social desirability

Adapted from Tourangeau, et al. [15]

Structural aspects
• Frame/mode limitations
• Interviewer/respondent interaction
• Communication norms
• Third party presence
• Respondent burden

Processing error

• Varying capacity and practices for data editing
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Appendix 5 – Bauer’s random route alternatives 

True Random Route (TRR) 

For each starting address, an interviewer is provided with an n x 3 direction matrix, 

where n is the number of rows of the matrix and represents the nth junction on the 

random route. The directions on the grid in each row (left, right, straight) are 

randomly assigned by the central sampling team from the master set of six 

combinations: L-R-S, L-S-R, R-L-S, R-S-L, S-L-R, S-R-L. 

At the first junction, the interviewer should follow the direction in Row 1 and 

Column 1. If this direction is not available, the interviewer should revert to Column 

2 in Row 1. Should the chosen direction be left, the street farthest left has to be 

selected; if it is right, the street farthest right must be taken. Interviewers mark the 

direction and proceed (as illustrated by the grey shading) to the next junction on 

their random route. At the second junction, the interviewer should follow the 

direction in Row 2 and Column 1, or Column 2 in Row 2 if direction 1 is not 

available (and so on). This procedure continues, moving to a new row at each 

junction, until the required number of households along the route is sampled. The 

map illustrates the direction of the random route based on the direction matrix. 

Map showing random walk   Direction matrix 
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Street Section Sampling (SSS) 

The second approach tackles the problem of unequal start locations and removes the drawback of 

random routes in being a non-probability sample with unknown selection probabilities. This 

method is based on the application of increasingly accurate and accessible road map data. 

Geographic data file providers like HERE, TomTom and Auto-motive Navigation Data (AND) 

enable the usage of international map data. Cities and land registry offices have up-to-date 

regional road maps and the open source project OpenStreetMap (OSM) provides free access to 

high quality data (Ciepłuch et al. 2010, Girres & Touya, 2010, Haklay 2010).  

Example of a street section sample. Random selection of a street section in which every 3rd 

household is questioned. The first contact is randomly chosen from the first three households. 

 

For an interviewer, the selection of households would typically look like the example above. The 

left panel shows the selection of a street section, the right panel how an interviewer selects 

households by contacting every 3rd one. Beginning from the start crossroad at the specified street 

side, the interviewer walks in the direction of the other end of the street section. The interviewer 

counts households until reaching the assigned start household in the street section, the first 

contact. From there, every 3rd household is contacted and interviewed. When the interviewer 

reaches the end of the street section, s/he changes to the other side and proceeds until returning to 

the starting crossroad. After the interviewer has completed a street section, s/he is assigned to 

another randomly selected one. This process continues until the required number of households 

is obtained. 

The street section sampling approach is a possible solution for unequal distribution of starting 

locations. However, it is associated with additional resources for coding and scripting, as well as 

fieldwork training. Further, there can be street sections with no households that should ideally be 

identified before the interviewers start fieldwork. It might, therefore, be more practical for survey 

agencies that already use random route sampling to apply the TRR approach as it follows the 

basic principles of general random route and only requires changing direction instructions to 
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reduce bias in household selection. Using longer interviewer routes could further reduce the 

effect of unequal distribution of starting locations in the TRR samples. 
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Appendix 6 – 3MC Survey documentation standards for study-level and 

variable-level metadata and auxiliary data 

 

Study-level metadata 

● Principal investigator(s). Principal investigator name(s), and affiliation(s) at time of data 

collection. 

● Title. Official title of the data collection. 

● Funding sources, including grant number and related acknowledgments. 

● Data collector/producer. Persons or organizations responsible for data collection, and the 

date and location of data production. 

● Project description. Describes the project and its intellectual goals. Indicates how the data 

articulate with related datasets: is the study part of a cross-national project/ a single-

country multi-cultural or multi-ethnic project? Was the survey fielded on its own or part 

of a larger study? If part of a larger study, provides name (title) of the larger study. Cites 

publications providing essential information about the project. A brief project history 

detailing major difficulties faced or decisions made is useful. 

● Study design. Describes the study design: e.g. single-cross sectional design/repeated 

cross-sectional design/panel design/ rotating panel design, and so on.  

● Target population, and, if applicable, survey population. Describes the population for 

which the study aims to make inferences (target population), and if different from target 

population, the actual population from which the survey sample is drawn (survey 

population). Description of survey population provides exclusion/inclusion criteria. 

● Unit(s) of observation: Who or what was studied. 

● Sample and sampling procedures. Describes in detail:  

(i) The sampling frame (primary sampling units, number of sampling frames used; 

whether sampling frames are new or preexisting; if preexisting, whether they were 

updated for current survey);  

(ii) The sampling procedures: Random/non-random sample design. Number of selection 

stages. For random sample, describes type: simple/systematic/stratified/cluster/ 

matched-pairs sampling/random route with saved address listing of households (for 

random walk with saved address listing, useful to indicate whether walk separate 

from or combined with interviewing). If non-random – specify type: random walk 

with interview and no saving of household addresses; quota sample; snowball 

sample; expert sample, other. Description of sampling procedures also indicates if 

more complex methods are used within given sample design type (e.g. if substitution 

of dropouts was permitted; if clustering was used at more than one selection stage; 

defining the clustering groups for any given stage; characteristics used for 

stratification, and so on.).  If available, a copy of the original sampling plan should 

be included as an appendix.  

● Incentives for survey participants. Indicates if respondents received incentives related to 

the study. If yes, specifies if incentive was conditional on completing interview (i.e., 

when it was handed out), describes incentive(s) and indicates where in the dataset 
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incentive details are at the respondent level in the event of differential incentive 

allocation.  

● Interview mode(s). Describes interview mode or modes used to collect the study data. 

Specifies criteria for change in interview mode within survey. Indicates if interview mode 

was changed within respondent; if yes – specify interview modes used and criteria for 

switching interview mode.   

● Data collection instrument/instrument versions. Provides all questions (full question 

wording) posed to survey participants, the sequence they were posed in, thus recreating 

the survey context. Should specify if instrument applied to full sample, or to sub-sample. 

If the latter, provide sub-sample characteristics. Since computer-assisted data collection 

modes often do not produce hardcopy instruments—or if they can be generated, they may 

be difficult to read.  Increasingly, survey organizations that use CATI and CAPI systems 

provide online versions of the entire electronic survey scripts, complete with 

programming, skip logic, question piping, and related technical features. Also specifies 

original language(s) of data collection instrument.  

● Pretesting of data collection instrument(s) in the language(s) they were originally 

developed. Indicates whether data collection instrument(s) were pretested. If yes, 

describes pretesting methodology (qualitative/quantitative/larger pilot study).  This 

documentation item is distinct from reporting on the methodology of pretesting translated 

instruments. 

● Translation of data collection instrument. Details the translation process and how the 

translation (or translations) was reviewed and assessed. Includes information about the 

languages into which data collection instrument(s) were translated; the organization(s) or 

firm(s) used for translation of each of the questionnaires from the source to target 

languages; composition and skills of the translation and review team (e.g. professional 

translators (freelancers/ translation agencies), member(s) of the survey project; external 

content experts; mother tongue of team members; their translation experiences in general, 

and experience relevant for the translation task (e.g. study topic, experience of translating 

questionnaires, knowledgeable about questionnaire design); written instructions and 

guidance from project team (if any). Details of the translation and review approach: 

double translation; split translation; single translation. Individual reconciliation/review; 

team reconciliation/review; back translation; rating tasks; pretesting of translated 

instruments (qualitative/quantitative/larger pilot study).   

● Interviewer training. Describes the procedures employed to train interviewers.  

● Fieldwork implementation and monitoring. Indicates the number of interviewers and the 

interviewer assignment process. Indicate all languages fielded in each study site, the 

process for determining the language of the interview, and any use of on unwritten 

languages and on-the-fly translation. Describes all procedures for monitoring fieldwork 

during the data collection process.  

● Response rate. Indicates the proportion of sampled units who actually participated in the 

survey; calculated using the American Association of Public Opinion Research (AAPOR) 

standard definitions, which have also been adopted by WAPOR (American Association 

for Public Opinion Research, 2016). For longitudinal studies, the retention rate across 

waves is also noted.  
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● Weighting. Indicates if weight variables are available. If yes, provides number of 

weights, and types of weight variables (e.g. design weights with/without taking into 

account existing non-response rates and their impact on probabilities/calibrated 

weights/post-stratification weights/combined weights). Describes methodology for 

constructing each weight variable (e.g. list variable/variables used to construct post-

stratification weights and specify if raking/cross-table/mixed was used to construct the 

weight) and indicates how the weight variables should be used. Describes any weight 

trimming implemented. 

● Dates and geographic location of data collection, and time period covered. 

● Data source(s). If a dataset draws on resources other than surveys, indicates the original 

sources or documents from which data were obtained. 

 

Variable-level metadata 

 

● The exact question wording or the exact meaning of the datum. Sources should be cited 

for questions drawn from previous surveys or published work. 

● A link between the question and the variable, by including the question number in the 

variable label. 

● Universe information, i.e., who was actually asked the question. Indicates exactly who 

was asked and was not asked the question. If a filter or skip pattern means that data on 

the variable were not obtained for all respondents, this information is provided together 

with other documentation for that variable. 

● Exact meaning of codes (i.e., variable values). The documentation shows the 

interpretation of the codes (i.e., values) assigned to each variable. For some variables, 

such as occupation or industry, summary descriptions in the codebook and value labels 

can be complemented with more extended information provided in an appendix. 

● Missing data codes. Codebook and value labels show the interpretation of codes/values 

that fall outside of the range of values corresponding to ‘valid’ answers. Different types 

of missing data (e.g. don’t know; refused to answer; not asked) should have distinct 

codes/values. These codes should be used systematically across the entire dataset(s). 

● Unweighted frequency distribution or summary statistics. These distributions should 

show both valid and missing cases. 

● Imputation and editing information. Documentation identifies data that have been 

estimated or extensively edited. 

● Cumulative scaling. Codebook should indicate whether a set of variables is designed to 

conform to a cumulative ordering process (i.e., Guttman scale).  

● Details on constructed variables. For variables constructed using other variables, 

documentation should include “audit trails”, indicating exactly how they were 

constructed, what decisions were made about imputations, and the like. Ideally, 

documentation would include the exact programming statements used to construct such 

variables.  

● Details on weight variables. The construction of each type of weight variable (e.g. design 

weights with or without taking into account existing non-response rates and their impact 
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on probabilities; calibrated weights; post-stratification weights; combined weights) in the 

dataset needs to be described in detail in the codebook. For example, what variable(s) 

were used to construct post-stratification weights; what is the source (or sources) of those 

variables; what was the method - raking/cross-table/mixed? How many cells of particular 

variables were used in the process of constructing post-stratification weight/weights? If 

combined weights are available – which weight variables were combined and how (e.g. 

multiplication, other - describe).  

● Location in the data file. For raw data files, documentation should provide the field or 

column location and the record number (if there is more than one record per case). If a 

dataset is in a software-specific system format, location is not important, but the order of 

the variables is. Ordinarily, the order of variables in the documentation will be the same 

as in the file; if not, the position of the variable within the file must be indicated. 

● Variable groupings. For large datasets, it might be useful to categorize variables into 

conceptual groupings. 

 

Ancillary information 

 

● Interviewer guide. Details on how interviews were administered, including probes, 

interviewer specifications, use of visual aids such as hand cards, and the like. 

● Flowchart of the data collection instrument. A graphical guide to the data, showing 

which respondents were asked which questions and how various items link to each other. 

This is particularly useful for complex questionnaires or when no hardcopy questionnaire 

is available. 

● Data collection instrument(s) in all languages they were administered.  

● Abbreviations and other conventions. Both variable names and variable labels will 

contain abbreviations. Ideally, these should be standardized. 

● Recode logic. An audit trail of the steps involved in creating recoded variables.  

● Coding instruments. Rules and definitions used for coding the data. 

● Related publications. Citations to publications based on the data, by the principal 

investigators or others.  
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